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Preface

On my first

sabbatical leave,

I

took a reading vacation for the first
One of my subjects was the Spanish

four weeks, perusing what I liked.
Civil

War.

It

had loomed large

mative, undergraduate years.

in the literature

The

I

read during

plays, novels, stories,

my for-

and poetry

of Ernest Hemingway, Andre Malraux, and George Orwell, among
dark with the shadow of the Spanish Civil War.
Consequently, it also figured in the minds of the teachers whom I admired. It had long been a subject about which I wanted to know
others, ivere

more.

When my reading vacation began, I knew
War was a good story and an important event.

that the Spanish Civil

knew that somewas also vaguely
the time came, I read a shelf
I

also

thing called the International Brigades existed.

aware that Stalinism was relevant.

When

of books, starting with that redoubtable
by Hugh Thomas.

classic

I

The Spanish Civil War

Even the most general books devoted a chapter to the International
Brigades.

The many brief and superficial accounts stimulated me to

pursue books on them. These

I found to be in short supply. Further,
found that they often re-told the same basic story, leaving many basic
facts unreported. Finally, I found that there were few scholarly works
on the International Brigades, though those that exist are very valuI

able.

xi

l^ejace

xii

I

emerged from this avocadonal study of the International Br^;ades

with many questions. How many foreigners went to Spain? Whowere
they? Win did they go? How did they get along with Spaniards? What

were the relationships among the foreigners, especially those of different national and political stripes? And many more.
Other projects took priorit)', but I sometimes found myself in circumstances where I could pursue questions about the International
Brigades. No one else had answered them, and, indeed, it seemed
that many people did not think them important If they were to be
answered I would have to do it myself. I found myself widi a new project So powerful was the call, that I also found my other scholarly
pursuits in the political theory of justice were influenced by my impressions of the world the International Bhgaders lived in and made
for themselves.

had read Hannah Arendt's The Human Condition in graduate
my supervisor, and I saw something of the
hero she imagined in the men of the International Brigades. They
were as weak, querulous, and unattractive as the antique heroes that
her typewriter conjured from ancient Greece, but like those heroes
1

school, to the regret of

the

men of the International Brigades had recognized the moment
and had

to act,

acted.

pecially those of us

It

was now the responsibility of observers, espaid to do so, to reflect upon their ac-

who are

tion.

Mine may not be the most important questions to ask about the
Not all of my questions have been answered in these pages. But some of them have
been and I have shown how the answers arrived. Where an answer
cannot be given with confidence I have detailed the problem and
drawn a heavily qualified conclusion. Many of even the most basic
International Brigades, but they are pertinent.

questions,

like

how many

loreign

volunteers

served

in

the

International Brigades, cannot be docimiented. There are both con-

ceptual and empirical difficulties in the question, and these are ex-

plained in the
be explained.

text,

but there

is

also a larger constraint that

needs to

Studying the International Brigades is sometimes as tedious and
tendentious as detective work. A shred of evidence sustains a house
of inferences; alternatively a rank of assumptions must be paraded
before a fn^[ment of evidence can be seen. It is not one of those
Agatha Christie mysteries where there is someone who knows all the
answers, but refuses to tell, or has gone into hiding, or destroyed the
vital evidence. Rather it is that other kind of mystery where no one
really
I

knows the answers

to the naive questions posed. Moreover, as

discovered with further investigation, most of those involved did

Copyrighled material
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not want to

xiii

know these simple

things.

of them must have thought, to be tied

Too much was at stake, many
down to facts and figures, or

probe the human reality. Better to shape the truth
through slogans and stereotypes, and to inflate or deflate facts as opportune. Ignorance freed and fed the imaginadon.
No one can overcome the deficiencies in the historical record, and
I fear I have made my own mistakes. In some cases, I have had enough
sense not even to try. Where I have tried and £uled, my hope was to
treat the elusive and illusory record with attendon and respect.
I came to this study without a personal stake. Though I have since
met some Internadonal Brigaders, I knew none when I started this
work. Nor did I come to it with an ideological conviction that the defenders of the Spanish Republic had a monopoly on virtue. While
my invesdgadons have concentrated on the Republican side of the
Spanish Civil War, I realized that their Nadonadist opponents were
flesh of their flesh, and not the monsters portrayed in the propaganda of the dme, which has been too long perpetuated. If there are
those who have seen the Spanish Civil War from the Nadonalist perspective among the readers of this book, perhaps they might also see
that their enemies in the Internadonal Brigades were but mortals,
to take the time to

too.

Many acknowledgments are due. The most important is first: a
sabbadcal leave from the University of Sydney made this study possible.

Tenure as a visidng fellow at the Hoover Institution in Stanford,

California, provided the initial opportunity to do research on the subject.

Addiuonal investigations were conducted in the New York City

Public Library, the Internadonal Institute for Social History in

Amsterdam, the Zentralbibliothek Zurich, the Bridsh Museum, the
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, Brandeis University Library, the
Library of Congress, and the Toronto Public Library. Much progress

was

made

while a visidng fellow at the Netherlands Institute for

Advanced Study The manuscript was completed while I was Merril
Endowment \^siting Professor at Utah State University. Librarians
at these institutions and others, most especially at the University of
Sydney, contributed much to this study. I thank them one and all.
With pleasure, I acknowledge the counsel, assistance, and encouragement of my colleagues Fred Teiwes, John Ravenhill, Graeme Gill,
Terry Irving, Judith Keene, Michael Hogan and Bob Miller. The opportunity to present a paper at a conference sponsored by Siena

College

first

forced

me

to organize

some

material in writing.

I

am

grateful to Thomas

O. Kelly and his colleagues for their efforts in organizing all of the World War II conferences, but particularly this
one. Liz Kirby and Lyn Fisher tracked down many strange requests.
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xiv

while Lynne Thomson andJohn Robinson made computers work for
and not against me. Shereen Mathews effectively keyed in the main

body of the textfinom a cryptic and confused typescriptwhen the transition to the new technology was made. Debbie Gessaman wielded a
firm bhie pencil on the manuscript. Rebecca Simmonds supported
the project in nian\ ways, mostly by moral support, but also by securing the hardware.

were the International Brigaders themand memoirs produced the odd
feeling that somehow I had friends among them. That feeling kept
the project going even when there was much competition for atten-

Most important,

selves.

tion

tliough,

Their books,

on the agenda.

letters, diaries,

Chapter

1

Introduction

pinned Harold Smith to the iron-hard
Spanish earth at Brunete in the searii^ heat ofJuly 1937. Later he
said he had thought to himself:
Invisible, man-killing gun-fire

had brought him across the sea to Spain
moment. The slogans
were not on his lips
There was no conscious decision but he knew he would not turn
back. His decision had been made before.*
Tlu' unanswerable logic that

did not appear

at this

.

.

.

.

. . .

He had earlier made a personal declaration of war in going to
Spain to fight in the International Brigades. So did thousands of
others.

The International Brigades emei^ged during the Spanish Cwil War.
They were made up of men who i«ent to Spain to fight in the civil
war for the Spanish Republic. Though estimates vary gready, by the
time the civil war ended about 36,000 foreigners had served in the
International Brigades, 32,000 of them men in the ranks.
There were many resident foreigners and visitors in Republican
Spain when the civil war began, and some of them were the first foreigners to contribiue to the Republic's defense.

Others rushed to

of the conflict. For a year and a half men were acth^ly recruited from aroimd the world to serve in Spain. Most of
those fore^ers vAio fought for the Republic served in the

Spain at the

start

International Brigades.

2
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The first occasion when these foreigners attracted attention was
during the defense of Madrid in November 1936. They paraded
through the city streets, armed and uniformed, to take up important
positions in the University City on the outskirts, where they bore the
brunt of the fighting. When the Nationalist attack dwindled in the
winter of 1936-1937, much publicity credited the Internadonal
Brigades with saving Madrid.
Five brigades were designated "International." During the rigors
and confusion of the campaign, military units appear and disappear.
This was as true of the Internadonal Brigades as of any other armed
force. Where possible they were kept together in groups with a common language, but given the number of languages this was not possible for the Balkans, the Dutch, and Scandinavians. Besides the five
brigades called Internadonal, there were also three other formadons
of International volunteers in the infantry. Table (1) offers a summary of the organizaUon of the Internadonal Brigades.
The 150th Brigade consisted of two battalions, the norm being
four, and one of them was tran^erred to the 13th International
Brigade. The 129th International Brigade was an effort to re-group
It comprised
those from central £iux>pe and the Balkans.
Czechoslovakians, Bulgarians, Yugoslavians,

and Albanians. These

men are least known in Western Europe; some have published books
but these have not been translated into Western European languages.
Quite probably, few of them survived the Spanish Civil War. Perhaps
one result of changes in Eastern Europe in the 1990s will be opportunities for some of their history to reach wider audiences.
By and large the International Brigades served together as a single force. When Republican Spain was divided by the successful
Nationalist drive to the Mediterranean in 1938, however, the
International Brigades were also divided.
Table

1.

Summary of the Organization of the International Brigades
Date Formed

Brigade
11th

12di

13di
14th
15th

150th
129di

86di
Source:

Hugh Thomas.

Main Language

October 1936
German
November 1936
Italian
December 1936
French
December 1936
French
February 1937
English
Hungarian
July 1937
Balkan
July 1937
Contained an international battalion.
The Spanish

Civil War. pp. 968-960.

Introdudion
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The first International Brigade
even from the

start there

consisted mainly of Germans, but

were English,

Italians qiiicklv increased in

Italians,

number and

and others present

constituted a second

Two brigades were French-speaking and the language of
was English; other international imits were made up of central Europeans, Poles, Czechs, Slovaks, Hungarians, and others. The
International Brigades existed between November 1936 and March
1938 ¥^en the League of Nations supervised their repatriation.
While they were under arms the International Brigades were deployed by the Republican general staff. Apart from the defense of
Madrid, they participated in every offensive until disbanded, usually
as the first units to assault the enemy, the shock troops. The original
plan for the Republican offensive at the Ebro River had called for
withholding the International Brigades so that the Republic could
claim to be fighting its own battle, but when the offensive stalled the
Internationals had to be sent in. Alter the repati iation, tlie ranks of
the International Brigades filled with Spaniards as the Republic prepared for the apocalypse. But many foreign volunteers still remained
in Spain, some in International Brigades while others were scattered
brigade.

the

last

in smaller units.

The men of
Europe,

North

the International Brigades were recruited from

America,

and elsewhere by the Communist
and its front and allied organizations.

International, the Comintern,

The Comintern turned

propaganda forces toward the
and rendering it a powerf ul
drama. Those moved by this drama found that it was possible to go
to Spain to contribute materially, and many did. The Comintern organized their journeys, paying fares for those who had to travel by
ship or train, providing hotel accommodations at a rendezvous such
as Paris, and arranging for the frontier crosring by hiring guides or
bribing guards or a prudent combination of the two.
its

Spanish conflict, drawing

it

|)()werful

to attention

The International Brigades established a headquarters in Albacete,
remote town aboiu 150 miles from Madrid. W hen recruitment increased, foreign volunteers were channeled there. Those who entered Spain of their own volition were directed there by Spanish authorities. Those who entered under the auspices of the Comintern
were taken directly there.
Andr6 Marty, a French Communist, whose party could spare him
for foreign service, ran the base at Albacete. His military fatme was
as a naval mutineer in World War I. At Albacete he seems to have
been a law unto himself The foreigners who collected at Albacete
were anxious for the fight, but they often waited there for weeks, occasionally subjected to ideological harangues on the perfidy of the
a
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enemy ^who often seemed to be Trotsky, not the fascism that moved
many of the volunteers, nor the Spanish Nationalists. When a sufficient number of men had arrived at Albacete, they were formed
into units and dispatched to the International Brigades in the lines.
At dmes of crisis small groups of newly arrived volunteers were herded
into trucks and driven straight into a batde.
so

Convenience of communication and command required that the
same language. In time, each of the brigades
had a dominant language, as indicated above, though there were
many occasions when the languages were mixed, with confusion the
result. Communication in Spanish with the Republican army was always difficult First there was the language barrier. Second, many
basic units speak the

Spaniards distrusted the foreign intrusion.

Many of the men who made

their

way

to Spain to take part in the

International Brigades were confirmed Stalinists for whom bourgeois

democracy was a hollow shell. Their primary enemy was fascism, and
they were the hammers of communism's world revolution. Since
bourgeois democrats also opposed fascism, a temporary alliance was

moved
on the common enemy

possible. Fearing a confrontation with fascism, Soviet leaders

to a Popular Front policy that concentrated

of fascism. The ants^onism of Communists for Socialists, democrats,
and liberals was not diluted, but veiled.
On this point communist theory and the interest of the Soviet
Union departed. Stalin supposed that if a European conflict was to
come, far better for it to be in distant Spain than closer to the Soviet
Union.
When the civil war began, the prospect of supplying
Republican Spain with moral and material support sufficed to shift
attention to Iberia. At the end of the civil war when all of the
Republicans but the most die-hard Communists wanted to cease hostilities, one suspects that Stalin's view was that the continuation of the
civil war served the interest of the Soviet Union, ^^ewed from the
Kremlin a long, terrible war confined to Iberia might bring Germany

and Italy into collision with England and France, leaving the Soviet
Union on the sidelines, free to chart its own course. World revolution would have to wait.
Accordingly, the Comintern in Paris was charged with promoting
interest in the Spanish Civil War. To do so, its powerful propaganda
machine was set in motion. It produced striking posters, photographs, and slogans. Meanwhile, individuals had already suggested
an international column as a vehicle for propaganda. These suggestions were stimulated by the observation that some foreigners were
already taking part in the Republican struggle, while others were

going to Spain to do

so.

5
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There were many foreigners in Spain, both Nationalist and
Republican. The foreigners in Republican Spain were not all in the
designated Intemadonal Brigades. On this point, more will be said
later.

Italian Socialists, German and French Communists, Belgian and
Welsh miners presented themselves to the Republic. Republican officials were disinclined to accept the services offered, until it became
clear that Soviet good will and aid depended in part on doing so.

*

:|!

*

This book is an attempt to peel off some of the layers of myth that
have obscured the Intemadonal Brigades. These myths concern factual questions of their number, nation, class, s^, and political affiliations; others concern the meaning of their commitment. The truth
is that the International Brigades were both more complex and simpler than portrayed in propaganda, myth, or history: more complex
because the men in the ranks were far more varied than any ideology can accommodate and simpler because they had the universal
experience of war. The significance of the International Brigades
in the ideological convictions that recruited (some of) them
than in the labor of their endurance once there. In one part, the
goal of this book is iconoclastic; to expose some of the mythology.
Another goal is interpretative, to draw out some of the significance
of the International Brigaders. In this it is no more original than
were the experiences of the men of the International Brigades.
Wliat follows is an extended reflection upon the acts and experiences of these men of the International Brigades. Chapter Two provides a brief overview of the Spanish Civil War, while Qiapter Three
locates the volunteers in the moral environment of the 1930s. Such
an interpretation can be no better than the information on the nar
ture and character of the men. Consequentiy, Chapter Four examines the motivations of the foreign volunteers, through their own testimony and what we know of their circumstances and of the history
of the dmes. Two themes are pursued. The first is that the volunteers
were marginal men produced by economic and political upheavals
lies less

of the time.

The second,

related,

theme

is

that they reacted, as oth-

moral incoherence of their world, as
explained in Chapter Three. Volunteers each made a personal declaration of war in going to Spain, taking the sovereign's right to deers did in different ways, to the

clare war.

The subjective information of Chapter Four tells something of the
men's minds, though that knowledge must be founded on an understanding of their objective characteristics as well. Chapter Five

6
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surveys the most obvious yet elusive
International Brigades, that

is,

objective

how many

aspect of the

international volunteers

were there? Conceptual, empirical, and political problems exist in
estimating their number. No less difficult is establishing their social
identity in Chapter Six, starting with their nationalities. Incomplete
evidence on their ages and class background is also examined, together with their political affiliations. It is apparent from the outset
that our knowledge of these men is none too sound. Since no single
source is authoritative, many sources have to be evaluated to arrive
at the best estimates. If the arrival

is

without surprise, the

trip is in-

structive.

Once knowledge of the volunteers has been clarified. Chapter
Seven examines the justifications given at the time for founding the
International Brigades. R. Dan Richardson has convincingly argued
that the Comintern, acting on instructions from the Kremlin, pressured the Republican government to accept the idea.'*^ He has also
explained that many key individuals in the Comintern and the
Kremlin, as well as others within Republican Spain, saw advantages
in a Comintern army. A ready-made weapon at hand without local
loyalties might be needed to strike one's enemies, especially those
ostensiblyon the same side. This had appeal. Neither the Republican
government nor the Comintern could broadcast these private, internecine reasons for forming the International Brigades. Instead,
several other public justifications were explicitly and implicitly promoted. Among them were three that have been at the center of many
myths about the International Brigades, so effective was the
Comintern propaganda. These three must be treated separately to
get beyond myth to more of the reality of the International Brigades.
Even historians committed to debunking the myths of the
International Brigades sometimes accept the truth of some of these
publicjustifications with littieor no examination, as though they were
descriptions of what happened. Word has become deed in the
mythology of the International Brigades.
The first justification was that the volunteers would be veterans
who would fight until replaced by a new popular army to defend the
Republic. The second was that these veteran volunteers would serve
as a model of martial discipline to that new army. The third was that
they would also be moral exemplars of commitment to the anti-Fascist
cause, which was the rallying cry of Socialists, Communists, liberals,
and democrats in Spain and around the world. As we shall see, the
first two justifications fail, but the third remains, though it must be
considerably revised.

Chapter Eight concludes by re-evaluating the moral meaning of

Introduction

7

it was political dying. The
based on the testimony and experiences of the men
themselves. Once in Spain, once the firing began, once the skin
began to tear, once the bones began to break, the overwhelming fact
was that they were soldiers, not that they had an ideology or had volunteered. Their experiences under fire were those of the universal
soldier. Chapter Nine is a short epilogue.
The bibliography is not exhausuve. Fifty nations were represented
in the ranks of the International Brigades, almost as many as participated in the Berlin Olympics in 1936. The men in the ranks spoke
20 languages or more; one veteran noted 18 lang^u£^es alone within
one of the International Brigades, probably not counting Spanish.
No wonder Verle Johnson referred to the Tower of Babel in the tide
ofhis book about the International Brigades. Surviving veterans have
doubtlessly written of their experiences in every major European language and more. Insofar as their stories inspired the historians of
their nations, an historical literature on the International Brigades
has been written in each of these languages. Most of that secondary
literature has been published in English, French, Spanish, Italian,
and German. The research for this study concentrated on these languages as listed above. A few Russian, Dutch, and other sources were
also examined.
The propensity to write of their experiences does not seem to have
fallen evenly across all nationalities. Despite the large number of
French-speaking volunteers, they have published little primary liter-

the foreign volunteers, emphasizing that

conclusion

is

ature, while Italian, English, and German survivors left more firsthand accounts. This variation in national literature is parUy a result
of the nature and ex[>eriences of the International Brigades, as will

be shown.
If the preceding paragraphs outline what is included in this study,
what is excluded must also be stated. There are three important parts
of the story of the International Brigades that have already been fully

treated. First

role of the

is

the organization of the International Brigades.

Comintern

The

Brigades and
readily available. For the purposes

in recruiting the International

in providing the officer corps

is

hand, as individuals these cadres come within the ambit of this
study. They were ordered to Spain in an inner-party conscription by
the Comintern (to be officers), they were not volunteers, though
some had volunteered before receiving their orders. Their number
can only be estimated, not extracted from quantitative information
about the International Brigades. Moreover, some of these cadres
left written accounts that must be used because no source can be dismissed out of hand when a paucity of information exists.
at
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Second is a description of die military campaigns of the
Interaadonal Brigades. These are readily available in the general accounts of the military conflict. Many come "to the reading of History,
with an affection much like that of the People in Rome, who came
to the Spectac le of the Gladiators, with no more delight to behold
their blood, than their Skill in Fencing," as Thomas Uobbes once admitted. It is still commonplace for undergraduate courses in world
politics to be dominated by men attracted by the guns and rockets
they perceive in international politics. Perhaps this study will seem
less ea^ to read shorn of the romantic element otherwise inevitably
produced by a narrative history of the combat of the International
Brigades, but the result will be a slightly cooler and clearer perspective on what the foreign volunteers did and how little is known of
them. If anywhere, truth lies at the margins, often in the shadows.
Understanding is like developing photographs; the raw material is
there on the negative. Tlie developer must choose the approjjriate
^

quality

and

size

paper and then mix

in a

blend of chemicals gradu-

the bitent image. Those who use the International
Brigades to prove some point add a distinctive blend of chemicals
ally to reveal

that

enhance part of the picture while

distorting the

whole compo-

sition.

The

third

and

finally led the

final omission is the international diplomacy that
Republican government to make a gesture by with-

drawing the foreign volunteers

of the International Brigades,

hop-

ing to use world opinion to pressure the Nationalists to reciprocate

by sending home dieir German and Italian allies. Though these intrigues decided the fote of the spear carriers in the ranks of the
International Br^ades, it is unlikely that any conaderation of their
best interests informed the deliberations. By that time, the soldiers
in the ranks of International Brigades were truly pawns in the game.
The international context of the Spanish Civil War only provides a
backdrop to this study.
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Chapter 2

The Beginning
Nowhere do events
rnrrespoyul less to

man

's

expeclaliom than in war.
Laiy, Histaiy ofRome

At 4:20 P.M. of 1 7july 1936, parts of the Spanish Army rebelled against
the constitutional government of the Spanish Republic, unwittingly
bringing about the Spanish

background

to the

Spanish

C^ivil

Civil

War. This chapter briefh traces the

War and

of the International Brigades, along with
of them.

1.

discusses the
first

emergence

impressions of

some

The Uprising

After centuries of monarchy, Spain experienced an imcertain period
of autocradc rule from 13 September 1923 to 14 April 1931 when the

Second Republic was proclaimed.

A Center-Right coalition won

election in which few understood or were

committed

to the

an

democ-

ratic process. In turn, this government lost a popular election to a
government of the left on 16 February 1936. Understanding of and
commitment to democnury had not greatly Increased. The world economic depression, together with the competition of the great powers, added to the crisis atmosphere in Madrid and throi^hout Spain.
The night of 17-18 July became "La noche de los generales" (The

night of the generals)

a' night that lasted three vears. In the first 24
hours of the rebellion, the greatest problem or all concerned must
have been inf ormation. Both the rebels and the government scrambled to ascertain the scope of the uprising. Such an event had long
,

f

9
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been rumored. Spain then had no king who could uphold the constitution while remaining aloof, as Juan Carlos has done in the £ace
of another restive Spanish Army.
The telephone was crucial as the rebels and the government contacted one military installation after another demanding that the garrison declare itself for the rebellion or for the government. Inside

most garrisons, opinion divided between those who wanted to join
the insurgents, those who opposed them, and the prudent who
wanted to wait and see. Despite the outcome, those who wanted to
wait and see may well have been in a msyority. Nonetheless, many
military garrisons declared for the rebellion. However, some of these
were overwhelmed by lefdst militants. Militants ended the emeute
at the Montana barracks in Madrid in a blood bath that was grotesque
at the dme, but events soon surpassed this horror many times over.
Elsewhere, officers of different persuasions shot
vidually then in small groups.

mand

looked on, or

at

it

out,

Sometimes the men under

other times they took part.

if

not indi-

their

Many in

com-

the army

swung to the rebellious officers in the first two days, but enough of
the army remained uncommitted if not enthusiastically loyal to convince the government to retain its posidon. The sanguine realized
that many such storms had been weathered in the past.
No doubt the rebels had hoped instantly to win complete support
from the whole army and much of the civilian population, forcing
the government to resign or even to flee in disgrace. It would have
been over in 48 hours with little or no bloodshed. For its part, the
government must have hoped, once the rebellion occurred, that a
steadfast refusal to capitulate would cause this latest example in a
long line of loosely organized military malcontents to break up. Both
sides must have expected the matter would be over in days when the
other collapsed. Each underestimated the tenacity of the other this
time.

The

between the rebels and the Republic was
Each was too weak to deliver a decisive blow. Though it was claimed at the time, and repeatedly claimed since, that all or most of the army swimg to the rebels,
scant evidence supports such a conclusion, an example of the propaganda of the time becoming history for many people.*
Time was needed to marshal and mobilize strength. Though lines
of communication for both the rebels and the government were unreliable, serious military operations began quickly. In this, the rebels
had one great advantage over the government they had a target,
Madrid. General Emilio Mola, a leader of the plot, moved from the
north to within 40 miles of the capital. Meanwhile, General Francisco
division of opinion

too even to

make

either side the winner.

—
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Franco, another of the key participants, launched an attack on
Madrid from the south. At the outset, manv people must have sup-

posed that this would be a repetition of the aborted military uprising of August 1932, or at worst a recurrence of the days of street fighting in October 1934. Informed of the military uprising, the president
of the Republic dismissed the subject by saying
going to bed."^
Franco had earlier been commander of the Army of Afirica in
Spanish Morocco where the Spanish had long been in conflict with
native tribes while cooperating and competing with the French in
the Protectorate. He was a very experienced and widely respected

Tm

field

commander. Much of the Army of Africa consisted of Moors

recruited from North Africa, and of a foreign legion, called the

from Europe and the Americas, as well as Spain.
Franco had begun his combat career in the Tercio. Since neither the
Moors nor the legionnaires were thought to have any loyalty to the
Republic and were thought willing mercenaries in search of booty,
they figured prominently in the rebels' plans. Much of the small
Army of Africa was speedily transported across the Straits of Gibraltar
by aircraft of the German air force. While military bases around Spain
fought out their own civil wars before siding with the rebels or the
government, Franco returned from exile in the Canary Islands, reTercio, recruited

sumed command of the Army of Africa, and set out for Madrid. The
chief architect of the plot. General Mola, planned to decapitate the
Republic symbolically by seizing Madrid and, if possible, functionally
by seizing the Republican government The aim was a campaign of
a few weeks at most. Communication, supply, and organization of
the rebel army were all ad hoc. There were diversions, like the relief
of the Alcazar in Toledo, which were politically and symbolically important but delayed strategic gains. The weather and terrain were
factors. Supply was difficult only where it was not impossible. The
pace slowed. Discipline was difficult to maintain. Most of all, Franco's
caution meant that the vanguard of the rebel army took three months
to arrive before Madrid although it had encountered no serious military obstacle in its progress. As Franco approached, the Republican
government prompdy fled, as if according to the script, but the rebels
foimd that Madrid was not ready to capitulate. Evidentiy, the rebel
generals had their own ambitions, for there was littie strategic cooperation among them. As colleagues often are, they were rivals.
Indeed, another two years would pass before the rebels, who by then
called themselves the Nationalists, would enter exhausted and depleted Madrid in triumph, a bare six months before the start of World
War II. like much of the Spanish Civil War, the surrender of Madrid
was perceived by many participants and observers as a battie between

Copyrighted material
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Communists and and-Communists. In the last act, the Communists
were those who wished to continue the stn^le at all costs, destroying Madrid while saxnng it. while the anti-Communists were those who
thought the war was over. L Itimateh, Madrid's surrender ended the
night of the generals. By that time, the Republican government had
once again fled, this time to exile in France.
From the onset, the Spanish CSvil War was interpreted abroad in
the context of the wider European politics of 1936. It was seen as a
strc^le of democracy (the Republic) against foscism (the rebels) or
as the stnq(gle of the Christian West (die Nationalists) against
Bolshevist East (the Republic), but there is no doubt that it sprang
from deep^ated, imiquely Spanish matters. However, once the ci\il
war began, foreign intervention, in both word and deed, made the
conflict international. Beyond Iberia the civil war embodied and symbolized the conflict between fascism and democracy that ran across
the face of Europe. This interpretation still dominates the popular
consciousness of the Spanish Qvil War outside Spain, though scholars since Gerald Brenan*s 1943 The Spanish Labyrinth have argued for
its Spanish nature.^ Apologists for the RepuUic ignore that the most
ardent defenders of the Republic were not naive democrats but casehardened Spanish Stalinists for whom democracy was a bourgeois fiction, an expedient, and nothing more. That onlv one of the four sizal)le tactions within the rebel coalition had a vague siinilariiv to

German nazism

or Italian fascism

is

equally neglected. This was the

Falange, a group with which Franco never identified.

The Republican government, elected in February 1936, was a coalia very slight electoral margin.
cabinet coiwsted exclusively of liberal Republicans of various
persuasions. Socialists and Communists did not participate in the

tion of bourgeois liberal parties with

The

Popular Front government of the Republic because it was bourgeois,
had more popular support and the ( 'ommunists better organi/ation than the governing parties; thus, thi' Rej)ublican
government had the responsibility of governing without the legitimacy to do so. In the interest of maintaining the allegiance of the
yet the Socialists

bourgeoisie to the Republic, the government tempered revolutionary demands from the Socialists and Communists. This satisfied no

one. Ifanything, the Spanish Sodalist party exceeded the Communist
party in

its

criticisms of the

cial revolution.

Unions

Republican government, calling for a so-

struck; capitalists considered flight;

bers of the bourgeoisie watched; armv officers plotted.
siastically

supported the go\ernment of the

The government
chambers, the

dav.

and into the legislative
As Spain became increasingly volatile, the gov-

retreated into

Cortes.

mem-

Few enthu-

its

offices
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emment all but abdicated.

Slogans proliferated. Each and every fac-

tion held political rallies. \^olent clashes occurred. Individuab dis-

s^peared, went into hiding, or were abducted. Immediately prior to
the uprising. Republican police arrested and murdered Calvo Sotelo,
a leading opposition politician. In all the world's turmoil at the time,
this is the only instance of an opposition politician being killed by
the government police in an electoral democracy. Conservative
forces, fearing that the

Republican government was about to acqui-

esce in the radical demands of the Socialists and Communists, orga-

nized ever

more

toric mission

intensely.

More army officers dreamed of the

of the army to impose order.

his-

Political militants

organized party militias to enforce party decisions, first on party members, and then on others. Ministries £uled to open and all parties issued declarations. In all, there was a great deal of politics but precious little government. Observing the introduction of democracy
in the Soviet

Union and Eastern Europe

us that voting

is

a pointless ritual

if

there

1990s has reminded
no moral commitment to

in the
is

accept the outcome and no cultural appreciation of the role of the
opposition that loses the election.
Perceiving the Republican government to be an empty shell, the
generals struck. As

if

dazed by the explosion of a large flash bulb,
A collapse was the most likely re-

the government did not respond.
sult.

But as hours and days passed, the attack on the Republic

galr

vanized the strongest factions on the left. In time the Socialists and
Communists supported the government and by September 1936

joined the cabinet. The government enjoyed a new legitimacy. Had
the government appeared this united earlier, there might have been
no rebellion. Paradoxically, while the rebels gained su ength as more
military units secured territory for their cause, the Republican gov-

ernment also became politically stronger. The ceaseless a^tation of
the left had finally produced a revolution, but one from the right,
not the left
Crisis paralyzed Spain, but most of the rest of the world had other
problems. The world press had seldom reported Spanish politics be-

fore the |ulv uprising.

Bevond

Iberia, nciilicr join iialisis noi- their

readers could assess the strength that the Republican government

found. Instead, they saw the confident and oi ten unopposed, if slow,
advance on Madrid of the rebel army from all directions but especially from the south and it seemed only a matter of time before
Madrid fell. Observers agreed that with tiie capture of Madrid, the
Republican government, wherever it might fly, would have to concede. Without Madrid, the Republican government would have nothing of importance to govern.
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When

end of October
Then on 8 November, while the

the rebels were reported in Madrid at the

-19S6, the matter

seemed

setded.

army was investing the southwest perimeter of Madrid, a condown the Gran Via in
Madrid, taking up positions at the front that ran through the sprawling campus of the University C>ity, then under construction. The
rebel offensive stalled. More foreigners arrived. By the start of the
winter, the batde for Madrid would clearly be siege not storm. The

rebel

tingent of international volunteers paraded

Republic was spared for the time being.

Many supposed the foreign
more

volunteers had saved Madrid, a supposition to be examined in

By December, one American diplomat in Barcelona reported to Washington the thousands of foreign volunteers in
Republican Spain.^ It was an unexpected development and promised
to be on a scale that was unprecedented.
The first foreigners to take up arms for the Republican government were some of those already present in Spain when the military
rebellion occurred, exiles from German and Italian fascism. There
were others who had come to Spain for the alternative Workers'
Olympiad scheduled to open in Barcelona on 19 July.^ When the
fighting started on I7july, Barcelona in particular and Spain in general had a large resident population of politically committed foreigners who had come to seek refuge under the aegis of the Popular
Front government. For more than a crucial half year Spain represented the only united and declared anti-Fascist governmeiU in
Europe until the Popular Front governmeiU won office in France in
the middle of 1936. Some of these resident foreigners took part in
the Spanish Civil War fit>m the first days, helping to build barricades
in Madrid and participating in brief street fighting in Barcelona.
No doubt some of these fore^ residents in Spain at the time left,
but many stayed, and some foi^ht. Perhaps those who stayed did so
because they had no means of travel and, more important, no place
to go. German and Italian exiles in France purposefullv entered
Spain to join the fray, quicklyjoining those foreigners wlu) staved. By
August, Frenchmen were reported crossing into Spain at Perpignon,
coming to the aid of the Republic. In August 19S6, Belgians were
identified in the fighting at Irun near the French border. Like these
Belgians, the early volunteers clubbed together into langus^ groups
or individually joined milida units, usually choosing units of their
own political persuasion. The international press soon reported
groups of French and Polish fighters on the Republican side.
The most famous of the language groups was Ciennan. A grouj)
of Germans in Barcelona, iiiost of whom were Gommunists, constituted themselves as a fighung unit in the first weeks of the Spanish
detail later.
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Civil War. Coniraclcswho had been living in France soon joined them.
The\ c anu' to be called the Ernst Thalmann Centura, alter the leader
of the Cierman Comnitinist party then held by the Gestapo. He was
Later when the
later executed lor the crime of opposition.
International Brigades grew, the common practice was for each formation to name itself after a leading political figure or a notable political event of the left. These were names selected firom the history
of the dominant nationality in each formation. Most of the early volunteers, like the Thalmanns, served on the quiet Aragon front until
what became known as the International Brig^es formed in the fall

of 1936.

2.

Madrid in November andDecember of 1936

Madrid was the prize. To have it was to claim Spain. The best way for
General Franco to establish ascendancy would have been to reach
Madrid. There was littie coordination among the rebel forces in the
early stages of the civil war. In addition, two of the key generals died
in plane crashes, disrupting the original plan.

the conflict were not a credit to
sult

of

its

its

Rebel gains early in

arms or organization but the

re-

supporters' overthrowing those loval to the Republic.

Meanwhile the Republican government, as if paralyzed, waited for
the blow to fall.
While it took no genius to see the rebel's strategy, the Republic was
slow to defend Madrid. When Nationalist troops came within 20 miles
south of the capital, the Republican Prime Minister preferred not to
order preparation of fortifications and trenches, fearing it would
panic the populace.^ Madrid's construction and cement workers
were not diverted to defensive work. Instead, as reported, they continued work on municipal housing and the people's tmderground.^
Nothing but open country stood between Republican Madrid and
the Nationalist army. Central Spain is rugged and inhospitable, all
the worse in high simimer, making for slow going. Only popular militias resisted the Nationalists and when the Army of Africa crushed
these untrained, underarmed, and uncoordinated militias, political
orators and writers in Madrid accused them of ideological filings.
Evidently, words were bullets in the correct ideology and ideology
made the warrior. Belief in the power of the cause also applied to
the International Brigades, as

will

be shown.

lnformati{)n was hard to gather, but by the
clear that

words alone

end of October

it

was

—even ideologically correct words—^would not

stem the Nationalist tide. The Madrid garrison was reorganized
under a Defense Council on 5 November 1936. With rebel troops
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within ten miles of Madrid, panic and uncertainty were common.
The government itself was reconstituted, and on 6 November when

on the assumption that Madrid was about to fall,
be the beginning of the end. The Def ense Council asserted an undeclared martial law; many Madriliiios felt betrayed by
the government. Suspicion and recrimination within the Republican

it

fled to Valencia

it

seemed

to

ranks germinated, later to plague the International Brigades.
Meanwhile, the Defense Council was desperate for fighting men and
even more desperate for material aid. General Franco had already
declared the liberation of Madrid. Foreign journalists wrote that the
capital would not be defended. Radio Lisbon led the way by purporting to describe Franco's victorious entry into Madrid. Everything
seemed over on 7 November when the vanguard of the rebel Army
of Africa enteied the outskirts of Madrid at the Casa

del

Campo, a park

once the exclusive preserve of the royalty but opened to the public
by the populist dictator. General Miguel Primo de Rivera, who had
been Franco's mentor. The park became the conduit of the
Nationalist advance. Franco's force was stretched thin, his flanks exposed, and his lines of communications over-extended, all of this too
much for such an experienced officer and such a cautious man to be
comfortable; moreover, he had bypassed moi e than one Republican
redoubt in his rear. On 7 November Franco had as few as .S,000 fit
men to press into the attack across the river Manzanares and up the
high, wooded grounds of the University City.
On 8 November, Nationalist artillery bombarded the incomplete
buildings of the University City in Madrid. Franco's army, composed
largely of Moors and the Spanish Foreign Legion, advanced. At this
desperate moment, the first unit of the International Brigades went
into action. For the immediate benefit of the Republic and the lasting fame of the International Brigades, the script could not have been
more dramatic. Since the middle of October, foreign volunteers for
the Republic had been concenti ated at Albacete about 150 miles
from Madrid. Battalion-strength contingents of French, German,
Italian, and Polish volunteers had been organized. These first men
the

Germans

—marched to the front, silent in manner and fore^

in appearance. Partisans of the Republic had been

hoping for Soviet

intervention at the eleventh hour, and this first body of foreigners to
appear in Madrid, wearing strange imiforms and helmets and, most

of all, can

yiiig

posed

be Russian.

to

Russians!)

proper

rifles

(which were scarce

in

Madrid) was suj>

Cries of 'Vivan los rusos!" (Long live the

went up. Marching

men do

not always accurately hear

cheers along the way. Moreover, since few of these International
Brigaders spoke Spanish, the mistaken identification was not easily
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under die discipline of die march. Furdier
may well have been
pleased to be thought Russian. At the end of the day, about 2,000
men of the Xr*" International Brigade were deployed around the
University City. Many of them were Communists who accepted iron
discipline. Since some were veterans of World War I, they had a strong
rectified, esqieciaUy while
still,

many committed

partisans in the ranks

Compared with many of the popular miliof the Republic, they were well equipped, highly disciplined, and

respect for fortifications.
tias

experienced; they had few machine guns, but most had helmets and
rifles, and they were spoiling for a fight
In two days, the Xllth

them and in the next several days the
batde was fought in and around Moncloa, as this part of Madrid is
called. The rebel advance stopped, and a stalemate ensued. By 23
November, both sides were exhausted. As many as one-third of the
first men of the Xhh International Brigade died in battle at University
City, a rate of mortality usually taken to measure the ferocity ol the
fight or the drive of the Internationals. It was a rate of inortalitv that
remained characteristic of the International Brigades. Whether it is
proof of fierce f^hting or motivation will be questioned later.
These 2,000 Internationals, who materially contributed to the defense of Madrid, had a fiur greater psychological impact Ignored by
the international community, abandoned by the government, with
winter approaching, thearrivalof the International Brigaders showed
to Madrilinos that thev were not alone. The idea that men came
from all over the world to fight for the republic raised the populaInternational Brigade joined

tion's morale,"

remembered one witness many years later when

free

to speak.^

Failing to decapitate the Republic at the

Nationalists tried a

maneuver

end of November, the

to cut the lines of communication to

This move was rebuflfed with the aid of the Xllth
On 13 December when the Nationalists attacked Boadilla, the town capitulated after a furious fight, but the

Madrid.

International Brigade.

week

Their resources and orgaand organization permitted, the
Nationalists tried otfici inaiuiuc s to eiu ircle and ('iiiruifMadrid. In
the fight for the Coruha Road, only .H2 men from the Thalmann

Nationalist offensive stalled a

later.

nization were overtaxed. As weather
i

Battalion survived the intensity of

tlie

su uggle.

and Xllth International Brigades were
rest and reorganization. Replacements

In January 1937, the Xlth

removed

fiiom the line for

were also inducted. By then, only about 600 of the original 2,000
men of the Xlth International Brigade remained.'" Each week 600
to 700 new foreign volunteers arrived in Spain. This was the peak of
recruitment During the defense of Madrid in November and
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December, two more International Brigades came into being, the
and XlVth. Although an effort was made to organize these
brigades on linguistic lines, they were polyglot at first and later units
were transferred from one brigade to another in order to concentrate language groups. Even so, among the 750 men of a battalion
of the XlVth International Brigade at C.hristnias 1936, nine languages
were sjjoken. The XVth International Brigade, constituted on 8
February 1937, contained English-speakers and others.
In all, at least 32,000 men from as many as 50 countries went to
Spain voluntarily to fight in the International Brigades. Nearly all of
them went in an 18-month period from the middle of 1936 to the
end of 1937. Despite the large number of books devoted to the
Xlllth

International Brigades,

we know

very

ranks, called "fallen sparrows" in the

little

title

about the

men

in the

of a 1943 American film.

Propaganda at the time portrayed them on the one hand as simple
})ai agons oidemocratic, proletarian virtue and on the other as mindless red zombies. This eifeclive propaganda still colors coniemporary perceptions of the International Brigades which have become a
legend of this century.
The world press, having written off the Republic, fsistened onto
these volunteers and gave renewed attention to Spain. Not only were
the International Brigaders unexpected and unusual, but they also
provided a human interest dimension for readers around the world.
English journalists sought out English volunteers. Dutch journalists
sought oiU Dutch voluiUeers, and so on. Photographic displays were
arranged and action pictures staged lor consumption around the
world. Propagandists in the Republican camp courted world opinion by promoting the foreign volunteers as an international plebiscite
in the global struggle of democracy against fascism. In time, many
writerswere associated with orjoined the International Brigades. The
stories and books of these individuals focused so much worldwide attention on them,

and

In implication

on the perceived international

context of democracy versus fascism, that the uniquely Spanish charcivil war received little or no attention outside Spain.
Simply declaring themselves bound for Spain involved risks for
many of the International Brigade volunteers and going involved
losses for all of them. Nfany governments made getting a passport
difficult for those suspected of traveling to Spain to volunteer. Some
passports were marked invalid for Spain, and those who ^ored that
warning could oulv believe their own citizenship in jeopardy,
(iovernmenis issued statements reminding citizens that service in a
foreign aimy was grounds for losing one's citizenship. Moreover, the
anabasis itself was arduous for all and dangerous for many. Some vol-

acter of the
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unteers supposedly walked across countries in Europe to get to the
Iberian peninsula. French guards along the Spanish border were not
always friendly or inattentive after the French Popular Front government, for its own reasons, closed the frontier in August 1936. After
that, most volunteers had to climb the forbidding Pyrenees in the
dead of night, many traversing these difficult slopes in winter, entering Spain thirst)', sore, cold, bruised, stiff, and frightened.
In short, tliousands left their homes, compromised their citizenship, and endured hardships on the trek, not following Moses to the
promised land, but to take part in someone else's war. If that alone
strikes the imagination, there is more. Men who remembered the
chamel-^iouse of the Great War, some who had taken part in that war,
went readily and willingly to Spain to make war once again. Their
adversity had only just bc^^un when they reached the peninsula.

3.

The History of the Spanish Civil War

The international dimensions of the Spanish Civil War had two consequences. First, the Spanish origins and character of the dvil war
were displaced, on one ade, by a "democracy versus fasdsm" thesis
that defenders of the Republic used to court worid opinion and, on

the other side, by a "Catholicism versus Communism" thesis that opponents of the Republic advanced. Second, the role of foreigners in
the civil war has been systematically inflated. A large literature has

examined the intervention of Germany,
together with the foreign volunteers.

Italy,

The

and the Soviet Union,
and

inaction of France

England has been more thoroughly studied in some quarters than
the actions of the combatants themselves.
These international interpretations of the Spanish Civil War have
pretty much

had the field to themselves. The Nationalist victory cut

interpretation of the war, emphasizing the intervenuon of the International Brigades and their like to explain why
the Republic "s di-leat took three arduous vears. Since Spaniards in
Spain toinul it clillu ult to do research and to debate ully and freely
their fmdings, Spain has for a long time contributed little to the historiography of its own civil war. The books about the civil war published outside of Spain since 1939 were probably more numerous,
and were certainly more varied, than those published in Spain. No
doubt, the best books on the Spanish Civil War have been produced
outside Spain." Since the passing of the Franco regime, the implicit
collective preference in Spain seems to have been publicly to forget
the war. Its 50th anniversary in 1986 occasioned no sustained works

into stone

its official

f
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of reappraisal.*' But then the great books on the American Civil War
emerged only as its centennial approached.
To the uncommitted observer, one of the most surprising things
about the history of the International Brigades is how partisan it remains today. During the Spanish Civil War, much propaganda was
produced and developed with a new sophistication; if that was only
to be expected, what is surprising is the degree to which that kind of
material continues to be produced and reproduced these many years
later. New books continue to appear by veterans of the International
Brigades,

all

too often repeating the Ues, half-truths, and delusions

of ^e 1930s propaganda. The old battles are foi^ht repeatedly. For
example, the apparent fact that 50 Australians joined the
International Brigades, but only one is known to have journeyed to
Franco's side, is intoned even today as though it were a judgment on
the merits of the antagonists. In 1981, veterans resorted to litigation

These books
permanently in the frame of 1938. If these
veterans can be foigiven for being unable or unwilling to come to
terms with their own past and the burden of their long dead comrades in arms, no such tolerance should be extended to journalists
and historians who have credulously repeated the prop^anda, the
aqxx3-ypha, and the ha^ography of the past, all in the interest, it
to protect the integritv of their version of the past.^^

seem

to freeze history

seems, of telling a good
Tlie truth

yond our
challenge

storv.

would be the best

story,

grasp, then as near to
is

it

but

if

the truth

as possible

to "tell the heavy story right," as

is

a

is

good

forever bestor\.

The

Christopher Marlowe

once said. Researchers on the Spanish Civil War parade their politcommitments, privately if not publicly, as a credential. Failure
to express the fiuth renders the writer, and by extension the writer's
research, suspect Between friends and enemies there is a no-man's
land where the heavy story will be found.
If a cache of hitherto hidden documents about the International
Brigades were unearthed, it would receive a mixed reception. Since
1939, the Spanish Civil War has risen to become one of the mythic
events of our time. Those whose eyes glaze over with boredom at the
mention of Belsen have remained ready to debate the Spanish Civil
War. People who care nothing for Sjpsm or any Spaniard have cared
passionately about the Spanish Civil War for years. In lecture halls
and bookstcMnes this war has commanded the attentive and uncritical
respect that The Uiad must have enjoyed around the camp-fire.
Outside Spain, no part of the civil war has received more reverence
than the International Brigades. As Anthony Verrier said of Britain's
Special Operations Executive's war-time myth, so one might say of
ical
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little

resemblance to an or-

ganization that remains associated in the popular ima^;inadon * sln:^'gle against fiudsm.''* Lacking reliable information, the myth-makers
be they eternal propagandists for whom the war has never

—

ended, romantics who delight in the story, or wishful thinkers who
dream like Walter Mitty about the good cause ^have at least kept in-

—

terest in the subject alive.

Paul Johnson wrote in 1983 that "no episode of the 1930s has been
lied about than this one [the Spanish Civil War]." One pow-

more

erful example was the distortion of the

bombing of Guernica.*' The
Spanish Civil War has been, he adds, buried under a "mountain
... [of] ... mendacity ... for a generation." No one wanted to know the
truth and some still do not As Julian Symons found, Truths and
lies were so inextricably entangled, that the deceivers were also deceived."''' George Orwell emphasized the mendacity in his 1943 essay
"Looking Back on the Spanish Civil War" by asking, "How will the history of the Spanish Civil War be written?" He feared lies might well
gain universal acceptance. The pages that follow review many examples that vindicate John son and confirm Symons and Orwell.
Because of the participation of foreign volunteers and because of
perceptions of the forces involved, the Spanish Chil War has become
connected to the lai^r conflicts of the time. After all, high school
history textbooks routinely describe it, with the benefit of unerring
hindsight, as the first act of World War IL In so doing, no allowance
is made for the Spanish origins and character of the civil war.
Consequently, one of the most obvious characteristics of the Spanish
Civil War is the degree to which foreigners have expropriated its history. Foreigners' knowledge of the Spanish Civil War rests mainly on
the International Brigades and on books by ibreigners. Inevitably,
the International Brigades and the Spanish Civil War as a whole are
interpreted in the European context, not in the parochial Spanish
context In 1983 Spanii^ historian Angel Vinaa said at a public conr
ference that the Spanish Civil War originated in Spanish seeds, and
subsequently became international. American veterans vigorously attacked him, claiming that the Spanish Civil War was the first shot of
World War

11.'^

This prodigious library on the Spanish Civil War has been estimated at 15,000 or 20,000 volumes.^^ Another writer has asserted

without explanation that more fiction has come from the Spanish
Qvil War than any other twentieth century conflict*^ Whether either claim be true, an enormous literature otists and it must answer
some need.

One indication of the power of myth regarding the International
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Brigades is the creation of a formation that never existed, namely the

Alnaham Lincohi Brigade. This alleged brigade figures in

the tide of

the organization of American veterans of the International Brigades:

Veterans of the
the

title

Abraham Lincoln

of volunteer veteran

brigade.-'

Such

is

Brigade!^^^

h

is

also to

Arthur Landis's history

be found as

of this alleged

the power of repetition that veterans roulinelv re-

ferred to dieir service in this fictitious brigade.--

Myths, political

myths especially, are impervious to £acts, as Gilbert Cuthbertson has
observed.'' Because an insufficient number of Americans volunteered at any one time to create a brigade of three or four battalions,
a Geoige Washington and a Lincoln Battalion were created, which
merged under the latter name after devastating casualties. (Note that
the American units were not named after figures from the left, like
Joe Hill or Emma Goldman.) The .Americans served in the XVth
Inte rnational

Brigade with the other English speakers

Scoikuid, Wales, Ireland, Australia,

Occasionally mention

American

is

also

New

f

rom England,

Zealand, and Canada.

made of the Eugene V. Debs Column of
named after the Socialist leader and

Socialist volunteers

fiequent presidential candidate, but it never esdsted, not even under
another name, even though a photograph shows recruits signing up
for it'^ This photograph is still presented as evidence that the
American volunteers were not limited to Communists, but extended
so far as to include Socialists. No doubt, following directions from
the Kremlin, the Comintern staged the photograph to emphasize the

broad popular

front;

its

aim was

to

convince viewers that the

International Brigades were not instruments of the

Communist party.

Another indication of the short distance between myth and reality is Judith Cook's 1979 claim that actor Errol Flynn was so sympathetic to the Republican cause that he visited Spain.^ In truth, the
nearest he got to Spain was attending a private screening of Spanish
Earth in 1938, a film Ernest Hemingway produced.^^ Of course the
broader question is what possible meaning Ftynn's sympathies might
have.

Furthermore, historian-volunteer John Cierassi asserted in 1986
August 1936 thousands of Americans "applied to the Spanish
embassy in Washington for combat visas.'*' How could he know that?
Was such a surge reported in the New York TimeS What is his evidence? Gerassi dtes Soviet propaganda. Saying it is so makes it so
all too often in the case of the International Brigades and the Spanish
OvilWar.
Skeptical readers who doubt that the ideological battle conunues
might look at Spanish Front: Writers on the Civil War, edited by Valentine
that in

Cunningham. In

this preface, the editor writes that
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Nationalist clerics were
diers

were taught

to

bumped

off, to

be

sure, but peasants

and reading matter was widely disseminated
ful drive for

and sol*

read by the Republic's teams of aduh-educators
in llie Republic's power-

popular literacy.*

In this passage the editor

nuns with the gangster

mocks the ritual slaughter of priests and
"bumped off and labels the fact

film slang

known to be excited about by adding "to be sure." Finally,
the editor shifts the focus from bloody churches to chalk-boards with
too well

reference to the "powerful drive" to spread
writing were only possible after a

literacy, as if reading

good bloodletting

and

engagS intel-

lectualism at its worst

This same editor assures us that the Spanish Civil War lives on beit is a lived text, the participants' text; and "it is as text that
Spain exists ... for most of us, the belated readers of their textmaking labours." If this passage means that the Spanish Civil War continues to seem important because of the stories of the individuals who
took part in it, that is an even more significant point than
cause

Cunningham may
will

realize. These are profoundly political stories, as
be aigued throughout these pages. In passing, note that none

of the writers included in ^nish Front is Spanish.
The time has long passed when efforts should be made to recover,
as if from a deep«ea crevice, some firagments of the truth of the
International Brigades by stripping off the incrustadons and piecing
together the shards to enlarge understanding of the phenomenon.
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earth are founded, toward which
the conscience of the ivorld

tending^i

wind

is

is

rising and

the rivers flow.

Thomas Wolfe

1.

The

1930s:

Then and Now

The 1930s featured a good deal of self-conscious myth making.' New
technologies of film and radio created new opportunities. Though
the Spanish Civil War was certainly not unique, it has become the
sort of international

myth of which

history

is all

too readily made.

Why is there no comparable mythology for any of the other wars of
the period: the Russo-Flnnish War, the Italian invasion of Abyssinia,
the Higoslav or the Greek civil wars? Each of these conflicts,

among

others that might be listed, involved forces similar to those mobilized
in Spain. The Winter War between Finland and the Soviet Union
was noteworthy for the thousands of foreign volunteers who went to
Finland's aid, something all-but-forgotten outside Finland, a perfect
contrast with the Spanish case where outside Spain, the Spanish contribution to their own civil war is equally forgotten.
Each reason ordinarily given to explain the mythic status of the
Spanish Civil War has a counterpart in Finland, Abyssinia, Yugoslavia,
and Greece, yet Spain was and still is different Undeniably, the
Spanish Civil War was dreadful, a bigger war than the others when

measured in duration and destruction. Hugh Thomas estimates the
total number of deaths at 500,000, with another 300,000 permanent
exiles, and a material destruction of $9,375 million in 1977 American
dollars.^ To explain interest in the war by the enormity of its de-
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Would the Spanish Civil War
not been for all of the intemar
tional interest in it in the first place? The six-month eye separating
this conflict from World War II, proved to be the calm of the gathering storm that is no peace, as Thomas Hobbes once remarked.'^ No
one at the time could know anything of the size of the coming war.
Located in Europe and invohing forces that figured in the great

struction, however, begs the question.

have attuned

this

magnitude had

political tensions that

Spanish

and

Civil

others.

it

dominated the nations of the continent, the

War refiracted the hopes and fears of many Europeans
It occasioned much international involvement The

death and destruction were horrible and fosdnating to the watching
world as a reminder of the Great War and as a precursor ofwhat might
come, purveyed by skilled writers, dramatic still photographers like
Robert Capa, and compelling news reel films. But superior talents
also covered the other, equally deadly conflicts of the lime yet failed
to inflame the imagination. Though explaining the legend of the
Spanish Civil War itself is not the purpose here, it must be drawn into
question to dampen some of the central myths of the International
Brigades. Outside Spain, the two are inevitably, perhaps inextricably,

connected.

The foreign volunteers are the main source of inter^t in

the

civil

war outside Spain. Millions of people around the world have read
Ernest Hemingway's novel for Whom the Bell lolls or Andre Malraux's
LTspoir, both recounting the adventures of foreigners during the
Spanish Civil War. Hie former was made into a major motion picture seen by still more millions. Far fewer have read any historian's
account and even fewer a Spanish historian's account

Books about the International Brigades and indeed books about
the Spanish Civil War customarily mention some of the famous names
among the men in the International Brigades. Naming the famous
is occasionally carried further by naming the children of the famous
as though they were enlarged bv the reflected, parental renown. With
or without progeny, the list is long and varied.^
In 1987. Martin Blinkhorn

concluded that

"...

the Republic's near

monopoly

of foreign

surely says

something about the respective virtues of the two sides of

volunteer support and intellectual sympathy

the conflict*^ This bland assumption is hardly uncommon and will
repay closer inspection. Does Blinkhorn mean that the list proves
thejustice of the cause of the Republic? The list offers no more proof
than does the list of famous intellectuals who sang the praises of
Stalin's Soviet

show the

Union

in the 1930s or

Mao's China

in the 1960's, to

virtues of those repressive, corrupt regimes. Rather,

it

may

prove the terrible need of some people, even intellectuals, at the time
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to identify ajust cause to which to commit themselves, and it may also
prove the credulity of many people, including intellectuals, when they
enter the world of political action.^ The bloodthirst\' attitude of comfortable middle-class intellectuals who took an interest in Spain be-

came

a brilliant satire in Lionel TriUing's novel The Middle of the

Journey.^
If it serves any purpose at all, the list of the famous demonstrates
both the scope and nuige of the call Spain made. That list vnll not
be repeated here, not because it is too well known to bear repetition,
but because the focus of this study is the nameless men in the ranks,
not the bullous few. History is stiU mostly written from the top down
not from the bottom up," as Arthur Schlesinger Jr. has observed.®
That tendency will be limited here, though it cannot be completely

eliminated without losinpj precious knowledge. Inevitably, references
must be made to man\ of the famous few, particularly those who were
writers or later wrote about their experiences in Spain, because their

work is one of the principal sources of information about the nature
and circiunstances of the 32,000 as a whole. However, to list the far
mous few at the outset as a way of exciting the reader's imagination
and interest would only distract attention fix>m the subject at hand.
Worse still, such a list might cause the reader to suppose that the
International Brigades were entirely composed of these well-known
individuals. Or more pernicious still, such a list might imply that famous individuals endowed the cause with virtue. The matter is more
complicated because many ol the most ianioiis loreigncrs associated
with the Spanish Civil

War were not among the 32,000 in the
Hemingway was there

International Brigades. For example, Ernest

as a journalist for the Tbnmto Star, a tireless participant in word, not

deed. Andre Malraux and George Orwell were both participants,

but not in the International Brigades.

Not only did

these 32,000

men

suffer the trials that are

any

sol-

more besides due to their peculiar nature and circumstances. As many as half died in Spain by the
end of the civil war; there is no telling iiow many more succumbed
to llieir wounds alter they left Spain. Nor is ihei e anv reckoning ol
how many more of them the German Gestapo or the Soviet NKVD
later killed mainly because of their Spanish service. Even more dif-

dier's lot,

but they also suffered

fiaur

ficult are estimates of crippling wounds,

onset of chronic disabilities,
or mental psychoses subsequently suffered. Still more obscure is the
grief of those who loved them.
Save for the famous few, the 32,000 are historically nameless,
strangers to the history they made. Few records of their identities
were made. The little information collected was far from reliable,
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and most of that has not

survived. Despite all claims, there

Spamrws

is

litde

knowledge of even basic questions like how many foreign volunteers
there were in the Republican camp. In the mountain of primary and
secondary literature on the Internadonal Brigades in particular and

on

the Spanish Civil

War in general,

established facts describing the

The volunteers chose to go, endured, suffered, and died largely in anonymity. Moreover, that literature shows too litde demonstrable interest in questioning and establishing facts to curtail myth.
Assertions abound but only
infrequently are they buttressed by any more authority than an earlier assertion by a like-minded author. This study will clarify and evaluate our knowledge of the men of the International Brigades.
The literature on the International Brigades forms an inverse pyramid, as illustrated below in Figure 1. At the small base lies the remaining documentary evidence, the card files collected by the nar
tional recruiting offices, the residual Republican government files in
Salamanca, and the files of the League of Nations in Geneva. Next
ccHne the reports of participants and observers made at the time and
even more made a good deal later, a sizable literature, followed by
the enormous secondary literature, to which this book contributes.
foreign volunteers are at a premium.

Secondary literature
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2* Intefpretetuiii

This study aims not only to analyze the International Brigades, but
also to rdQect

on the meaning of their story as literary critics once

interpreted the themes of The Iliad. Ifone important question is "Why

did these

men go to Spain?" then who better to answer than the men

themselves. Their answers will receive most careful consideration.

As a

literary critic

cannot defer

can
must canvass

to the poet's authority, neither

the historian or the moralist defer to the actors.

We

other meanings. If the smviving veterans of the International
Brigades could not, would not sav whv thev went, their silence would

not

mean

their

that their acts were meaningless. If

silences,

we must

also

look further

we look further than
than

their

words.

Autobiographical accounts are one place at which to begin, not the
place to end. The philosopher Hannah Arendt has noted that when
a man acts in the worid, then he no longer owns his acdon because

nature and meaning exist for everyone to examine. Acdon is pubproperty. When a hero who saves victims firom a fire later says
modestly, "Any one would have done it" or "I was onlv doing my dtity,"

its

lic

observers

may

see a different significance to the act, as thc\

differently onlookers

who

failed to

may

see

help another victim, saying that

"it was none of my business." Such interpretations also apply to the
Intemadonal Brigaders.
According to their own testimony, the fore^ volunteers were
marginal men, produced by the social, economic, and political upheavals of the time. Finding no moral justification for their plight,
these men usurped the jealously guarded right of sovereigns to declare war. Each made an individual declaration of war and journeyed
to distant Spain to act. If war is the continuation of politics by other
means, as Carl von Clausewitz said, then these men were making politics as well as war.^ This was definitely not a case where, in the words
of Herbert Hoover, "Older men declare war. But it is youth that must
fight and die.** For the young men in the Intamational Br^^ades this
was a voluntary war.
The exiled Republican general \^cente R6jo, more than a little
prescient, wrote in 1039 that the Spanish C3ivilWar had ended in deed
but not in word. That the conflict remains a polemical subject seems
sign enough of its verbal continuation. The start of World War II froze

the Spanish Civil War No subsequent peace offered a period when
information could be gathered, at least not for the defeated. No pe-

riod of normality followed when both participants and observers
could gradually adjust to the results. Iniiead, the Spanish Civil War
along with many of its participants and observers was swept aside in

so
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the breaking Storm. Many Republicans and their ^mpathizers stubbornly clung to the hope that Franco's regime would be displaced by
the war. Franco's Spain might enter the war with the Axis powers, or
be occupied by Great Britain to prevent entry. At war's end, irreconcilable Republicans pressed the Allies to turn on so-called Fascist
Spain, just as others pressed for an invasion of the Soviet Union.
Efforts were also made to indict Nationalist Spain before the
International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg. For these exiles the
Spanish Civil War was not the harbinger ofWorld War II; rather, World
War II was the extension of the Spanish Civil War. In 1939, exiled
Republicans in Europe found that their war had not ended at Spain's
border, even if they had so wanted. Many of them reciprocated for
the International Brigades by no h in teering for military and resistance
forces battling Germanv and Italv, some haxTng little other choice
sintc fxiled Republicans bore the mark of Cain to Fascists and their
collaborators, riiough seldom noted in discussion, no evidence indicates that the victorious Nationalists asked the political police in

Occupied Europe to hunt down its former enemies. The hunt for
Spanish Republicans and International Brigaders under the German
occupation seems to have resulted more from the political police's
need to prove its worth by pursuing the regime's real and im^ned
enemies, than from any Nationalist desire for revenge. It is hardly
conceivable that the Gestapo and its analogs would have done favors
for so unaccommodating a friendly power as Franco's Spain proved
to be.

The same

was even truer for real or imagined veterans of the

fate

International Brigades identified in German-occupied
later in Soviet-dominated Eastern

Europe.

Europe and

Some men from

the

International Br^;ades began their personal struggle, in 1925 or ear-

or peihaps in 1933 in Germany, not to end until 1945, if
Greek exiled by the Metaxas regime in the 1930s, the
end might have been another exile, this time to Bulgaria in 1949,
provided he was luckv enough to survive the dictatorship, tlie Spanish
lier in Italy

then. For a

(^ivil

War

War, Work!

II,

the (ireek

(^ivil

War, and the vagaries of the

Bulgarian regime throughout the Cold War. By comparison Odysseus
International Br^ade veterans from Poland, Hungary,
and elsewhere would also have known a decade or more
of violent conflict Eastern European survivors who returned to their

had

it

easy.

\ligoslavia,

countries were later suspected of contamination by their experiences
in Western Europe, and punished. They were "pre-mature antiFascists."

That

is,

German\' attac ked the
had no intentional, subjecti\e guilt, thev
of contamination by Western Europe. That

the\ fought fascism before

Soviet I'nion. K\i'n iftheN

were objectively

guilty
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may be a

sad fact, but what is worse is that more than one Western
European intellectual justified this version of Stalinist justice. The
term "pre-mature anti-Fascists" had its origins in the West, but the
idea was devised in the East. American, Canadian, and English vet-

erans of the hiternational Brigades were also reviled during the early

War or a similar contamination. Here "pre-mature
meant fighting fasdsm before England and the United

days of the Cold
anti€ascism*'

States, respectively,

f

entered the war. In each case the real fear was

that International Br^;aders had been infected by contact with each

other and were carriers of dangerous spores. The irony is that diere
was little, if any, contact among the International Brigaders divided
by language.

If contamination is

a crime, few were guilty, but many

were punished.

Moral Incohereiioe

3.

An

International veteran

named

Pietro

Nenni

reflected that the

Brigaders had lived an TZttui.'*" In ThelUad, the Greeks believed that

only animals are content to fi^t their own wars; men are like the
gods who take part in the wars of others, like Sarpedon from far Lyda
who came to Troy to make common cause with the besieged Trojans
against the Greek onslaught. Men are unlike the gods, however, in
being mortal as Sarpedon was, he whom the gods favored, for he was
a rare thing, a prince worthy of being a prince. Sarpedon went to
Troy to prove to the Lycians that he did deserve the preferments of
a prince. To prove somethii^ to those at home also motivated the
deracinated men of the International Brigades. When Sarpedon
died, Zeus wept a tear of blood.*' The Greeks are said to hstve believed that as long as a man's name was remembered, his shade in
Hades remained conscious. Sarpedon 's name lives on. The war never
ends for the fallen, and as long as we the living remember them, the
war never ends. Books about wars are like small memorials that nourish the spirits

of the dead.

The men of the

International Brigades should be remembered for
the frangible beings they were. If they remain bloated with myth,

they are still pawns in the ideological game of propaganda. Defeat
has cast a mantle over them that no victory could have done. The
defeated are untouched by future mistakes and compromises. Julian
Symons has observed that "those who fought and died in Spain, with
the bloom of their illusions untouched, were the lucky ones."' A victorious Republic might well have proved unworthy of the sacrifices
of the international volunteers, exacting a terrible vengeance on the
vanquished, forever sullying the reputation of the International
'
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Brigade volunteers. Volunteers who condemned the Western democracies as oppressive tools of plutocracy in the 1930s might have seen
what real oppression was like in a triumphant Republic beholden to
Moscow. Bourgeois liberalism would never have looked better.
Lest the continuing ideological struggle be doubted, consider this
story. When an International Brigade veteran, a Jew who was interviewed in the United States for a documentary film, expressed fears
of the Soviet Union, he was told that his interview would be jettisoned. After all, he was obviously a cold warrior. Only an ideologically correct view of the International Brigades could be documented.^*
Thucydides concluded more than two millennia ago that the worst
war is civil war because it produces a moral anarchy that transforms
treachery into courage;' cowardice into bravery; deceit into cunning; greed into virtue; savagery into nobility. Not knowing what will
happen next, men become indifferent to every constraint, as in a
plague. Frenzied violence becomes the order of the day with revenge
more important than survival. Family relations weaken before political commitments. War turns the political world upside down; civi!
war does that and, in addition, turns the moral world inside out So
too in Spain during the Spanish Civil War, but not only in Spain.
Stanley Payne sees the Spanish Civil War as the last act of the social
revolutions that followed World War I.'^ Hugh Thomas, who refers
to the Spanish Civil War as World War II in miniature, writes that it
"exceeded in ferocity many wars between nations.
That analogy is
misleading. Civil wars are inevitably more ferocious than international wars, if anything contingent can be inevitable. The Spanish
Civil War, which was not only Spain's civil war, though it most assuredly was that for the Spanish, was Europe's civil war as well. It was
not only the last of the social revolutions unleashed by World War I,
as Payne argues, but also the greatest and most terrible of these civil
wars. This war drew the International Brigaders, and this war killed
half of them. Elsewhere, Thucydides reports Pericles' famed funeral
speech in which Pericles proclaimed that a man who dies in the defense of Athens becomes wholly Athenian, personal identity submerging in union with the polity. In dying in Spain, the foreign vol'

unteers underwent a kind of naturalization by fire. Dolores Ibarruri,

La

Communist leader, said as much at a
some International Brigaders when she

Pasionaria, a Spanish

mobilization parade for

clared that they would always have a
in Spanish earth,

Spain.

and

In Europe's

history

civil

dede-

home in Spain, an eternal home

more than residence in Franco's
became wholly Europeans.

war, they

A morally coherent world rewards merit, according to the bucolic
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World

>visdom of Hesiod.^ In such a nvorld,

life is

secure and the future

transparent because they can be predicted on the basis of a moral
evaluation of the present The virtuous iivill prosper, and the vicious

To hope for such a world may be wise but to act as though
not The people of Melos portrayed by Thucydides made
exactly this mistake, confusing prescription with description. They
trustedjustice in a morally incoherent world, and the Athenians made
them pay dearly for their error If any epoch in our century could
be called morally incoherent, it is the 1930s, when the economic, political, and social orders were disintegradng. Moreover, this disintegration was not confined to distant backwater^ itwas most visible and
most advanced in the richest and most powerful nations.
Individuals often display a cours^ and self-sacrifice that defies explanation in the rational and pragmatic terms so loved by moral
philosophers. Georges Sorel noticed this discrepancy and surmised

will not.
it

exists

is

that these qualities

were particularly pronounced

in violent

popular

upheavals, that is, in strikes, emeutes, revolutions, and civil wars.'^^' Sorel

did not abide by Thucydides' explanation o{ stasis, which

dened condiuon

Though

stasis

that arises

may well

when

civility

is

the

mad-

down in a civil war.
at work when social dis-

breaks

describe the forces

integration graphically reveals the world's moral incoherence, stasis

does not explain the fire in the minds. If Thucydides' grim account
of dvil war places the experiences of the International Brigaders in
Spain in its moral context, it does not suffice to explain their motivations. Sorel goes on to surmise that people are inspired by a vision;
they "picture their coming action as a battle in which their cause is
certain to triumph." They think "the moral coherence of the world
will be restored, if [they] act now." To think in this way and not to
act
ity

is

a catastrophic failure. Individuals have a personal responsibil-

to act to restore coherence.

To conceive of the

task as restoration

rather than creation assumes that coherence is the natural state while

incoherence is unnatural. The assumption that moral coherence is
natural adds impetus to the sense of mission and, more importantly
though mistakenly, to the sense of power. Following this way of thinking,

one

arrives too easily, too disastrously at a political teleology in

which right is might, where right is dellned as restoration of the putative moral coherence that would exist naturally biu for the opponents' ill will. As the pages that follow will demonstrate, the men of
the International Brigades perceived the moral incoherence of the
world; they were inspired by the need for moral coherence, though
not united in picturing what that would mean; and they supposed
that right made mig^t They were Utopians ndio could not accept the
world as they found it To be a misfit in such a world is no shame.
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They found war a stern teacher that concentrated their minds on circumstances, as Thucydides, an unsuccessful general, had better rear
son than most to know.
\^ewed firom Olympus, the worid as a whole may not be any more
morally coherent today than in 1936, but we seem to have learned to
live with it. Even if telecommunication brings more detailed knowledge of the world's injustices, it neither overwhelms nor moves us,
since ach ertisers and program iners are mindful of our limits. Where
The evils of
were the International Brigades of anti-apartheid?
aparilieid excited much ouuaged innocence around die world, especially among the articulate and complacent middle classes for
whom the boycott of South African grapes and letters to the editor
about the Gleneagles agreement were political acts. The African
National Congress, Swapo, and their white South African supporters
for whom a letter was in fact, not just in fancy, a momentous politiThat a contemporary International
cal act, fought the battles.
Brigade could he raised for even the most worthv causes seems impossible. Though the world is not morally coherent now, we seem
neither to care much, except as a topic of conversation, nor do we
seem to ha\e any idea what to do about the world's moral incolierence, though many can explain it in contrived, abstruse theoretical
language.
If many of the men of the International Brigades are shown to be
misguided pawns in much of what foUows, do not lose sight of these
facts: they were not content with the word rather than the deed; that
thev were not complacent; that they did not accept a morallv incoherent world; that the\ thought thev knew what to do about it; and

that thev acted. Bee .uise ihe\ saw not so

much the chaos of the morally

decided to act and act they
what Hannah Arendt has called the "political world**
where actors leave their marks on history.^ In traveling to Spain, the
incoherent world as the

injustice, they

did, entering

volunteers also traveled to another strange

and threatening new

world, the political world, where they found the further, blacker
moral incoherence of civil war that Thucydides had described. But

even so the\ did not descend to frenzied violence like the Athenians
at Melos or sullenly retieat to theii tents like Achilles at Trov. They
accomplished something far more difficult: they endured. This study
is but one attempt to retrieve the markings of the men of the
International Brigades. It is those markings Uiat nmst be rescued
fix>m the incrustation of myth. How much more noble they were
than those intellectuals who tortured logic tojustify their own liaisons
with nazism or Stalinism.^
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Chapter 4

my Did They Go?

1.

Fools or Heroes?

"Dupes is ihc word llic icdoubuiblc J. Edgar Hoover chose Lo portray Americans who went to Spain to serve in the International
Brigades.* By that he meant dastardly Communists had fooled the
Americans hat they were not Communists themselves.^ The infomous
Senator Joseph McCarthy's committee viewed the American volunteers as innocent victims led to the slaughter. In Hoover's and
McCarthy's \news, their sufferings and deaths served no larger purpose.'^ Takino these two men seriously for a moment, what were the
volunteers ooled by? Hoover refers to lame and loriune, things that
they did not find. Who is not fooled by these things from ume to
dme, including Hoover and McCarthy? What is more important,
Americans and the other volunteers were also fooled into thinking
the fight in the Spanish Republic was a just cause and their own
cause. Justice, too, has fooled many of us, and a good thing.
Hoover's conclusion that the International Brigades consisted of
foolish Ameriransand deceitful h)reignerscontrastswith thatofJtian
"

f

'

Negn'u. an iniellettual

who was

the Rejjublican j^rinu' minister to-

ward the end oi the war. Though a man of considei able intelligence,
Negrin lacked the astounding oratorical force ol La Pasionaria, the
Communist leader. Nonetheless, he nearly reached her level when
he declared Spain the universal frontier between Fascist tyranny and
36
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The International Brigades represented a
on tyranny and freedom in which some of the world's men

democratic freedom.^
plebiscite

had voted with

Some

their bodies in joining the International Brigades.^

felt this to an extent. Jason Gurney rewas time to choose against fascism.' "Freedom,"
"tyranny," "the universal," "world opinion": these words are high
moral ground. This rhetoric must have accomplished the purpose
of boosting morale. When the decision was announced later to withdraw the volunteers, Negrin excelled himself.® He went to Geneva
to address the Assembly of the League of Nations.
Leaving
Republican Spain at the time and traveling over Europe was dangerous for Negrin, but the withdrawal was part of a desperate bid to
mobilize world opinion to the Republican cause by consciously addressing the world press. His address shows the calumny of his foes
and their allies and the foolishness of the Non-intervention policy
adopted by the Les^e of Nations. These statements were directed
over the heads of the delegates of the Assembly, who had heard it all
before, to world opinion at large. All of this was expected in the circumstances. There is something else as well, not unexpected on the
occasion, but surprising all the same. Negrin spoke directly to the
foreign volunteers as well as of them.'^ He spoke of the volunteers'

volunteers must have

flected that

it

bravery and generosity.
I

wish to

not for

testify

trivial

He

said further:

here to the high moral value of the sacrifice they made,

and

selfish interests,

but for the service and defense of

the purest ideas of liberty and justice.

The record does not show the response his address received in
Geneva, but one hopes that at least this part of his statement received
a silent, if not solemn, hearing. Negrin might have used the volunteers only to prove the justice of his cause. That would have been expected, and it had been done often before. In the ceaseless propaganda batde words were bullets and there was no shortage of this
ammunition. What is noteworthy is that he used the forum to praise
the

men

in the ranks.

Negrin pledged that those who had fallen would not be forgotten
and promised them all eternal affection. In short, he called them
heroes. Heady stuff! Moreover, he hoped that one day "their own
countries will feel equally proud of them. That will be their best and
higher moral reward."" This would make them heroes not just to
the Spanish of the Republic but also to the world where they originated.

Victims to Hoover and heroes to Negrin, that is the contrast
more appropriate to take the Internationals as ordinary men,

It is

nei-
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ther fools nor heroes, but a
likely to be.

The men of the

little

of each as the ordinary person

is

International Brigades are called "spar-

rows" in a 1943 Hollywood movie called Fallen Sparrows, in which John
Garfield plays an International Brigade veteran (a performance

him by the House Un-American Acdvities
Committee a few years later when he was black-listed as unreliable)
The film's tide springs from a line of dialogue where a character says
in a war many sparrows must fall. Men in the International Brigades
were as ordinary as sparrows, neither mythological heroes nor
Kremlin zombies but ordinary men, which makes them even more
extraordinary. Achilles, too, was an ordinary man, once, before the
mythology raised him to the divine. This work is entitled Fallen
doubtless held against

Sparrows partly in reference to this film, but also in the Biblical sense
that the

2.

fall

of even a sparrow

is

of universal interest.

Volunteering

A hero must do heroic things; a fool— foolish things.

If only heroes
have caused no surprise. It
is the ordinary men who surprise us. Having no duty to Spain, ordinary men might well have stayed at home, if they had one, or found
a home, if they hadn't one. These men did neither. No sense of duty,
no obedience took them to distant Spain. They were not the passive
The essence of the International
instruments of a sovereign.
Brigaders is that they were volunteers, acting of volition. Those from
England and the United States risked the wrath of their governments
later, while European exiles provoked unrecorded summary justice.
For example, two Germans reportedly were caught, tried, and executed in Germany for trying to reach Spain to join the International

and fools had gone

to Spain, they would

Brigades.'^

Resolve, not obedience, took these

men

to Spain.

In 1938, jour-

Herbert Matthews put it this way: "A man (even a communist)
is under no compulsion to come from Kalamazoo or Belgrade to give
his life for Spain."" American Communists, who had earlier volunteered and had been told not to go then, were later ordered to Spain.
The exiled Communist parties of Germany and Italy directed their
members to volimteer for Spain, and in the circumstances these directives must have had something of the moral force of orders for
true believers; however much they seemed like orders, they were appeals, not commands. They were neither the conscription orders by
which most armies are raised even in Communist countries nor the
appeals based unequivocally on patriotism that can also be used to
raise national armies. The process resembled patriotic recruitment.
nalist
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but it was not that No one would have been more aware of the differences than recruiters who aped appeals of the patriotic call and
volunteers who responded.
To make the point another way, perhaps if Republican Spain had
called for volunteers no doubt thousands would have volunteered
even if Communist parties had not been involved and even if the
Comintern had not recruited and transported volunteers. Even with
the Comintern busily recruiting for the International Brigades, as

many as 5,000 individuals like George Orwell made their own way to
Spain and carried arms for the Republic outside the ranks of the
International ^gades. Moreover, women and men also went to Spain
to contribute in non-combatant roles, particularly medicine.'^ The
timing of events makes clear that the Communists and the Comintern
seized the opportunity events provided, they did not determine them.
Foreigners took the Republican side in the fighting of the first days,
individuals who already resided in Spain.
A German centum wds already in the line when Tom Wintringham, identified by historians as
one key promoter <^ the idea of the International Brigades, visited
Spain.

He got the idea of a foreign

these Germans.^'

legion firom the object lesson of

Frenchmen were already identified

in the

war be-

fore Maurice Thorez, another key figure in the creation ot
International Brigades* played his part.'" Groups of Italians

>

had al-

ready sought leave to enter the battle.*^ The Kremlin did not create
the volunteers, it reacted to the opportunity of the moment, as Robert
Rosenstone has written.^" As unlikely as it seems Comintern propaganda chief, Willi Mun/.enberg, was reputed to have aided volunteers
for Spain before Stalin announced the policy.^'
The recruitment of the International Brigades is usually attributed
to the tireless efforts of Communist parties and agents." This explanation seems so important to some analysts that they imply, if not
the volunteers were Communist, an assertion
unencumbered with documentary evidence.^ This assertion occurs,
assert, that nearly all

for example, during Richardson's convincing

International Brigades were

army

in Spain, as

aised

and served

argument
as the

that the

Comintern's

an outgrowth of the Popular Front strategy of the

Kremlin. Without a doubt, Une officers and commissars, and the gen-

of the International Brigades, were cidiCT Soviet officers,
Comintern agents, or the most loyal members of the national sections of the Communist party. Yet the Italian Pacciardi and the
Frenchman Putz, and their respective followers, and others, are exTo steadfast Communists, the
ceptions within the leadership.
International Brigades existed for the political, propaganda, and
party purposes that Richardson details. The men of this elite, howeral staff
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were not the whole of the International Brigades. Looking

the International Brigades from the top
the bottom the spear carriers

knew

at

down flattens the profile. At

that

what the International

Brigades did was to fight and die.

The Comintern component of the International Brigades was the
of ofiicers and commissars that determined much of the course
of events, but it may have numbered no more than 2,000 to 3,000 at
elite

time, perhaps 5,000 all told. It is true that far fewer men would
have gone to Iberia if the Comintern had not provided the stimulus
and the transportation. Equally, no American astronaut would have
hurled skyward without the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and its rockets, but knowing this only tells us how and
not why they went. At most, the organizational efforts of communism harnessed forces it did not generate.^^ Even if being a
Communist meant the same thing to all men from across Europe and
the world, a dubious proposition, and if it meant being somehow obedient to Moscow, remember that not all who were Communists went
to Spain. Some did and some did not and, perhaps, those who went
did not all go for the same reasons.
Republican and National propaganda often agreed that the
International Brigades were the product of intention. Nationalists argued that Stalin's in ten don, manifested through the Comintern and
national parties and their front organisations, created the
International Brigades. Republican propagandists accepted the thesis of intention but attributed it to individual, proletarian democrats
who rushed to the cause. The propagandists on each side admitted
that the road twisted but it led from point "A" of intention to point
"B" of conclusion in the International Brigades. Convenient though
the intentional thesis is, enough has been said in these pages to suggest that it is not accepted. Instead the origin and development of
the International Brigades were a result of often chaotic circumstances. Early individual volunteers were the progenitors of the
International Brigades, but Stalin's decision to support the idea gave
it a powerful sponsor who could act as a catalyst throughout the world.
One of the most important elements in the recipe was world opinion. It influenced who volunteered, how actively volunteers were
sought, and the efficiency with which arrangements were made to
transport men to Spain. Of course, it was not world opinion unalloyed, but world opinion as perceived by the masters of the
Comintern, finally, for the greater good of the Soviet Union.
Volunteering is a question of motivation, which falls within the
realm of the emotions, of the subjective. This chapter prefaces the
objective description of the International Brigaders that will follow

one
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The motivation to go to Spain
not the whole of their subjective side, but it is the first in importance for seeing things from their point of view, which is all that sub-

with an account of their motivations.
is

jective

means

here.

Understanding of the subjective side of things must remain impressionistic, relying on the words of participants and those who observed them, and our own sympathy. Especially for the former but
also for the latter, a danger of the loss of perspective must be anticipated. A further problem may be reliance on the words of only some,
for a start, the survivors, and there is no means to establish that survivors represent all participants. Moreover, if the writers were probably bourgeois intellectuals, they

formed a

terms, though the assumption will be

distinct minority in class

made

that their experiences

and emotions did not differ from those of the other volunteers. While

may not be very important to us, it was extremely impormany of them. Fmally, die greatest portion of available mar

social class

tant to

terial comes from volunteers from one nation, the United States.

This

proliferation may derive from diecomposition of die Americans, who

were more educated, younger, more like students, than others. They
came later to both the Spanish Civil War and World War II, so more
of them were alive by 1945 and have remained so since to write their
stories.

3.

The first Volimteen

How did the volunteers see the world?

Their own accounts provide

men themselves suggested typologies
kinds of volunteers. Volunteer Jason Gumey listed

the best answers. Several of the
that distinguish

five types: idealists, political opportunists, ideologues,

adventurers,

and rogues.'^'' Volunteer John Reed said that he saw idealists,
Communists, holiday-boozers, and adventurers.'^'' Both Gurney and
Reed classed themselves as idealists. These two typologies provide
important points of reference, but neither is clear nor discriminate
enough. Gumey's distinctions among idealists, ideologues, and ofH
portunists are not clear, while Reed's between idealists and
Communists is not discriminate. In the case of Gurney's distinction,
when does an ideologue shade into an idealist? In Reed's distinction an idealist may be a Communist and vice versa. There were some
individuals

making

who combined

several analytically distinct motivations,

types of motivation neither mutually exclusive nor jointly ex-

haustive. Rather than explain the motivation of any particular individual, the point

is

among the men who
many other similarly motivated men who

to canvass the motivations

went, assuming there were
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almost went, but did not go for some reason. In sum, there were as
many reasons to go to Spain as there were men who went On the
near ade of the final analysis, we must setde, if uncomfortably, on a
few generalizadons.
Motivation was never in doubt to the publicists for the International
Brigades. William Rust said in 1939 that "the International Brigades
came to Spain as crusaders in the cause of world peace and the advancement of mankind."^' These are fine and noble sentiments.

Perhaps Gurney and Reed had these sentiments in mind when they
wrote of idealists. But even an idealist must be asked how these ideals
came to be held and how Spain came to galvanize them? In one basic
all foreign volunteers in Spain, women and men, were
They formed the idea of going to Spain and acted upon it
There is no more profound way to be an idealist than to act upon an

sense at least,
idealists.

idea. In a

second sense,

too, they were idealists

because thev had the
goal, perhaps as

idea that fighting in Spain contributed to a largt

grand

as those Rust asserled.

tled with abstract definitions. Let us turn to

they are not called idealists,

i

However, the point ought not to be

it is

that word means, but that they

men and

set-

the deeds. If

not because none of them were what
were, and in the event it is neces-

all

be more specific.
Europe was full of exiles and refugees in 1 936.^^ Among them were
Hungarians who had fled the failed revolution led by Bela Kun after
World War I and the subsequent reactionary dictatorship of Admiral

sary to try to

Horthy, Poles

who

fled the virulently anti-organized labor military

dictatorship established by General Pilsudski in 1926, Gieeks fearful

of the Metaxas dictatorship that ended a decade of civil strife in April
1936, Romanians on the run from the Fascist-like Iron Guard,
lAigoslavs pursued by royalist police, White Russians longing for

home,^ Germans

fleeing Nazis, Austrians dispossessed after the

and Italians who had left Mussolini's Italy
some time after the March on Rome. In France alone there were 2
/2 niillion exiles at the time, more than 5 percent of the native pop-

shelling of \^enna in 1934,

1

ulation.

Some had been

driven into exile while others had exiled

some had been displaced for more than a decade
before the Spanish Civil War started. Others had not yet unpacked
their bags. The election of the Popular Front government in Spain
made Madrid a political Mecca for these people. As foscism developed and reactionary regimes grew more desperate, Prague to the
East and Paris to the West afforded exiles safe havens from which to
themselves, and

plan a

The

New

World. In these two places, at least, fascism was at bay.
triumph of the Spanish Popular Front looked like a

electoral
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turn in the tide, a defeat of forces perceived as Fascists. Spain must
have seemed like a place from which to fight fascism, not just a sanctuary but a fortress.

The 1936 Olympiad was scheduled for Berlin. The Popular Fronts
planned a counter-Olympiad to protest German nazism. What better place than the one country that seemed to have spurned fascism,
Spain. This magnet drew to Spain militant anti-Fascists and also exiles

and refugees.^ One source asserts that "15,000 participants and
... had gone to Barcelona for the People's Olympiad."*^

spectators

Though the number of people who went to Spain because of the election of the Popular Front

and the Barcelona Olympics can only be
it must have

estimated, given the intensity of political mobilization,

been many thousands.

number of politically active friends of the Republic
some spontaneously took the cause of the
Republic as their own. The fighting began on 17 July, two days before the Workers' Olympiad was to commence. From that date, foreigners joined the fighting. On 26 July 1936 the New York TtiiMS identified Frenchmen among the participants in batde.'^ A short time
later, Belgians had formed their own fighting unit.'' After several
references to foreigners on the Republican side, the London Times
WTiatever the

who

arrived in Spain,

reported the parade of anti-Fascist foreign volunteers in November,
singling out Germans, Italians, Frenchmen, and Russians.^"* Spanish
crowds often cheered parading f oreigners as if they were Russians.
"Russian" was almost a generic term to refer to foreign

allies,

and

that

may have influenced the writer of this dispateh. This is a small
example of how saying it makes it so in the Spanish Qvil War. The
reference to Russians may also have referred to Soviet tank crews who
were there, but that is not specified. Not until 18 November did the
Italian and German governments formally recognize the Franco
alone

regime as the government of

Spain.'''

On

21

November

1936, the

Neiv York Times reported that 3,300 foreign volunteers hadjust crossed

the border to Join the fight at Madrid.'®

The

rapid deployment of the International Brigades caused one

been planned and oi^;anized
Nothing else could explain the speed with

writer to conclude that they must have
well before the uprising.'^

which they appeared on the scene. What this observer attributes to
planning and organization is better understood as the spontaneity
of the volunteers. Those resident foreigners who joined the fighting
provided impetus to other individuals, like George Orwell, to go to
Spain, and also eventually to Stalin, who ordered the Comintern
Executive and its sections to send men to Spain. For all the turmoil
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of the 1930s, no one could have foreseen something like the Spanish
Civil War or prepared a worldwide network of volunteers for iL

4.

The

The

Exiles

of the types, the exiles, includes the flotsam, jetsam, and
of European politics: Hungarians, Poles, Germans, and Italians
among others who had become refugees from theii own nations by
first

l2^[an

political upheavals.

These

which had afwould have been easy to unout of weariness or an underestimation

exiles did not flee Spain,

forded them a sale haven, though
derstand.

Nor did

they stay

flight

of the magnitude of the crisis. They stayed by choice, not by chance.
Staying was more di£Bcult because Spanish Republicans were likely
to suspect Italians and Germans of sympathy widi the rebels.'^ In the
confiuion ofJuly 1936, 800 Italian refi^^eesfrom&scism in Italy were
not allowed to land at Barcelona but were shipped back to Italy, an
unhappy result for an anti-Fascist exile who had come that far.^'* The
matter was confused because not each and everv Italian in Spain was
an exile. If Spain offered exiles something before the ci\il war started,
it offered even more after the war started. For some, the war made
Spain all the more attractive, because they got what they really wanted,
a fight. Note how often the word '^ght" appears in the tides of books
by International Brigaders, usually preceded by an adjective of approval such as "good."
Some exiles were looking for an opportunity to continue the struggle they had lost at home and seized the opportunity to fight; others
came from France and elsewhere to join. Members of the Republican
government were not altogether eager to welcome the volunteers.
None of the personal accounts by volunteers mentions any ceremonial welcome of volunteers by high officials of the Republican government In contrast, when the International Brigades were mustered out high ofiGcials were there to share the limelight The
government's initial ambivalence reflected two things: it wanted
arms, not men, and it wanted to win world opinion by emphasizing
that its fight was wholly Spanish. Perhaps that ambivalence also
stemmed partly from a recognition that the foreigners had not come
onl\ to fight Spain's war. The Italian volunteer Emilio Lussu said,
"We had a greater need of going to Spain than the Spanish republic
had need of us."'"' Another ItaUan, Randolfo Pacciardi, provided an
apt slogan: The road to Rome is through Nfadrid.**^* According to
the legend, he had spent his exUe in France studying military history,
awaitii^ trial by combat^ The same sentiment is expressed in the
ItaUa (Today in Spain,
tide ofCarlo Rmsilli's Oggi in Spagna, Domani

m
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Tomorrow in Italy) published in France in 1 958.*^ Italian exiles were
not alone in the desire to join the battle, German Communist Gustav
,

their [the Spaniards'] war; it's ours."'*^ "Doch
haben die Heimat nicht verloren, Unsere Heimat is heute vor
Madrid," was another German sentiment.^"" (We have not lost the
homeland; our homeland is before Madrid.)
By renewing on foreign soil the war they lost at home, exiles hoped
that a defeat of fascism in Spain would contribute to its defeat in each
of their homelands. As one Pole ostensibly stated, Today you will
plant your flag there
but you will go [on] with me until you plant

Regler said,

"It isn't

wir

.

on the Belvedere

.

.

a kind of thinking that could only
have been encouraged by support of the Nadonalist cause by the
German Nazi and Italian Fascist governments.^*"
The Spanish
Nationalists were guilty by association, a distinction that made little
difference to the committed looking for their Armageddon. If the
Nationalists were not openly Fascist, this was a subterfuge that was
only to be expected from Fascists.
In hindsight, the war in Spain was not a struggle between the abstractions of fescism and democracy but a confused conflict of factions in a highly fragmented, volatile society. The Nationalist movement coalesced as broadly as the Popular Front, even if one group
within it the Falange resembled the German Nazi and Italian
Fascist parties. None of the details mattered. An enemy was needed,
and in the prevailing demonology its name was fascism. In the fever
of the times the Nationalists would have been labeled Fascists by determined anti-Fascists even if the German and Italian governments
had kept at a distance. After all, the sedate Lx>ndon Times labeled
the insurgents Fascists within 24 hours of the uprising.^^ It took the
New YaHt Times only two weeks to follow suit.*® By the end of 1936 a
New York Times edhor'vA] compared the Internadonal Brigaders to the
Europeans who took part in the American War of Independence, but
the War Between the States from 1861-1865 might have been a better analogy. ''^ Long before going to Spain, George Orwell termed
the rebels Fascists.^ However much fascism was disliked by some
people at the time, it was not yet identified with genocide and war
crimes on a national scale as it came to be by 1945. In the end, the
German and Italian governments did not keep their distance since
they too were spoiling for a fight. Whatever the true nature of its origins, the Spanish Civil War became Europe's civil war to exiles, antiFascists of all stripes, and probably a good many Spaniards.
Though numbering the exiles in the International Brigades is quite
impossible, some indicadon of size can be given by estimating
Germans, Italians, Poles, Hungarians, and some others.''' In fact, all
it

—

in Warsaw,"

—
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of the first two nationalities must have been exiles and probably most
of the last two. Individuals from other countries may have been legal
or moral exiles; there is no way of telling. While none of the four
exile nationalities was dominant in the International Brigades, the
four together represent a considerable proportion of the total, as

shown

in Table (2).
Analyzing the figures in Table (2), exiles were more than a quarter to a third of the foreign volunteers in the International Brigades.

This would sdll be true if some Poles and Hungarians were excluded
from the calculations because they had not yet left Poland and
Hungary when recruited. In short, numerically the exiles were
strong.

In addition, exiles were also among the first foreigners, figuring in
the earliest, most crucial battles, including the battle at the I 'niversity
Italians, Poles, and (iermans formed their
City in November 1936.
own International Brigades in time, and each group was prominent
throughout the war. Germans won the reputation of the best fight'

^

ers,^ whether they were fighting for a
writer has said, or to return to the old

new home in Spain, as one
home of Germany.^ While

there is no disputing the importance of Germans in the International
Brigades, theirreputation was builtby the Comintern *santi-Nazi pub-

campaign, which would have praised anti-Fascist Germans no
matter what they did. When they left Spain, after official demobilization or later, the exiles had no home to take them. They had lost
a second home and had become exiles twice over. Franc e was the only
place for most of them, offering respite but not rest. Soon, war came
licity

Table

The

Exiles as

2.

Number and

Percent of Wliole

Sources

League of

Soviet

Delpenie

deBayac

N
German

5,000'

Castells

%

N

14.1

4.324

Army

Nations

Archives

Commission

%

N

%

N

%

7.2

2,180

6.9

1,749

13.5

Italian

3.100

8.7

5,108

8.6

2,908

9.3

1,553

12.0

Polish

4,000

11.3

5,411

9.1

3,034

9.7

1,560

12.0

2,148

3.6

510

1.6

279

2.2

16,941

28.5

8,632

27.5

5,141

39.7

Hungarian

Totab

12.100 34.1

'Includes Awtriam.

*Not identified in Delpenie de Bayac.
'

Percent baaed

on the number slated in each the Sour sources.
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to France, again uprooting

them and many found a way to continue

their war to death.**

5.

The Displaced

appeared in a time of exiles as social systems, like
heavenly bodies under pressure, cast off fragments. Along with polidcal exiles, economic esdles
^the displaced
appeared after seven
years of the Great Depression. Economic exiles created by the Great
Depression were not political exiles in the first instance, if later they
adopted radical politics that made them outcasts. This is hard to
judge because the only sources available are propaganda publications
and observations and confessions of middle-class intellectuals in the
All kinds of exiles

—

—

International Brigades, an educated guess

is

the best that can be

made.''^

Rosenstone's examination of a card

file

of the Lincoln Battalion

indicates that almost half of the 1,804 cases

examined

listed

no

oc-

cupation, covering 834 individuals or 46.2 percent of the total.^ That

a recruit provided an occupation does not mean he was employed at
the time of recruitment Equally, not supplying an occupation does
not prove the man was unemployed.
The volumes of propaganda about American volunteers and their
own accounts seldom mention a common man, and the same is true
for other nationalities.
Hywel Francis foimd that onlv 8 to 20 peicent of the Welsh volunteers were married, far below the norm for
men over 30 at the time.''" Statistically, a common man has a wife,
children, a home, a job, and is a member of a comnmnity. All these
things might have been jeopardized by the Depression, and the family's standard of living might have fallen. If one in three were unemployed at the time, two in three were not If some fiunilies diantegrated under the pressure, not all did. The attempts of the
American Communist party to make dead heroes out of the fallen in
Spain tell us something about both the preoccupations of the party
and those it sent to Spain. Volunteers Dave Doran and Ben Leider
were depicted as all-Ainerican heroes in propaganda pamphlets.
Doran was a second-generation American, reared by a politically radical uncle; he joined the lft>ung Communist League, making it his
mission in life.®^ Leider, said to have been Jewish, gave up a brilliant,
but unidentified, career to go to Spain.^ Though he was later identified as ajotirnalist, nothing was said about an establishedjob, home,
or family. The suspicion is unavoidable that his journalism was practiced at the Daily Worker, the dail\ newspaper of the Communist party
in New York. Occasionally, other equally vague references in similar
'''

1
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sources mention men giving up jobs to go to Spain.^ These references are so rare that they seem contrived to offer a touch of normality; an example is volunteer Leonard Levinson, named by Edwin
Rolfe, himself a volunteer, as having left an unspecified government
job.*'^ In the Depression a government job might well have been a
Works Progress Administration job that was neither secure nor a career. Volunteer John Tisa had such a job.'''
Accounts by those who wrote of their experiences in the
Internadonal Brigades do nothing to allay the suspicion that there
were few common men in the ranks. These writers are usually intellectuals of some kind, as their writing shows, whether that makes them
bourgeois or not They do not seem to have lived the common life
described above but were often journalists of a sort, like volunteer
Alvah Bessie working for the Daily Worker or New Masses in New York,
or Communist party cadres like volunteers Doran, John Gates, Steve
Nelson, and Sandor Voros. This same impression emanates from volunteer William Herrick's Hermanos!, which traces the Spanish experiences of a small group of Lincolns. At the end of the day, volunteer Louis Fischer's remark that "these fighters had left peaceftil jobs
and peaceftil countries to die ... in the struggle against Fasdsm" did
notapply to Americans any more than itapplied to the exiles.^ There
is litUe evidence that any of the Americans or the exiles had much to

They were available for recruitment.
The exiles were much more available, ready to strike a blow against
fascism, the j)roven enemy dial liad exiled them. The translation for
the displaced Americans is less obvious. The appeal ol the one-sii ug-

leave.

tliesis, according to which American captains ol industry were litUe different from HiUer, convinced many and led them to join the
Communist party. Others feared importation of European fascism
to the New World. Robert Rosenstone recalls the growth of indigenous protO'^Btsdsm in the United States at the time.^^ Neither publicist nor veterans, however, mention these indigt nous movements,
perhaps a case of assumed knowledge. Abstract hatred of fascism and
capitalism are more likely to be mentionefl. In one pam|)hlet le-issued ill 19 IS, an Aiisiraliaii Nolimteer said that he grew to hate las-

gle

cisni Iroin newsjj.ipei a( ( oiinis.''"

same

dung.''"

Some might

A

Dutt h \olunteer said nearly the

also have said die

same thing about

apartheid in South Africa, but none volunteered for the African
Herrick's autobiographcharacter in
National Congress.

A

W^am

novel makes the same point, that anger at dislocations at home,
intellectual hatred of fescism, and the military revolt s^nst the
Popular Front government somehow fused 7" In one pamphlet, an
American volunteer despairs of the hardship and hunger in the
ical
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American Appalachian Mountains and then pledges himself for
Spain saying, "this" is worth dying for.^' What "this" is remains obscure, but somehow hardships in the Appalachian Mountains and
Spain are connected.
Of course, the Great Depression was not limited to the United
States. In Canada only single men could qualify lor public assistance.
Families disintegrated to

meet

this criterion, with

women and

chil-

dren returning to the maternal home. Men gained such assistance
as provided in Unemployment Relief Camps at a few locations across
the continent In the nearly four years between October 1932 and
June 1936 an estimated 170,000 single, unemployed men spent some
time in one or another of these camps,^ which were dislMUided because they became hotbeds of agitation and recruitment for radical
causes. For men who weathered this experience, the transference of
their diffuse anger to Spain may have made sense, though the burden of Cieorge Orwell's study of coal miners argues against this facile
conclusion. Orwell foimd miners interested in their own lives, and
not in the big issues during the Great Depression. '^
A firagment of more systematic evidence confirms OrweU's conclusion. One American survey in February 1938 found no simple relationship between unemployment and support for the Spanish
Republic. Among those who expressed an opinion, the business community and professionals were more likely to favor the Republic than
workers or the unemployed. Specifically, the levels of sympathy were:
the business community, 31 percent; professionals, 41 percent; skilled
workers, 27 percent; unskilled workers, 30 percent; and the unemployed, 25 percent.
Perhaps middle-class individuals in this early
instance of public opinion polling, moved by the Republic's democratic character, did not appreciate how much Spanish democracy differed from American democracy.
Displacement has secondary effects on persons not directly
touched by it Political failures demonstrated in the Oreai War, as it
wassdll called then, were made all the more painful by the 1920s and
1930s publication of accounts by foot soldiers, like Eric Remarque's
sobering All (hiiet on the Western Front. These combined with economic failures of the seven years of the Great Depression to rob the
nation-state of much legitimacy in the eyes of many intellectuals and
others. Anti-fascism and democracy would have broadly appealed to
them in connection with the Spanish Republic. Free-floating, intellectual cosmopolitans, inconvenienced by the Depression, did not
cause their anger so much as the corrupt system to which they attributed the Depression. Worldly wise and jaded beyond their years,
they were enveloped in a feigned air of ennuu^ Once they were
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aroused, Spain would be a natural place to go, if going was to be done,
Iberia being so

much

nearer and

more

£uniliar than

China or

demon fascism could have been
Esmond Romilly, said: "However

Abyssinia (alternative places where
joined).

As English volunteer

strongly I sympathized with the cause of the Spanish people,
if

my

circumstances in

London had been completely

no doubt

satisfactory,

1

should have gone no further than sympathy."'*' Romillv confessed
that political convictions

were not the only reason he joined the

International Brigades/' a sentiment echoed nearly 40 years later by

South African volunteer Jason Gumey.^ The cosmopolitans are difficult to categorize because the sincerity of their disenchantment
brings them close to the displaced, but they differ in not suffering
personally and in not being angry. On the other hand, their ennui
makes them more like adventurers. They were probably something
of both, and they are no less difficult to number. Recalling how few
members of the bourgeoisie were in the ranks, there must have been
even fewer cosmopolitans.
Jews, a more distinct and numerous group similar to the displaced,
were among German, Italian, and other exiles.^ Their motivation
rings clear enough as exiles, albeit of a special kind. Some Jews were
not exiles, as their enemies were quick to note, for instance Ben
Leider, mentioned above.*^" One historian estimates that 30 percent
of the Lincolns were Jews.^' Peter Wyden a volunteer, said the same.^^
On the other hand, /.//J' magazine estimated that only 10 percent
were, calling the statement "I know what Hitler is doing to my people" a normal explanation for vokmteering."'' Even with no discussion of specifics, the reaction seems provoked more by Hitler s race
rhetoric than by any facts known at the time. Although not factually
grounded, the reaction was more foresighted than most people's; the
connection between Hitier and Spain was assumed in silence. The
number ofJews will be further discussed under the identity of members of the International Brigaders.
,

6.

TheAnticqpatora

continued yesterday's fight and ii the displaced struck
an angry blow, then others anticipated tomorrow's war. Amateur
strategists and
politically conscious
men attracted to the
International Bri^des saw that a Fascist Spain would encircle France
and threaten English access to sea lanes."** The official Comintern
If the exiles

slogan declared, "Madrid
erty and

slavery."*^"'

Years

is

the universal frontier that separates libSteve Nelson, the dedicated American

later,

Communist, described a perfect domino theory from Madrid to Paris

Copytigliloo

iiialcrial
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... to Pearl Harbor.^ A domino theory may also be found in the
words of Welsh volunteers.^ However, the domino theory is not repeated in Steve Nelson's 1982 autobiography after a similar domino
theory was used to justify the policy of Communist containment during the Cold W'ar.^'
On the face ol ii, anticipation of another great war nnisi ha\ e been
most widesjjread and disturbing for central European countries like
Czechoslovakia and Western Eiuopeans like France. If another
German war came, these countries would be tlie battlefields."'^ The
Spanish Ovil War offered to some a preventive war where fascism
could be defeated and an all-out war including invasion of their own
countries could be avoided, much in the way that Winston Churchill
would have preferred to fight the Germans in Norway than in
England. Such a widespread sentiment in France together with sheer
proximity, would account for the preponderance of French volunteers in the International Brigades.

Historian Delperrie de Bayac

concludes that the threat of fascism mobilized the international
Brigades/^'^

7.

Adventurers

The idealist wants all his army to be as pure as- he is, wrote volunteer
John Sommerfield, who quickly acknowledged the impossibility.^*
Only Gabriel has ever had an army of angels. That old soldier,
Socrates, to be sure, would have gently reproved the idea that any
person is piue. The International Brigades conipi ised an army of
strangers among whom was more than one allen angel. Mercenaries,
defined as those motivated by pay, were mainly if not exclusively in
the air corps of the Spanish army.^ In£uitry war offered a less enf

ticing prospect to those with

pecuniary

interests:

litde pay,

long

hours, flesh-tearing risks, bone-breaking labor, and death. If no mercenaries enlisted in the International Brigades, there definitely were

men who came to Spain to fight, caring not a bit for the
The adventurers have their own ennui. A confessed adven-

adventurers,
cause.
turer,
Si

Belgian volunteer Nick Gillain said

Ton me deniandait pourquoi

rcpoiulrais

(jiu-

c

'est

je

suis

parti

pour

I'F.spagne, je

par espril d'avenliu e, el par lassitude,

tomne pluvieux de 1936, de

voir la

mer

grise et le ciel

t ii

c

ct

au-

charge de nu-

ages.**

was asked why I went to Spain, I would have said that it was a
of adventure and of lassitude, in that rainy foil of 1936, seeing
the grey sea and the cloudy sky.)
(If I

spirit
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War in sunny Spain seemed preferable to autumn rains and another winter of snow in Belgium.
Others have hotly denied the presence of either adventurers or
idealists in the International Brigades, probably because such sorts
belitde die importance of the struggle.^'^

8. Ck>nclu8ion

Each person went to Spain for a reason, but knowing this does not
complete the discussion of modvadon. At the same dme men also
had reasons for not going, as was the case of the vast majority of their
peers, who stayed home. Those who went had a reason because they
wanted one; they searched for a cause. As one participant noted in
his diar\, "Undoubtedly the great majority are here for the sake of
an ideal, no matter what motive prompted them to seek one."'' Alvah
Bessie, the American volunteer, said, "Men went to Spain for various
reasons, but behind almost every man I met tliere was a common restlessness, a loneliness."^ In a time of causes, a dme of movements, a
dme of social mobilizadon, and a dme of loneliness, many people
were available for recruitment or recruited by all kinds of organizadons and causes that explained the present strife and offered quick,
if painful, soludons. In the first instance, the choice of volunteers
differed in degree, not in kind. Once in Spain, volunteering took on
new dimensions. Protesting in Ottawa or Washington, moving a step
ahead of the secret police, battling rightists in the stieets, suffering
insonmia because of stress, all of these made Spain a not-so-oudandish
'

place to go.

No logical reason dictated that a loyal Communist, committed ideor desperate unemployed man go, and most did not Ck>nsider

alist,

that if every

one of the 3,000 American Intemadonals had been a

member of the Communist parrv-,

unlikely as that

is,

they would have

represented only a tinv fraction of the party. Its membership has been
estimated at 350, ()()() at the time.''' The American Internationals were
less

than one percent of the C.onnnunist party's members. Those

did must have been
social

movements

like so

many others caught up

in the

who

plethora of

Being marginal men —
or
—the eidles and the displaced had a place in a

ol the time.

objectively,

subjecdvely, or both

society but had been dispossessed.

For the exiles, fascism was the cul-

responaUe for their plight and Spain became the place to continue the fight The displaced required a more tenuous series of ab-

prit

connect their plight with fascism, but once done, the
was easilv hung on the Spanish Nationalists with the help
of the press, a process eased by the volunteers' ignorance of both fasstractions to
sign Fasc

ist
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cism and Spain.^ Cosmopolitans and Jews were marginal as well: the
cosmopolitans by choice, Jews by chance and perhaps after that by
choice. Fascism would represent the worst things to both. The adventurer, a little like the cosmopolitan, chose a personal withdrawal
from his society. In differentwaysandtodififerent degrees, they were
all available, and for thcin all fascism presented a target of choice,
and of opportunity for the adventurer.
The anticipators, who are the hardest to pin down, were available
to embrace fascism as the enemy. The proof is that they went. In this
way, they differed trom those who stayed, but the nature and origin
of that difference is not plain. Everytfiing that they said and saw in
their Cassandra moods was said and seen by many others who chose
to cling to normal life, like a possum turning its back on the enemy
and wishing it away, as a volunteer might have said. Peihaps this clinging to normality needs explanation more than does going. A more
fine-grained conclusion would require even more knowledge of the
anticipators' social identities. They might have been found chiefly

among

the French for

whom

Hider's aggression

meant only one

thing.

Acknowledging the limitation posed by the anticipators may leave
more than a Utde vague. The Great Depression created an
enormous amount of latent social and political frustration which, together with the aftermath of the Great War, must have made striking
a blow highly desirable.^ If, as Edwin Rolfe said, "There is a no-man's
land between conviction and action into which the great msyority of
mankind never venture," then the Spanish Civil War occurred at a
ume that might have been calculated to arrest world attention, invoke powerful svmbols, and galvanize a partly mobilized audience.'"*'
The Spanish Civil War was something that people cared about; people who cared nothing about Spain cared about the Spanish Civil War
and still do. As with opposition to the \^etnam War, support for the
Spanish Republic seemed the one pure cause of a generation. In the
words of otMerver Murray Kempton, "It was the passion of that small
segment of my generation which felt a personal commitment to the
revolution."*"* The less one knew about Spain, the more pure the
cause and the occasion to concentrate anger and relieve frustrations.
Listen to the words of volunteer Jason Gurney:
things

Civil War seemed to provide the chance for a single inand effective stand on an issue which appeared to be absolutely c lear. Either you were opposed to the growth
of Fascism and went out to fight against it, or you acquiesced in its
crime and were guilty of permitting its growth."**

The Spanish

di\idiial to take a positive
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This voice perceives the world to be morally incoherent and sees
act. Armageddon was at hand. Who but a knave or a
fool would hold back at the last trumpet call? Gurney honestly adthe need to

mits in the next breath that ultimately going, while politically right,

was motivated by personal reasons. Not to have gone would have
made him feel a knave or a fool, and he was free to go, unrooted in
work or family.
Another equally honest volunteer, Walter Gregory, disarmingly
confessed in retrospect that he had no ready answer to the question
why he went to Spain. '^'^
Other volunteers have said that they went
so as not to be left
.

out

.

opportunity to "participate" in history, to fulfill
a "general feeling of commitment" for a "better society," and to fol.

.

.,"

to seize the

low what *was romantic," to remain loyal to friends.***
This is the human comedy. If their actions proved that the
International Brigaders were not knaves, to some extent the advent
of anti-Fascist World War II proved that they were not fools in their
distorted judgment, something that cannot be said of all politicians
of the era. Of course, J. Edgar Hoover was right to say that Americans
were fools for not knowing a thing about the Spanish conflict, but he
was wrong to suppose that they needed or wanted to know anything
to convince them to go. They wanted to go somewhere and do something. The propaganda did not create this impulse but the brilliant
propaganda conveyed on a new scale by radio, newsreel, and still photographs lighted the way to Spain. If the propaganda fooled some
about the conduct of the war, it did not create the desire to go from
nothing, any more than did the propaganda that recruited the armies
of the Great War.'^''' Spain became an opportimity for moral and political

therapy for the exiles, the displaced, the anticipators, the cos-

mopolitans, the Jews, and the adventurers alike.

Had there been a civil war in France or Italy in the

1930s, the

same

^es of men would have gone for the same reasons. The same men
would have gone under the banner of anti-fascism, however appropriate or inappropriate that label might have been. It was Europe's
civil war, not Spain's, involving men from the New World and beyond,
and it became the world's civil war as all great wars are. At
Guadalajara, Italians stood against Italians, as Germans often stood
against Germans elsewhere in what was Italy's civil war, Germany's,
Poland's, and so on.""" The volunteers who knew and cared nothing
of Spain, shared

this

common

characteristic.

Nothing in the publicity or in volunteers' reports shows an initial
knowledge of or affection for Spain. It was simply the forum for con-
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Once there, some International Br^;aders toyed with living in
Spain after the war, but they were reacting to the euphoria of arrival.
A few tried to learn Spanish in those first days.'°*^ In the end,
litde if any interacdon bonded Spaniards and Internadonal Brigade
volunteers, although the International Brigades always had a large
number of Spaniards, 60 percent at the end.^^ Moreover, the first

flict

spontaneous volunteers enlisted in the Spanish army and milida.

By the same token, precious little sign interaction exists among
the Internationals themsehws. After the glow of the unity between
the proletarians and progressives faded in the maelstrom of battle,
slogans remained only on posters, not on lips. For most of the men
the multiple language barrier made impossible the exchange of more

than the clenched first salute of the Popular Front: it truly was an
army of strangers.
More important, volunteers did not come to Spain to know Spain,
to know each other, or to fight together. Each nationality, if not each
individual, came to fight a private war. Once in the fray, each soldier
batded the eternal war every soldier has always fough t, the war to survive without shame. A Republic triumphant would have changed
nothing for these men. They could not have stopped with Spain; the
war they yearned to win was both at home and ultimately within themselves.

The analogy must be

a crusade,

one

that volunteers have repeat-

edly chosen for themselves."" Promoters of the First Crusade to the

Holy Land hoped for an army of knights and got an army of peasants.'" The promoters of the International Brigades hoped for an
army of experienced soldiers and got an army of neophytes. The
promoters of the Crusades, who were doubtful of more than a handful of respondents to the appeal, were over¥^elmed by the spontaneous response of dispossessed peasants in search of heavenly and
earthly salvation.'*^ Tom Wintringham, who first conceived the idea
of recruiting volunteers to join the spontaneous volunteers alreacjty
in Spain, doubted that 50 Englishmen could be raised; yet within
months 50 Englishmen would die in a single hot afternoon at the
The International Brigaders must have seen themJarama River.
selves like the "mythological hero" who "is the champion not of things
become but of things becoming, the dragon to be slain by him
precisely. "^^^ When any new order is in the making, to be chosen, one
must choose, as the volunteers did. Whether that makes them heroes remains to be seen.
.

.

.
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Chapters

How Many

1.

Went?

The Spear Carriers

The story of the

International Brigades in the Spanish Civil

often been told by veterans
to appear.

ation

'

War has

and admirers, and such books continue

These works brightly illuminate every aspect of the

cre-

and activities of the International Brigades, and yet in the cen-

ter of the st2^e the men in the ranks of the International Brigades
remain shadowed. Organization tables and orders of battie give only
unit names and designations that comprised the five International
Brigades, also providing the names of commanding officers. To
fathom the motivations of the men in the ranks, the spear carriers,
requires reliance on testimony and impression. Moreover, points of
brute fact must also be decided from the same kind of evidence. Few
if any records seem to have been kept; none are cited even by the
veterans such as Louis Fischer, who was briefly an International
Brigade quartermaster.^ Records that once existed may not have survived the defeat of the Republican government Not keeping records
was a deliberate policy to frustrate enemy agents (from the other
Spain, Germany, and Italy) bent on disrupting recruitment and organization of the International Brigades.^ The secrecy surrounding

the entire enterprise served
tral

many purposes:

to avoid

provoking neu-

countries where recruiting occurred; to mask the sponsorship

of the local Communist parties, the Comintern, and the Soviet
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Union; and to protect many of the volunteers, like the exiles, who
had long since adopted aliases to suit the occasion. The enterprise
was possible only as long as few if any questions were asked. The host
government refrained from questioning the local fund raising activities of Spanish Republican supporters to see if more than funds were
being raised. Vohiineers refrained from questioning who was recruiting them and paying their fares to Spain. The recruiter refrained
from questioning the birth certificate, identity card, or passport the
recruit presented.

The

difficult of characterizing the identities of the

men

International Brigades begins with the brute question:

in the

how many

were there? Their nationalities, ages, classes, and politics are aU
equally obscure. Only that small number of Intemadonals whose biognqphies were produced for propaganda purposes during the war,
or who were described by writers in Spain, or who have since written
books, have identities. These individuals are unlikely to be representative or to be taken at face value. In spite of their suffering and
the mythology that has surrounded them for so long, most ol the remainder have nearly disappeared. Because idenufying the men of
the International Brigades is so difficult, most observers forego the
attempt; instead, writers in the primary and secondary literature alike
settle on estimates of number and composition, often without a word
on their basis.'' At best, those who discuss wider aspects of the Spanish
Civil War include a guarded paragraph or footnote on problems of
number, and these estimates differ enormously, with little or no effort made to reconcile or prove them. To illustrate; Robert Whealev
in James Cortada's Historical Dictionary of the Spanish Civil WWrhas esumated 59,000 as the size of the International Brigades, while less
than 50 pages later Robert Rosenstone has suggested 35,000.
Nowhere is the discrepancy between these figures noted and re'

solved.^ Franco's physique receives

more space than the number of

men in the International Brigades, despite the many entries devoted
to them. When diere is insufficient light, one proceeds carefully by
touch,

2.

one step at a time.

The Number

Though world-wide recruitment for the International Brigades was
disorganized and hampered by secrecy, it was effective. Between
December 1936 and June 1938, the Comintern program directed
many thousands of men to Spain. In the early days of the conflict,
when the idea of the Internadonal Brigades had just been formed,
an anti-Semitic, anti-Republican pamphlet published in England as-
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seited that 100,000 villains had akeady flocked to the cause/ In early
1937, the Fans newspaper Le Figaro reported an estimated 70,000 to

75,000 International Brigaders.^ Well after the war, a publication
from the Spanish Information Office surpassed this prediction bv declaring no fewer than 125,000 red hooligans made up the
International Brigades.^ This figure appeared in other Nationalist

About a decade ago, one

sources in the war's aftermath.'"

writer

numbered 100,000.'^ Many years later, a Nationalist historian, Ricardo de la Qerva y de Hoces, arrived at 80,000 in a general
history of the war.^^ However in another of his works devoted to the
International Brigades he settled on 90,000.*' Another Spanish hi»torian published a comprehensive study of the Republican army reblithely

peating that 70,000 foreigners were with the Republic.*'* Shortly
thereafter, Luis Aguilera Duran opted for 63,000, consciously drawing back from the Spanish Information Office's 1948 claim of
125,000.'"' Andreii (lastclls, whose hook was published in Franco's
Spain a year later in 1974, estimated 59,380 with a great show of precision based on testimony and impressions but not on documenta-

don.**^ This esdmate was accepted and was repeated by one of the
most impassioned keepers of the International Bngades &ith, volunteer Paul Preston.*' Many have regarded Gastells's book as authoritative.'^

On the other hand, some estimates set the number far lower.

La
and her
collaborators in exile after the war suggest between 30,000 and
35,000.'-' The figure 35,000 has also been stated by American and
Pasionaria, Spanish

Communist

leader during the

civil

war,

English volunteers,-" a figure accepted by two sympathetic historians,^*

and by French veterans.^ One book categoriodly noted 37,351

May of 1938, claiming that this number represents nearly 25 percent of the Spanish Republican army.^ Some indication of the conin

fusion surroundii^ the question

is

shown by another source whose

best estimate was 35,000; six pages later this author produced a table
that totals to 37,000 or 38,000.'-'^ References to Soviet army archives

showed the number to be exactly 31,237.- This lower range of estimates around 35,000 comes mainlv rom the Rej)ublican persjjective.
Ludwig Renn, a German Clommunist with the International Brigades,
'

f

confidendy

declared

that

there

were

32,000

International

Brigaders.^ There is no simple concurrence within the Republican

camp just as there is not in die Nationalist one. One American volunteer,John Gates, numbered 25,000 in the International Brigades,^
while another, Sandor Voros, claimed 50,000.* Both were commisr
sars and might have been in positions to know. This figure also appears in a book by British volunteer Peter Wyden.^ figure of 46,000

A
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How Many Wmtt
exists,^ as

6S

does 45,000.'* David Mitchell in his widely screened tele-

documentary said that 35,000 men in the International
Brigades were commanded by a cadre of 5,000, making 40,000 in
all.
More interesting sdll, Michael Alpert's comprehensive study of
the Republican armv omits foreigners altogether.^^

vision

How many

foreign volunteers in total were in the hiternational

Brigades? Answering this fundamental but

all

too often neglected

question requires examining a range of sources as set out in Table
(3).

The partisan interests of the persons involved explain a good porbetween low and high estimates. Table (3)
above illustrates that all higher estimates, except Bauman, Prittie and
tion of the di£Ference

LeFigarOy

come from

Franco's Spain. Presumably, Prittie simply re-

peated one of these sources in his biography of Willy Brandt, the postTable 3

The Range of Estimates
32 sources

The number

The

140,000

Spain (1938)

125,000

IJzdn Gadea (1940) and the Spanish Information

sources

and years

Office (1948)

Way&rer (nd)

100,000

Prittie (1974),

90,000

de

80,000

63,000

de la Cierva y de Hoces (1970)
Le Figaro (1937)
^uilera Duran (1974)

60,000
59,380

Castells (1974),

75,000

Cierva y de Hoces (1973)
(1973)
la

Bauman

and Salas Larrazabal

(1979)

mealey

(1981). Vinas (1985),

Preston (1986)

50,000

46,000
45,000

40,000

Voros (1961) and Wyden (1983)
A<M>nte/ (1976)

Alba (1948), Geiser (1988), and Fernandez (1975)
Stewart (1972), MitcheU (1982), MangiU-Oimpson
(1985)

37,000

Vrijwilligers

37,351

Bolin (1967)

35,000

Wintringham (1939), Rolfe (1939), Delperrie de Bayac
Thomas (1977), and Diamant (1979)
(1968),
Garcia (1956), Maidanik (1960), and Payne (1967)
La Pasionaria (Ibarruri) (1967).

31,237
30,000

25,000
Sources:

Gates (1958)
The full citation of each source is to be found in the bibliograpliy.
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war Geiman political leader, who visited Spain as a young exile during the Spanish Civil War. Le Flam's estimate might be attributed to
the heat of the moment. Bauman claims to follow Castells but rounds
Castells's figure up to 60,000.

come from
Rolfe,
If

On the other hand, the lower estimates

International Brigaders like Voros, Geiser, Wintringham,

and Gates, or Republicans

like

La Pasionaria and Garc ia.

the sources are divided into Republican and Nationalist, within

both camps the range is 100 percent or more, f rom 59,380 to 140,000
for the high estimates of the Nationalists and from 25,000 to 50,000
for the low of the Republicans; such data make further statistical
analysis unreliable.
Thomas, Delperrie de Bayac, Stewart, and
Whealey are historians and their estimates range from 35,000 to
59,380. That Luis Bolin, a Nationalist diplomat, offers a middling estimate seems surprising. Preston still follows Castells who wrote in

Franco's Spain, as does Vixas writing in Spain after Franco's death.
For reasons of their own. Nationalists have generally stressed the magnitude of the foreign intrusion on behalf of the Republic, an exag-

made all the easier by pro-Republican hyperbole of early
war days. Bolin is an exception to this rule of thumb. At times.
Republicans wanted to maximi/e the size of foreign involvement to
portray the struggle as global, and at other times they wanted to minimize it to portray the stn:^le as Spanish on their side. As Pierre
Broue and Emile Temine have written, the number of foreign volunteers is very difficult to determine with precision. Those survivors
in positions of authority disagree about such basic questions, and documentation, such as it was, did not survive. Add the tendency to exaggerate, and the picture clouds even further, a tendency not limited
to the Nationalists alone, contrary to the claim of Broue and
Temine.
More than a little guess-work figures in these estimates because evidence is scarce. Take, for example, the International Brigade identity card for Georges Enrique Halley, reproduced by Delperrie de
Bayac (and nowhere else in the vast oeuvre on the International
Brigades) who makes littie of it^ A casual reader might overlook it
as a curious relic, but the Frenchman Georges Enrique Halley has
not been left to rest in peace. The Nationalist historian de la Qerva
y de Hoces cited this card in Delperrie de Bavac's reproduction as
geration

evidence

— the

only evidence

— for

his claim of

90,000

men

in the

International Brigades.-^'' Georges Enrique Hallev's military card, as

reproduced by Delperrie de Bayac, carries the number 91,468. De
la

Qerva

inferred that this

number

represents foreigners in the

International Brigades, but nothing suggests that the card

played this role.

De

la Cierva's inference

has also been

number
made by

How Many
Stewart

Wentt
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the

number 44,986 on American volunteer

Sandor Voros*s card.'^

To use

the

number in

this

way assumes that the foreigners in the
numbers in a uniform series,

International Brigades were assigned

regardless of their individual date of entry, point of registration, lan-

guage group, or method of recruitment. Voros was a cadre, hut it is
assumed that his number is part of the same sequence as that of Halley.
It assumes that when the hiternational Brigades were formed after
many foreign volunteers had already formed military units in Spain,
there was a retrospective enrollment It assumes that anttCommunist
Italian Socialists allowed themselves to be registered on a master list
along with the German Stalinists and others. These assumptions
stretch the ims^nation too fiar. One of the things we know about the
International Brigades is that they were disorganized. To take a mundane example, the number on my driver's licence is 8,551, but this
does not mean that 8,350 other expatriate Americans are licensed to
drive in New South Wales, Australia. Delperrie de Bayac did not cite
this reproduction as proof of 90,000 International Brigaders."^
Though Bauman reproduces an identity card numbered 72,086 in
his book, that of Jose Naga-Venero, a native of Peru and a Chicago
resident, this card has not yet been used to prove the existence of
72,085 other International Brigaders.^ One day it will.
The problem becomes even more difficult withoutgood will. Who,
after all, counts as an international? Many foreigners arrived in
Republican Spain throughout the civil ¥«r. Like the writers and journalists, some visited, but some bore arms. liidi\iduals, like C.corge
Orwell, were scattered throughout Republican Sjjaiiisii military
These men were not members of the International Brigades,
units.
but they were foreign volunteers. Since they were not organized as
foreigners, there is no way to enumerate them, though Hugh
Thomas's educated guess is 5,000.'** In addition, men were recruited
for the Republican air corps, some were volunteers, like Andre
Malraux,**^ but others were mercenaries.^ Some flyers were organized as an International Air Service for a time, but not all foreign
flyers were placed in that unit.
Moreover, the International Air
Service had no connection with the International Brigades on the
ground. This International Air Service did not work exclusively or
mainly with the International Brigades and thei e is little sign of personal contact between the Internationals of air and earth, as is typical in any army. Malraux's artistic curiosity made him exceptional in
seeking contact with other foreigners in Spain, including those in the
International Brigades. There were also non<ombatant volunteers,
mainly women and men working in ambulance and medical services;
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Thomas suggests as many as 10,000 of these, an estimate exceedingly

No one seems to

have kept track of nonanother 500 to 1,000
International Brigade recruits reportedly perished before reaching

difficult to substantiate.^

combatant volunteers.
Spain,

In

addition,

many of them when the Rcjjublican shij), (jiidad Barcelona,
No doubi others, too, perished along the
in Wax 1937.'

was sunk

'

wav, sonic of tlicm friglucncd

and alone.

members of the International Brigades were
foreigners but not volunteers, and these formed the cadre. Officers
and commissars, the cadre, were all steadfast Communists nearly to
a man, except the Italians who were dominated by anti-Communist
Socialists.^ Though none was Russian, many had taken up residence
in the Soviet Union, and they were sent to Spain. During the purges,
many of them were later called back to Moscow from the firing line
Conversely, certain

in

Spain lo the firing squad

ticmch important

of Stalin's justice.

These men were exand to the men in

to the International Brigades

no way represeiu the International Brigaders
nor would all of them number more than
a few thousand. Mitchell suggests 5,000 compared with 35,000 for
the ranks, making every eighth man a cadre.^^ If cadres were all officers that may be too many; however the International Brigades did
feature a double command structure with a political commissar next
to everv military officei. Ac ordingly, a cadre of one-eighth might
be closer to the truth than lirst appears. Some of those who became
commis.sars probabh wen- among the exiles living in Russia who had
the ranks, but they in

in identity or motivation,

(

pestered Stalin to tight HiUer. The idea of an international brigade,
reminiscent of the international column that fought with the
Bolsheviks in the Russian Civil War, allowed Stalin to send these pests

Those earlier internationals allied to the
Bolsheviks were also the subject of a bitter and enduring propaganda

off to fight Hitier.^

batde.^
Soviet citi/ens were not permitted to

vokmteer for service. In 1943
"Looking Back on the Spanish Civil War," George Orwell predicted
that if Fraiuo remained in office one of the chief lies infecting history would be a "Russian army that never existed will become lii.storical fact**® The French ambassador to Spain in 1936 put the number of Russian infimtry at 21,000.^* More than a generation later.
in

Nationalist historian Salas Larrazabal

echoed

this figure, citing

20,000. In 1937, / ^%rzrY) published 75,000.52 Thirty years later Luis
Bolin, a Nationalist diplomat, reported the existence of 9,000 Russian
infantrv.''-^

In 1979,

Geraldo Gino

F".

Bauman

writing in Lima, Peru,

asserted iliere were 8,000 Russians.'"' Later in 1982, /Viuhonv Beevor

named a modest figure of 4,000, atu ibuting it to recent but unnamed

Figure 2. War as glamor, a single handsome and youthful individual
an idealized pose. The man is Juan Modesto (a Republican military
leader of early note) This picture was widely published in Spain and abroad.
Its image of the dramatic individual would have been known to many in the
International Brigades, and so perhaps set a standard for them. It is reproduced in Hugh Tomes, The Spanish Civil War (Rev ed) (New York: Harper,
1977), p. 464.
strikes

.

Figure 3. This is perhaps the most famous picture from a war that generated many famous pictures. It has a title, 'Muerte en accieon' (Death in
Action). We can be confident it was staged. It is by Robert Capa. The man
does not look like an International Brigader from his uniform, but his image

was well known to many of them.

It

appeared

in Life.

Copy righted

matoiial

Figure 4. A man carries a wounded comrade up a mountain road.
Another Robert Capa picture from lAfe and it, too, looks staged. I reproduced it from Tomas Salvador, Im Guerra de Espana en sus Fotograjias
(Barcelona: Ediciones Madrid, 1966), p. 222.

Copy righted

matoiial

Figure 5.
Defeat and retreat in the snow after the brutal battle at Teriiel
cold of February 1938. These are Republicans climbing out of
the valley, an escape only possible because the bad weather limited the
Nationalist air force. It is reproduced from Vincente Rojo, Espana Heroica
(3d ed) (Barcelona: Ariel, 1975 [1942]), p. 96.
in the bitter

6.
A group of severely wounded Internationals awaiting repatriThe one-armed man is placed carefully in the center to show his loss.
reproduced in The Spanish Civil War: A History in Pictures (New York:
Norton, 1986) on page 90, 173.

Figure

ation.
It is

This is an action photograph that looks less staged than most.
has an arm patch which looks like the Saint George Cross
(which would make him English). It is clearer in the photograph than the
photocopy. The other man has on a helmet that looks French from this
angle. Reproduced from Ricardo de la Cierva, Historia ilustrada de la guerra
civil Espana (Madrid: Danae, 1970), p. 27.
Figure

The

8.

closer

man
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The irony here is that while Beevor admired OrwelU he
did exacdy what Orwell feared; he created a Russian army, albeit a
small one, out of hardened air. Such a claim has been made repeatedly since the war and for some the claim proves the existence of such
a Soviet force.
Parades of iiuoniiiig volunteers may ha\o looked like Russians,
especially since many Republicans desperately wanted Russian intervention.^ However, many sources in a position to know say unequivocally that there were no Russian infantry.^^ Instead, Soviet
soldiers acted as advisers to the Spanish Army, some technicians in
signals, instructors to teach pilots, and some pilots and tank crews
who did enter batde. Thomas cautiously suggests 2,000, though
their number would be guess work.^^ Since they never seem to have
research.^

known

contact with the

would have

men

bct-n delighted to

of the International Brigades, who
a Soviet comrade in arms, they

meet

Nor were captured Russians a
had
any been taken. Presumably, Russians in Spain would have been
under strict discipline to keep to themselves and to avoid publicity.
The story goes that Stalin personally ordered the Soviets he sent to
Spain to stay well clear of cannon fire, a concern not for their safety,
but for fear of bad publicity. Since the International Brigades received constant publicity, especially when going into battle as shock

may have numbeied

as few as that.

feature of Nationalist propaganda, which they would have been

troops as they invariably did, the few Russians in Spain woukl have
steered well clear of them.

In the j^olitical calculus of the time, a
presence in Spain would have undermined the moral superiority
of the Soviet position in cridcizing Italy and Germany for direct in-

tervention.

Some

discrepancies ui estimates of the

International Brigades arose because not

number of men in the
men in them were for-

all

One reason for forming the Intemadonal Brigades was to
model army raised from veterans of the Great War. A neutral in that earlier war, Spain had no body of trained veterans. While
the Spanish Rejmbliean cousctipt army was being trained and
e(jui|)ped, tliis model army would provide an exam[)!e of efficiency
and discipline to inspire the Spanish to the levee en masse."'^ That they
might benefit finom the object lesson of this model army, Spaniards
themselves were included in the formations of the International
Brigades from the start Hence, a military commission from the
heague of Nations, which supervised the evacuation of the foreign
combatants from Republican Spain in 1938 and 1939, found that 60

eigners.

create a

percent of

men

in the live International

Perhaps 80,000 or 100,000 or 120,000

Brigades were Spanish.*^
served in die five

men
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International Brigades, but only about 32,000 of them were foreign
volunteers with another 3,000 to 4,000 officers and commissars.
A further margin of error occurs because some foreigners adopted
Spanish citizenship, particularly the stateless persons who had their
national passports revoked.

League

of

possible.

The number was not

Finally,

great, aufi the

hided these people to the extent
a certain number ol Spanish-speaking foreigners

Nations conunission

in(

were in the International Brigades or in Spain. If they had wanted
to pass themselves off as Spanish, few other foreigners would have
been the wiser, including the League's commission. However, there
were no great numbers of these Spanish-speakers or of those who
had any great desire to be taken for Spaniards, especially at the end.
In short, estimadng the size of the International Brigades is complicated because not all foreigners were in the International Brigades
and not all membersof the Bi igadesweie fbreigneis. Moreover, some
membei s who were foreigners were not volunteers, namely the bulk
ol the political and military oificers. hi addiuon, enumerating tlie
foreigners on the Republican side is confused by the presence of
Russians.
If

32,000 foreign volunteers served in the ranks of the five

International Brigades from November 1936 to September 1 938, they

under arms simultaneously. Periiaps judging from the
Thomas opines that no more than 18,000 foreigners were membersof the liuernalional Brigades at anyone time.*''
Afigme of 8,000, filed by the American consul general in Barcelona,
Mahlon Perkins, on 2 December 1936 seems excessive for that early

were not

all

accounts of

battles,

1

life of the Internauonal Brigades.^^ Raymond Carr estimates 14,000 in August of 1937, a smaller number which sounds better. We should note that Carr's figure includes more than 7,000
Spaniards.^ There was simple algebra to the ^ze of the International
Brigades. On one ade of the equation were the recruiters and volunteers, minus some attrition along the way, and on the other side
were the casualties and desertions. The casualty rate ran high, due
to the lack of training, the foolishness of manv orders, and the af>
sence of medical care.*"' Desertion, a taboo subject in the propaganda
of the time and in most of the remembrances, was not uncommon.^
At the end on 21 September 1938, the Spanish Republican
Government supplied the military commission of the League of
Nations with a figure of 12,208 fore^ers serving in the army.^ Of
this total, 7,102 belonged to the International Brigades and 1,946 en-

date in the

listed
pitals.

elsewhere in the Spanish army, with more than 3,160 in hosThe commission noted that the Spanish-speaking foreigners

were mainly integrated into the army.*'' Whether or not this ratio was
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maintained throughout the existence of the International Brigades,
excluding those in hospitals, it shows that at conclusion 78.5 percent
of the foreigners were in the International Brigades and 21.5 percent
were not, whereas Thomas suggests that only 5,000 of 40,000 foreigners were not in the International Brigades, meaning that 87.5
percent were in and 12.5 percent were not. Whether this League list
consists only of foreign volunteers or includes the International
Brigades officer corps is unknown, but it is unlikely, and it certainly
did not include any of the Russian technicians, as they were called.
Also listed were another 3,160 men undergoing hospital treatment,
men who were not categorized by the Spanish government in either
the International Brigades or the Spanish Republican army.^ On 12
January 1939, the commission itself counted and listed 12,673 foreigners by using the pay records of the Spanish Republican army, but
these records were destroyed in 1940 after the fall of France, when
League ofGcials feared that Germany would next invade
Switzerland.®* More than once in these pages, the claims of eyewitnesses have not been taken as authoritative, because they cannot always be believed. Few of them would have been in a position to know
whereof they have sometimes spoken. For instance, Commissar

Sandor Voros, an American in the International Brigades, confidently
declared there were 8,000 men in the brigades at the end when the
League of Nations supervised repatriaUon. This figure is incorrect.'"

3.

Conclusion

In summary, about 36,000 foreigners belonged to the International
Brides. Temporarily excluding the Communist party cadres of

who were ordered to Spain, approximately 32,000 men
made a personal decision that took them from their homes to Spain.
The cadre of 4,000 was the Comintern army. A generous margin for
about 4,000

error must be allowed in these estimates.

The remaining 32,000 were

as numerous as residents of a small
of men alone, but unlike the residents of a city, they did
not and could not know each other. This city of men, like Xenophbn's
marching polls of the AncUtasiSy was an army of strangers who had
traveled many long and separate ways to make war, and as it happened, to make war together. None was conscripted; few were subjected to social pressures to enlist; some gave up a secure life; all risked
much, even if they themselves did not fully appreciate that at the
time. As many as 18,000 were in service at one Ume in Spain, with a
litUe more than 12,000 of the total of 32,000 who continued in sercity,

a

city
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Fatten

Spamm

and survived to repatriation in 1938. Survival, as will be
became no small achievement in the International Brigades.

vice

seen,
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Chapter 6

Who Were They?

Having now some idea ofwhat motivated the International Brigaders

and how many there were, the next question is who they were. What
was their social identity? Quite clearly, the limited available information makes nothing definite, but some points warrant close consideration. Four characteristics will be examined: nationality, age,
class, and politics (that is. Communist party membership).

1.

Nationality

Investigation into the national composition of the International

Brigades leads to two impressive reconstructions in the secondary
literature, one in French and the other in Spanish. Each was assembled from first-hand accounts of participants and journalists and
from other secondary sources to which this study also refers.
Whatever the difficulties of that method and the deficiencies in each
execution, the two efforts are each comprehensive and independent

of the other, conducted by experts on the International Brigades.
These estimates are as authoritative as any to be found. Two other
sources also apply to nationality, one comprehensive and the other
detailed. The comprehensive source is drawn from the Soviet army
archives and the detailed one from the League of Nations military

commission. The phrase 'army archives' may suggest authoritative
material, but no such assumption should be made because so few
73

74
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Soviet records are

known

to have

been

kept.

national identification would be passports.
at Albacete, the International

ports of

possible source of

Brigades base camp, to collect the pass-

foreign volunteers in

all

One

A great effort was made

the International Brigades.

Whatever the reason given to the men, these passports were turned
over to the

NKVD,

Was

the Soviet state securitjr service of the day.^

the information from the passports available to clerks of the Soviet

army archives? Was there a historian at the archives who anticipated
the need to record the characterisdcs of the foreign volunteers? Many
of the volunteers, however, the French for example, probably did not
carry passports. Because none of these passports were returned to
the demobilized men when they were repatriated, the League's commission had to establish their nationalities by interviewing them
dividually.^

These data are detailed but limited to the

men

in-

inter-

viewed by the military commission.
Comparisons among these four sources become all the more cumbersome because they do not use the same national categories.
Castells uses the largest number of nationaliues, 70 in all, and
Delperrie de Bayac uses the smallest, 10. The League used 13 and
the Soviets 17. With no means to disaggregate any of the totals these
sources use, the data of the others will be aggregated into Delperrie
de Bayac's categories as the lowest common denominator to gain a
comparison across the board. Inevitably other problems occurred,
including the misperception of nationalities like the Spanish-speakers, especially when they were integrated into the Spanish Army or
when Canadians were taken as Americans or English. In addition,
some stateless persons did not claim nationality or lied about their
nationality to avoid drawing unwanted attention to themselves.
German and Italian volunteers, worried that evacuation might take
them back to Germany and Italy, respectively, may have had reason
to lie to the military commission of the League and even to hide from
it. Finally, Castells, Delperrie de Bayac, and the Soviet Army archives
all refer to the Spanish Army as the League does, as distinct from the
International Brigades.

In Table (4) below, the category "Other" includes in Castells's figsome 2,148 Hungsuians (3.5 percent of his total); 1,057 Dutch
(1.8 percent); 673 Swiss (1.1 percent); and 615 Romanians (1.0 per-

ures

cent)

.

In the Soviet Army archives, this designation includes 862 Baits

(1.8 percent

of that

(1.6 percent);
lists

total);

and 406

586 Dutch

(1.9 percent);

Swiss (1.3 percent).

510 Hungarians

The League of Nations

143 Dutch (2.2 percent) and 80 Swiss (1.2 percent).

All sources presented in Table (3) agree

on one

thing, that the

French formed the largest national group in the International
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Brigades, ranging from 25 to 33 percent in each of the four samples.
This result, which is confirmed by the impressions of many witnesses
and participants, coincides with the central role of the French

Communist

Two

of the

partv in the organizing of
live

llie

International Bi igades.

hiternational Brigades spoke French.

cites a figure far larger

C>aslells,

who

than the other two comprehensive sources,

acknowledges in a footnote that a figure of 8,500 Frenchmen was
given by a French source at the time of the war, but he suggests

no

reason for rejecting that figure, which would be very similar to the
other two, or for citing the figure 15,400.' An even larger number
of Frenchmen, 25,000, was cited by LeFigam on 17 February 1937.^
Though their number and the percentage of the whole that they
constitute varies, Germans'' and Austrians (who are combined by
Delperrie dc Bayac),'' Poles', and Italians rank next in significance

both absolutely and relatively in that order in each source apart from
the League. Germans and Austrians, I\)les, and Italians are underrepresented in the League's findings, and other groups are overTable 4
Nationalities of the Foreign Volunteers

Sources

Nationality

Delperrie de

Bayac

Number

%

League

Soviet
Castells

Number

%

Army
Number

ot Nation»f

%

Number

%

8.778

28.1

3.278

22.0

3,026

9.7

1.744

11.7

3.034

9.7

1,560

10.4

2.0561

6.6

667

French

9,000

25.4

15,400

25.9

German®

5.000

14.1

5.831

9.8

Polish

4,000

11.3

5.411

9.1

Balkan

4,000>

11.3

2,614»

4.4

Italian

3,100

8.7

5,108

8.6

2,908

9.3

847

1.4

510

C^anadian

.553

10.4

1.6

377

2.5

1

British

2,000

5.6

3,504

5.9

1,806

5.8

469

3.1

Belgian

2,000

5.6

3.072

5.2

1,701

5.4

2.9

U.SA.

2.000

5.6

6.6

2W

432
839

Scandinavian

2,500"^

7.0

Other

2.000

5.6

Total

35,600

100.2*

3390>

7.3

5.6

2.0

6,622

2.1

434^

2.9

12.526

21.0

4,482

14.0

3.583*

24.0

59,380

99.9*

31,237

100.0

1,1772

14,936

100.0

*Rounding error.
+Ba8ed on League of Nations archives which are more oomfdete than published infiMrmation.

'Includes Albanians, Bulgarians, Greeks,

and

Yugoslavs.

Includes Danes, Norwegians, and Swedes.
^Excludes jews
^Includes

some

whom
1,500

Castells

lists

separately. Puerto Ricans are included in this figure.

men designated as stateless.

'Not stated which nations are included.

Hjerman includes Austrains.
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represented compared to other sources. Those overrepresented include Americans, Balkans, and Scandinavians. That the League's data
depart from others on this point is easy to understand. When the
volunteers were evacuated, the Nationalists had divided Republican
Spain into two zones, as Sherman's march to the sea had divided the
Confederacy in the American Civil War. Supervised evacuations oc-

curred onlv

in

the Barcelona zone and comprised

9,843 foreign volunteers (here. Another 2,830

(Hi

percent of the

men were

stationed

Because men in the International Brigades
were organized into common language groups wherever possible,
peihaps the German, Polish, and Italian formadons were in the
Valencia zone though the Intemadonal Brigades were withdrawn
during the batde at the Ebro when they were all in the firing line. If
in the Valencia zone.

the Germans and Austrians, Poles, and Italians are not visible in the
report of the military commission of the League of Nadons, they
might have avoided evacuation since they had no place to go, or were
Coiuiting themselves as stateless persons, or were stationed
Valencia. These best guesses about

were

still

who

in

the avowed stateless persons

do not answer the question why

all Italians,

Poles did not declare themselves stateless.

Germans, and

Of course, being statelet

does not affect nationality since the two are conceptually distinct;
however, in the matter at hand the concepts seem confused.
According to the order of batde at the Ebro River from 19 Ai^ust
to 23 September, all five of the International Brigades became involved.'^

When

the r29th Brigade,

composed

partly of central

Europeans in the Valencia /.one, was withdrawn rom the line or evacf

f

uation, each of the five International Brigades was demobilized be-

tween 25 September and 5 October 1938.^ ApparenUy, no one from
the 129th was evacuated while the commission was in Spain, since it
did not visit the Wencia zone. This is an inference. Castells notes
that elements of the 11th International Brigade, mainly German; the

International

12th

Brigade,

mainly

French;

and the 129th

International Brigade, mainly central European, fought out the war
in the final clef ense of Catalonia on 9 February 1939 when these men

crossed the Frenc h border.'"

One

eyewitness to a contingent of

in-

ternational volunteers marching across the border at Le Perthus

counted 750 of them, the national composition of which he estimated
North Americans, or 22.7 percent; 300 Italians, or 40.0 percent; and 250 Czechs and Hungarians, or 33.3 percent" It is surprising that any Americans missed repatriation but evidently some
at 170

did. If they did,

ation

it is

quite possible those with reason to fear repatri-

m^ht have escsqied it, too.
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On the other hand, the proportion of the International Brigades
constituted by

Belgians

and

some

nationalities

In the case of the Canadians,

1,200 Canadians went to Spain.

sources

is

is

very consistent. Consider the

British in all four sources in Table (3).

847

in Castells,

one

writer claims that as

Yet the largest

who mentions

number

many

as

cited by

but rejects for reasons not

given another writer's reference to 1,300 Canadians.'^ Delperrie de

Bayac omits Canadians completely. That Canadians do not show up
1 ,200 would dictate does not

in these four sources as significandy as

first writer who mentions 1,200 emphaof this number against the Canadian populace
of 12 million at the time, compared to 3,000 Americans from a population of 140 million.''* He goes on to undermine this point by allowing that many of these 1 ,200 Canadians may have been recent immigrants from Europe, judging by the names and birthplaces on an
incomplete card file used to recruit for the Canadian MacKenziePapineau Battalion when Canadians were separated from Americans
of the Lincoln Battalion. Such new Canadians may not have even
had a Canadian passport, or if they did, it may have been the only
thing Canadian about them. Upon examining 600 names in that
card file, Victor Hoar concluded that 262 of them gave homelands
si^esting that they were new Canadians.'^ These men would not

impeach the sources. The
sizes the significance

many observers as Canadians. Nor would they identify with
other Canadians. Moreover, such individuals may have been counted
twice, once as Canadian and once as Finnish or Yugoslavian. In adstrike

dition,

an English-speaking Canadian would often be mistaken for

or conveniendy counted with the Americans' especially

when

Canadians first served with the Americans.
On the point of languages, an earlier reference was made to
Spanish-speaking foreign volunteers who were integrated into the
Spanish army rather than assigned to the International Brigades.
Only eight Latin Americans were repatriated under the Les^ue of
Nations' aegis. Castells includes entries for every Latin American nationality, totaling 1,081, to which might be added the 16 Puerto
Ricans, 16 Filipinos, and 133 Portuguese that he also lists for a grand
total

of 1,246, or 2.1 percent of his total.
the Mexicans as an example, Castells's total

To take

International Brigades.

is

781 for the

Two others agree with Castells that Mexican

volunteers were concentrated in the International Brigades, but both
In 1955, Lois Smith estimated 150
smaller numbers.
Mexicans,'^ while in 1973 Juan-Simeon Vidarte said 300.'' Odder

cite far

still,

Hi^h Thomas says 90 Mexicans probably fought in

Spain and
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However, other no-les»^eU-placed
whom some few were in the
International Brigades but most were scattered throughout the
Republican army.^^ Castells appends a foomote to his figure referring the reader to Garcia's article in a Soviet history journal, but he
cites Lois

Smith for

this figure.*^

writers have estimated the total at 330, of

it nor criticizes it.
army archives cite 2,274 Americans and 2,908 Italians,
although any number of participants and observers in a position to

neither agrees with

The

Soviet

know number 3,000

As for Italians, Palmiro
were combatants.-^
Togliatti, a highly placed Communist and later the leader of the party,
stayed in Spain alter the International Brigades were withdrawn. He
surely was in a position to know. Other sources suggest that there
may have been another 750 Italian volunteers in Republican Spain
serving in a variety of other capacities.^^ If the Italian number were
used as a bench-mark, then Delperrie de Bayac fares best; but he is
as wrong as the Soviets about the number of Americans.
A pattern is elusive in these sources. Castells works with a larger
total number than the other three comprehensive accounts, a total
of 167.3 percent that of Delperrie dc Bayac and 190.0 percent that
of the Sc^et Army archives. Yst Castells*s total for each nationality
is not always greater than that of the other two and where greater, it
is not always greater by the same degree as his total. His estimates
for the two composite groupings, Balkan and Scandinavian, run lower
than Delperrie de Bayac.
Comparing Delperrie de Bayac's total to the Soviet Army archives
to 3,200 Americans.'^"

Togliatti notes 3,354 in Spain, 3,108 of

yields

1 1

whom

3.6 percent that of the Soviets. Yet his national totals

always exceed those of the Soviets at

all

do not

or to the degree of his

total.

Delperrie de Bayac estimates fewer Americans than the Soviets do

and places fewer in the "Other" category.
On the whole, Castells's totals seem most doubtful. His totals depart greatly firom both Delperrie de Bayac and the Soviet army
archives and a host of impressions by participants and observers.
Moreover, the documentation he claims for each nationality is often
a general figure, sometimes at odds with his own data cited from other
secondary sources. For example, Garcia is quoted as saying that there
were 500 Latin Americans, the only authority produced by Castells
who lists 94 Argentines, 14 Bolivians, 41 Brazilians, 136 Cubans, 24
Ecuadoreans, 25 Guatemalans, 15 Haitians, 14 Hondurans, 464
Mexicans, 12 Nicaraguans, 22 Paraguayans, 22 Uruguayans, and 149
\^ezuelans, totaling 10321 Castells, a widely and firequently cited
authority, is too exact to be credible. He is not alone in such unconvincing precision: Unencumbered by documentation of any
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kind, scholar Neal

Wood has asserted 2,762 Britidi volunteers, nei-

Castells's may compromise his value because
be precise and honest about documentation, whereas
Delperrie de Bayac gives no references for his admitted estimates of
each nationality and he offers global figures. Nor do we know on

dier

he

more nor less.^

tried to

what the Soviet account is based. Totals for both Delperrie de Bavac
and ilie Soviet army archives are similar and approximate the estimates of other observers.

Which observers
Cattell, in

to believe is by no means eas\ to decide. David
a brief reference to the International Brigades, accepts the

word of Tom M^ntringham on the size of die Intemadonal Brigades,
though he makes no effort to show that M^ntringham could estimate
the size or to show evidence of Wintringham's sound and honest
judgment^ Instead Cattell vindicates Wintringham by saying that,
he was not a Communist.^^ Since he was not a Communist, it is implied that he is to be believed, a poorway in general to evaluate sources
and false in this case. Wintringham was a Communist, a fact he omitted from the book Cattell cites. When Wintringham was arrested in
1925 he admitted

his party membership.'^'*

editor of The Left Review

and

Wintringham, one-time

military writer for the Daily Wbrket in

London, was assigned to visit Spain early in the war and was often
named one of the architects of the International Brigades.^ He
helped sell the idea of the International Br^;ades to Maurice Thorez,
leader of the French Communist party, and through him to the
Comintern and Stalin.^^ \A^ntringham was definitely a Communist,
well placed, of good judgment, honest, and a Communist all the
same.^ His esdmates may have done duty for propaganda purposes
but they are worth close consideration.
In sum, the French dominated nationality, constituting 25 percent
and more with the next largest group exiles from German\ and Italy
and also Poland and the Balkans, from 33 percent to 40 perceiu of
the total. The remainder comprised smaller groups of around 5 percent each for Americans, Belgians, British, and Scandinavians.

2. ClaflB

The

class

Brigades

dence

background of the foreign volimteers in the International
as hard to ascertain as nationality, because so little evi-

is

Considering the paucity of evidence, all fine points of
must be discarded, leaving only the perceived background of a few individuals and some general impressions
exists.

class tiiat so delight theorists

about the national groups within the International Brigades. One
Gumey, remarked many years later that one benefit

veteran, Jason
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he expected in going to Spain would be an escape from his own (middle) class identity; Spaniards would not be able to distinguish between
middle-class and working-class Englishmen, and, of course,
Comintern propaganda emphasized the proletarian nature of the
conflict without neglecting the contributions of right-thinking mem-

From our remove we can neither respect
Gurncv's wish nor believe the propaganda.
Some middle-class intellectuals throughout the International

bers of the middle-class.^"

Brigades have largely pi eserved the story ot the brigades in their writings; however, only a few of the total number of brigaders ever wrote.

Gumey, a South African by birth, estimates that among the British
whom he served, about 30 out of 600 or 5 percent, were mid-

with

Another British volunteer
noted that the British were mostly workers with
some middle class intellectuals.^^ Examples of middle class intellectuals among the British would include Giles Romilly who was, according to (iurnev, the informal leader of about a do/en homosextials.'^ Giles's cousin, Esmond Romilly, remarked at the time that
most of the Germans were working-class.^' Early British volunteers
like Esmond Romilly served with the Germans until there were
enough men to form a British unit, although Esmond's proficiency
in German is not stated. One writer, Dutchman Jef Last, was not a
middle-class intellectual but a miner and sailor.

dle-class inteUectuals, the rest workers.'*

.writing at the time

Working with a card file of .804 names for American volunteers,
Robert Rosenstone concludes that nearly all these men ^who replesent more than half the Americans were from working class
homes, but then so are many intellectuals, whether middle-class or
not Occupations were listed on only slightiy more than half the cards
(53.8 percent) the most common being dock worker, seaman,'^ and
student^ Of approximately 970 names with an occupation, 38.2 percent were seamen, 33.3 percent students, 10.6 percent teachers, 6.37
percent miners, 5.8 percent longshoremen, and 5.8 percent steel
workers.'^^ Students and teachers, who comprised 43.9 percent, are
harfllv workint^ class, whatever their sympathies.
One other lieaiment ol class composition of the International
Brigades comes from the Italians. In his history of the Italian
Communist party, Palmiro Togliatti provided an account of the social origins of 1,794 Italians, more than half, including 1,471 industrial workers at 81.9 percent; 254 peasants at 14.2 percent; and 69
professionals (including 19 lawyers) at 3.8 percent.^
Two other nationalities, Bulgarians and Welsh, have been examined for their class. Luis Aguilera Duran pieced together the activities of 354 of the 460 Bulgarians he thinks joined the International
1

—

—

,
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Brigades, about 65 percent of whom were classed as laborers

and ar-

with six peasants. Another 26 percent were styled intellectur
als who were either students or possibly middle-class, the remaining
tisans,

9 percent unknown.'*' Clearly a sizable majority of Bulgarians were
workers, all the more so if unknowns are deleted from calculations,
making workers 72 percent of the total. For the 1 70 Welsh identified
by Hywel Francis, the working class origin is even more pronounced
at 95 percent Francis's study of Welsh miners means that nearly all
his subjects were working dass, yet according to Francis only 65 percent of the total were miners.^ Peihaps this f^rure represents the

employed miners.

The importance of this small amount of evidence on class origins
should not be overlooked. Because afew veterans of the International
Brigades have written so much, the impression maybe that thev were
a middle class group of inlellectuals, an impression that thrives because the heroes of
als.

The

Hemingway and Mah aiix

fictional conii ast

novels are intellectu-

Hen ick's and Sinclair's blue-col-

would be

lar, low-brow heroes. Hermanos! by William Herrick, a memorable
account of the ocperience of foreign vohinteers, lacks the literary
merits of Malraux's LIE^potr and Hemingway's For
the Bdl TbUs,
but more than compensates for any deficiency of st^e with the intensity of emotions. Evidence for Americans and Italians suggests
that most volunteers were proletarian.
The greater mystery revolves around the relationship between middle-class intellectuals in the International Brigades and members of
the working class, a subject neglected in most personal accounts. To
imagine any of the spear carriers from the working class in conver-

Wum

sation with today's self-appoinied, middle-class leaders of the politi-

—

^Militant Tendency in Great Britain, the Western Maoists of
the 1960s, technocratic socialists in Germany, or the De-Constructors

cal left

of bourgeois liberty in France

—

is

difficult

Why?

First,

the

International Brigaders wanted an

improvement in the material conditions of life for workers, and much of that has been achieved. But
subsequent leaders of the left consider this is a special, new form of
repression.

Second, many International Brigaders weie

pati iols at

proud of their identity as American, French, English, Dutch,
Italian, German, and so on, they affected none of the national selfheart,

loathing that

3.

is

a hallmark of the learned

left today.

Age

Although age may not be as important a factor as nationality or class,
still knowing the recruits' ages would provide the basis for estimat-
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ing how many had military training and service in World War I Recall
that one point made in promoting the International Brigades was
.

that the

men would

have had experience

Nationalist writer flatly stated later that the

in the

men

Great War.

A

of the International

Brigades were veterans of the Great War.''^ German, Italian, and
French volunteers would be likely examples of this experience. One
of Malraux's characters in LE^otr notes that 60 percent of Italians
in the Garibaldi battalion in the first winter of the war were over age
45.** Francis has hazarded the guess that the average age of the Welsh
volunteers was more than 30.^^ Any men over 35 might well have had
training and experience in the Great War.
Sufficient data exist only to describe the ages of the Americans and
Canadians; in each case, a record shows the recruitment age of a small

number of men

as set out in Table (5)

Even this fragmentary evidence on a^e indicates the possibility that
the national groups may be very different Whereas information
about class composition all told very much the same story, for age it
does not. Volunteering for Spain was the preserve of youth in the
United States where 70 percent of this sample of American
International Brigaders was imder age 30. Cameron Stewart's study
of American records for the International Brigades found 60 percent
of those for whom an age was recorded were 29 or under, while nearly
80 percent were 34 or under. With the birth dates for 1 ,758 American
volunteers he calculated the mean age of his sample as 29 with a median of 28.^ The relatively young Americans, many of whom were
later denied service in World War II because their loyalty was questioned, have often lived long enough to write and to be interviewed.
Also notable is that s^es given for letter-writing Americans in one
Table 5

Ages of Some American and Canadian Volunteers

American

Canadian
Cumulative

Cumulative

%

Age
Under 20
20-29
30-39
40 or more
Total

2.4

%

%

2.4

2.0

*

2.0

67.8

70.2

35.7

37.7

21.2

91.4

52.7

90.4

7.9

99.3

9.0

99.4

99.3*

99.4*

99.3*

N = 291
S()urrt':

%

99.4*

N = 366

For the Americans, Roscnsione, 3R8-;^r>9, and for the Canadians, Hoar, 31-32.

Docs not loul 100.0 percent due

to

rounding error.
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source are 22, 36, and 39.^^ Some photographs from the time, like
that of John Gates acting as American commissar, look as if they
should be published in high school or college yearbooks.
By contrast, more than 60 percent of the Canadians at age 30 were older,

more mature men when

they made their separate decisions to go to
These additional years could well mean that Canadians were or
had been married and had more coniidence and independence. One
American commissar claimed that Canadians were more durable
than Americans, but this may have been only flattery to be filed under
diplomacy and forgotten.^ Mature men would have been both more
caudous and more self-reliant than romantic youth fix>m the United
States, inspired by Robert Capa's Spanish photographs in Ufg, viewing Spain in the decei\ ing light that lies on the world when one is
young and innocent, and unconscious of being either.
war.

4.

Race

The

International Brigade literature devotes small spate to deter-

mining how many volunteers were Jewish. Eaiiier discussions of motivations of the volunteers notedJews who said they went to Spain because of the identification of Fascism with anthSemitism. Nationalist

propaganda quickly decried theJewish influence.^ Advocates of the
Republic were no less eager to enlist Jews in the propaganda war.^*
One highly placed German volunteer noted many Jews in the
International Brigades.'''^ Certainly

of the American volunteers were

many observers note that a third

Jewish."'^

366 Jews rom nine nations, but he notes the difnumber ofJews, citing another source that
suggests between 2,000 and 3,000.'^ A year later, an article published
in Franco's Spain detailed more than 7,000 Jews among the volunteers.55 See Table (6).
Castells sjjecifies

f

ficulty in establishing the

These figures reportedly emei^ed frY>m an interview with an
f able

6

Jewish Volunteers

From Poland
From the U.S.A.
From France
From the U.K.
From Palestine
From elsewhere
Total
Source: Fernandez (1975).

2,250
1,236

1,043

214
267
2,695
7.705
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International Brigade veteran

now living in Israel, though no docu-

mentation is cited. The range in estimates of Jews is canvassed by
Albert Prago, himself an International Brigade veteran, who drew no
this, one of very few, investigations into the role of
1979 Combattants fuifs dans VArmee Republicnne Espagnole
David Dianiant estimates 6,000 to 7,500 Jews in the International

conclusion in
'''

Jews.

In

Ills

Brigades, out of a total of 35,000 foreign volunteers.'''

Blacks are also identified

among

the Americans

and much em-

phasized in the propaganda with their numbers estimated at 60 to
80 by Arthur Landis,^ and at 100 by Robert Rosenstone.^ Black

American volunteer James Yates listed 83 black Americans in his
book.^ It is true that propaganda emphasized Blacks, but unlikely
that the higher figure of 250 mentioned by historian Cameron
Stewart obtained.*'' Their motivation

is

routinely described as a vari-

on the one-fight thesis discussed below. Blacks are mentioned
to show the universalitv of the anti-Fascist appeal and nothing more.
The propaganda emphasis is another example of the Comintern seizing opportunities. It tells litde about the minds of individuals in
which the real decisions were made.
ation

5. Politics

The

political character

of most armies can be located in a sense of

would be inappropriate for the
none of their nations was at war in Spain, and many governments discouraged their
own citizens fromjoining the International Brigades. These included
Belgium, Canada, and Switzerland.®^
Recruiting offices were
raided.^ Service in a foreign army was often said to jeopardize citizenship, a comment that was not made when Americans like William
Faulkner joined the Canadian armed service to participate in the
Great War as others did later to contribute to World War II. Other
patriotism; however, this address

multi-national International Brigades. L'nder law

nations, like France, tolerated the recruitment of the International

Brigades but alUM a time onlv most rekictantly.

The

Union

Soviet

publicly supported the idea oi the International Brigades vet elused
l

to allow

its

own

citizens to voliuiteer, with the consecjueiU irony that

the 50 nationalities in the International Brigades did not include the
Soviet Union. The International Brigades were recruited around the
world, but not in Moscow.^ Only Mexican volunteers were given

moral support by their government which, along with the Soviet
Union, was the only positive ally of the Republic. This lack of public support might not have bothered the men once they met their
comrades in Spain, but it must have been harder for those whom they
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behind without the normal moral support of other £miilies in
the same situation, especially widows. The men themselves would
have noticed it most when they returned. For the foreign volunteers
in Spain, there was no moral support, except from the Communist
party. Worse off were the German and Italian volunteers, most of

left

whom had

already been exiled from their homelands and had been

portrayed as

traitors,

ond time for fighting

once for leaving

their countries

and now a

sec-

in Spain.

In most wars, the conscript has a political identity, like

it or not, in
a duty to the nation. That sense of duty, with patriotism,
characterizes the politics of most armies. Not so for the International

fulfilling

Brigades.

In the absence of patriotism, two themes dominate: anti-fascism
and the Communist part\'. Anti-fascism applies more to the recruits
from the New World and England, while the role of communism runs
deeper among the Europeans, especially the exiled Germans. Antifascism was the umbrella term for all those champions of embattled
democracy and opponents of rising tyranny in those times, or so at
least they said of and to themselves. Even in 1937, the need to resist
fascism was deeply felt by some people aqpart firom Communists. A
super-imposed vision, like a Braque painting, overlaid the distantiy
perceived fascism of Germany and Italy on indigenous movements
like Oswald Mosley's in Britain or demagogues of the left and r^ht
in the United States.'''' A revulsion against fascism, without seeming
knowledge of it, is ritually repealed in the propaganda lor the
International Brigades.''''
for even a sensible

The matter

is

not without complications,

man moved by anti-fascism, likejason Gurney, also

admitted that ultimately his decision to go was not political but a perThe personal and the political are not mutually exclusive nor Joindy exhaustive, nor is the personal the political.
For others, anti^ascism became a handy slogan, used as a prophylactic against serious justification by one International Brigade volunteer to fend off awkward questions from a girlfiriend.^ Anti-fascism was the side of the angels. Even so, many reports claim that the
men in the ranks were apolitical!''^
As noted above, some American volimteers were working-class
men, as far as can be judged. A great many oi these workers had been
militant imion activists.^ Though published propaganda of the time
is the main source on the attitudes of these militant unionists, like
compilations of letters, memorials to the fiedlen, and leaflets, there is
the ring of truth to it Sometimes the attitudes are so simple as to be
naive, say in the fiiith expressed in the union movement, but these
views are resonant with attitudes expressed at the time by an Intelsonal test of himself.^^
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lectual, Upton Sinclair, and with attitudes reported later by a critic
and veteran of the Internadonal Brigades, William Herrick.
Sentiments that seem naive to an observer at this remove did exist,

and, moreover, exerted a force that is now difficult to judge because

we do not feel it Remember, too, that the 1930s were very troubled
times, times when democracy had many enemies even in the heart
of democratic

institutions.'*

propaganda for the Americans, the oft-repeated central
point was that there is One Fight. A part of this struggle went on at
the picket line in Pittsburgh and another part in the trench warfare
According to the One-Fight thesis, the oppressor in Spain
in Spain.
is related materially and morally to the oppressor in the United
States.^ A volunteer allegedly carried his union card into l^itde just
as he would into a picket line
Steve Nelson's book opens with an
account of strike activity in the United States and then goes on to
Spain as if it were another front in the same campaign.'^ Volunteer
John Tisa does the same.'*' So did a Mexican volunteer.'' Perceived
oppressors in the United States were called Fascists.'^ Sometimes the
threat is not indigenous fascism but imported European fascism.'^
These experienced unionists among the Americans were seasoned
radicals.^ The One-Fight thesis was also expressed by Mexican volunteers.^^ A Welsh labor leader, Anthony Harner, said shordy before
In the

the Spanish Civil

Wan

The fight against fascism is the fight for trade unionism .[and] is the
most important safeguard s^^nst fascism
Scale Unionbm is fescism
.

.

....

in embryo.**

The Spanish conflict was readily assimilated to this Weltanschauur^.
Many comparable men among the British^ and the Dutch^felt themselves prepared, trained,

riences in strikes

and

and

riots.^

qualified for war thanks to their expeAs a study of their training and casual-

show, this was a grievously mistaken assumption. Robert
Rosenstone guesses that perhaps a third of the 3,000 Americans had
seen industrial violence."''
For others, like the pseudonymous
Comintern agent Jan Valtin in a German prison, the Spanish Civil
ties will

War became
With

all

the fight to free himself.®'

many volimteers, they remained their
The letters of one Australian volimteer, Lloyd
on the coming of the Spanish Civil War no more

the radicalism of so

coimtries' sons at heart

Edmonds, dwell
than on the dalliance of the king of England with Mrs. Simpson.^
Even for committed Americans, nationalism was the complement of
radicalism, not the antithesis. One recurrent minor point, both in
the propaganda of the time and in later accounts by veterans, is a
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not just in democracy in the abstract, but in American democ-

racy.

The proof ofAmerican democracy was the election of President

Franklin D. Roosevelt."^ Here is a clear example of what Eric
Homberger has called American Exceptionalism.-"' First the woes of
oppression in the United States will be detailed, and then the New

Deal and

FDR will

be mentioned, as

if

to say that the battle

the United States, the savior has come.

Social

change

duced by the heroic president, but only in America!

is

will

On

won

in

be pro-

to Spain!

The clearest expression of this attitude is in Upton Sinclair's romanr
ordef, NoPasafdn, where he suggests that the Spanish Republican government was modeled on the New Deal administration.*' A young
John F. Kennedy expressed a similar view at the time.^ If that is the
clearest expression, the most moving account concerns a group of
cold, hungry, frightened Americans under bombardment singing the
"Star-Spangled Banner" to keep up their spirits.^'' No doubt at moments of truth the Italians and Germans sang their own songs and

not just the "Internationale."
In this time of the Popular Front, anti-fascism was promoted by the
Comintern and national Communist parties, but these promotional
efforts did not so much create the attitudes suggested above as give
them a vent^ Even if much has to be disallowed as propaganda, the

and the fundamental nationalism redoubt, one political bond among the International
Brigaders was this vs^e but genuine anthGudsm.
The other common bond was communism. For the German and
Italian ref ugees, their C-ommimist parties formed the opposition in

basic dislike of abstract fascism

main.

exile,

No

voicing

nationalism

and

communism

simultaneously.^^

Momentarily by-passing such a delicate, difficult, and deep issue as
the relationship between nationalism and communism in these times
we concentrate on a simple, concrete question: how many of the men
in the International Brigades were members of a Communist party?
This, too, becomes a mystery worthy of Sherlock Holmes. Testimony
shows that party members were enjoined to keep secret their membership once in Spain, the better to catch Trotskyists.^ In the absence of any facts, impressions are varied. As noted earlier, J. Edgar
Hoover, for example, claimed that the volunteers of the International
Brigades were duped, tricked by the lure of gain into service by the
devious Reds.^^

From

a similar political perspective, a publicist for

the victorious Nationalists in 1940 declared that 90 percent of the
Internationals had been party members.* More recently, de la Cierva

y de Hoces has written that 65 percent of the foreigners were
Communist before they arrived in Spain and another 15 percent
joined while in Spain, 80 percent in all.^ For him they were Moscow
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Zombies. Angel Vinas estimated 85 percent, in one of the few books
published in Spain for the 50th anniversary of the war.^^
Both the proportion of volunteers who were party members and
the propensity of party- members to volimteer must have varied from

one

Communists seemed
Throughout Europe, Hberals were
perceived to be rehictantlv accommodating fascism while conservatives were eagerly abetting it. Since the Communist party was strong
in European countries, having become the moral opposition to fascism throughout the continent, German, Italian, French, and Polish
volunteers probably included many Commimists. Hans Beimler is
reported to have claimed that 80 percent of the Germans were
Communist.'"' Togliatti claims that 56 percent of the Italians were
Communists.'"-' In the German case, the exiled party's central committee met in Paris to pass a resolution calling for members to volnationalit\ to the next. In the 193()s. onlv

able and wiUing to fight fascism.

unteer for Spain, '"'^ as did the Italian ('omnumist party.'"'* In the
case, party members and cadres were at first not allowed
to volunteer because they were too rare.'"' When the American contingent in Spain later manifested indiscipline while serving under

American

European officers, American cadres who had earlier volunteered
were ordered to go to Spain to provide some national leadership.
Communism paid homage to nationalism in this small way. To be
explicit; untrained Americans were sent to the slaughter in their first
battle by European Comintern officers who treated them as cannon
odder. The Americans had no stomach for more battle. A decision
was made on high to recruit American cadres to serve as officers in
the hope of creating harmony among the ranks. In the pages of
VohmtearforUbertyiheae same European Comintern officers routinely
praised the prowess of American volunteers who in fact broke in battie and mutinied. These same officers are now sometimes cited with
affection by American volunteers; memory has faded. A similar innerparty conscription occurred in Wales, too.'"^ One of the American
cadres, John Gates, said that 25 percent of the Americans were party
men,'"^ while the American part) leader Earl Browder said 60 percent."*^* In 1986, John Gerassi concurred with Browder,""and also
claimed another 24 percent were fellow travelers. All these men
would have been in a position to know. But the cloth may have been
cut to suit each occasion. This same figure of 60 percent is also cited
for the Canadians."* Francis si^ests 72 percent of the Welsh were
Communists while Gregory says 50 percent of the English were."^
One of the English had been convicted as a Soviet spy, and another
was subsequently convicted.""* If it were true for them and for the
Americans, more of them would have been Commimist than the
f
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If that

Italians.

were so

it

would not

necessarily impeac h the thesis

implied above about anti-fascism in the New World and England and
communism in Europe, btit it would require that it be revised. For
Commimist parties did not all occupy the same social and political
space in each country at the time. In tlie 193()s in the U.S.A. the
Communist party had the ground of anti-tascism almost to itself and
that brought it many recruits, sympathizers and friends, some of
whom were probably among those who went to Spain.
,

The Popular Front goal of a broad coalition a^nst tasdsm. is compromised if 60 percent of the American volunteers were communist
party members—or is it? Anti-fascism was a Communist front to organize opposition to fascism outside the Soviet Union, that much is
Hence a man proclaiming anti-fascism might siniph be
sure.
mouthing the part\' line. On the other hand, might it not also he the
case during the middle 1930s that Communism was an imibrclla that
sheltered

manner

all

of disaffected individuals, including those

who

opposed fascism? As anti-fascism was a convenient fiction for
Commimists, communism might have been a fiction for anti-&sdsts
in those days before much was known about Stalin's Soviet Union,
apart from its high-profile oppoation to fiaucism until the Nazi-Soviet
pact, which came well after the end of the Spanish Civil War. No less
an authorit)' than J. Edgar Hoover has acknowledged that a concerned idealist might have joined the Commimist party and volunteered for Spain.'"

The

('oninumists were doubtless anti-Fascists,

and some were anti-Fascist bef ore (in time if not in importance) they
were Communist, but not all anti-fascists were Communists.
In sum, available evidence shows half or

more of the International

Brigades to have been party men firom nations as different as Italy,
Bulgaria, Wales, the United States, and Canada. Moreover, even more

men seemed to have been party members among the Germans. Jason
Gurney,

who

served with both the British and American battalions,

—

Communists and he estimated only 20 percent ^were "from the lowest echelon of the Party
structure.""
To his knowledge, "nobody was invited to join the
Communist Party while in Spain,""*' though Hugh Thomas, among

believed that the International Brigades'

—

'

others, speaks of 60 percent of the Internauonai Brigades being members at recruitment and another 20 percent joining in Spain."' Did

an International Brigader join the Spanish Ck>mmunist party,
tional party's Spanish branch, or

some

his na-

international section of the

party? In one case, a volunteerjoined the Communist party of Spain,
which would have been normal procedure all other things being

equal."^

The

Volunteer for Liberty, the International Brigades' newsr

paper and propaganda sheet, gave no evidence of recruiting for the
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party; its main preoccupation was the demon Trotsky. Jacques
Delperrie de Bayac estimates that "60 k 80 des Allemands, des Italiens,

des Polonais et des Balkaniques sont communistes quand ils arrivent
en Espagne" (60 to 80 percent of the Germans, of the Italians, of the
Poles, and of the Balkans were Communists when they arrived in
For the
Spain) and tliat once there, more of them joined.
Scandinax ians, Belgians, and British, the percentage is lower, and
"che/ les Francais elle est de Fordre de 40 a 50%" (ain( )ng the French
it [party niembershipj was of the order of 40 to 50 percent).""' The
French were the largest nationality and the closest nation.
At dmes Communist propaganda sought to diminish the role of
Communists in Spain to promote an all-party coalition against fascism and at other times the aim was to emphasize the Communist
contribution. Against such a shifting background, focus bends like
a stick in water.

6.

Conclusion

The when and the how of the International Brigades have been as
well documented as possible in the historical accounts of the Spanish
Civil War. The purpose here has been to ascertain something of who
they were from available evidence, first considering their numbers,
a challenging undertaking in itself with no authoritative sources.

Going beyond nmnber

to nationality, age,

teers quickly reveals the

sence of other

Some

and

politics

of the volun-

inadequacy of erstwhile sources and the ab-

infot niation.

sources alfect an air of precision on nationality; howevei,

one of these sources, Castells, is poorly
and compromised overestimating the size of the
International Brigades. Another source, which has no documentation appended to it, provides nationality figures at odds with credible estimates for Italians and Americans. The most reliable but limited information available on both number and nationalitv comes
close inspection reveals that

substantiated

from the

I

eague

ol Nations' military

commission, once certain qual-

ifu ations are realized.

Relying on

tiie

observations of participants and others regarding

class provides evidence;

though no precision

is

possible, all writers

agree that the vast majority of International Brigaders were proletarians. Nfany were experienced in politics, such as Italian or German
refugees from fiudsm and militant unionists from the United States.
Another widespread argument that a msyority of most nationalities were members of their countries' Communist parties
particu-

—

—

larly specifies Italians, Americans, Germans, and Canadians, but these
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unchallenged. Some

do not pass
participants suggest a
lower figure in one nationality or another, like the French. A

estimates

much

man's speech will tell an observer something of his nationality and
even class background, but there is no similar sign of party membership. If Communist party members were urged to secrecy, then
there is room for error. In the circumstances some would claim membership but not have it, while others would not claim it but have it
Different estimates are to be expected. Higher party officials would
be likely to be more accurate in that they knew who was a member
when recruited, but sometimes the party wanted to reduce, and at
other times to enlarge, the perception of its role in Spain. Never was
it committed to the unvarnished truth for the historical record.
Information on age for two nationalities shows differences; the
American volunteers were much younger than the Canadians.
Americans also seem to have been junior to Bulgarian, Italian, and
Welsh volunteers. As a whole, however, 60 percent of both Americans
and Canadians were party members. American party members may
have been younger than their Canadian colleagues, though that conclusion may press limited information too far. Perhaps many students
who came from working-class homes were not themselves workers.
VMiatever suffering men of the International Brigades endured
and whatever they accomplished, they massed as an army of strangers.
Strangers to Spain they came, and so they remained, strangers to each
other in their different Ung^stic nationalities at the start and at the
end. Hardly a single case in the mountain of literature produced by
the boui^eois intellectuals in the International Brigades identifies
any but the most superficial interaction between the International
Brigaders and Spanish people or between men of different nationalities within the International Brigades. With the language barriers,
how could it have been otherwise? Worse still, these men have become strangers to history without any documentation and so they
largely remain.
However incomplete the puzzle, certain pieces can be used. Why
did they go to Spain? What did they do and become in service there?
Examination of their own answers to that question will tell something
about the minds of the volunteers. And we can also ask what they
did and what happened to them to see what they became in Spain.
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Chapter 7

What Purpose Was
Served?

1.

Introducdon

The statedjustification for the creation of the International Brigades
was not to provide an oudet for the polidcally, socially, economically,
and morally frustrated men who eventually joined. In the heat of
July and August of 1936 when spontaneous volunteers of one kind
and another were coming to the Republican cause, several individuals made suc^trestions to members of the Spanish government about
the organization of an international column.'

were

rel)uffecl

on the groinids

that the

hese suggestions
goverinnent needed mater1

ial; men it had aplenty.- When tlie idea oi an international column
aroused the interest of Stalin for reasons of his own, the Spanish government was persuaded to accept volunteers,' with the justification
that foreign volunteers would be a model army.^ A model of military
efficiency was needed, it was said, to aid the development of the popular militia then being integrated with that part of the Spanish army
lo\al to the government and the conscripts being raised to fill out

the

l

anks.

In the

word

oi

Tom

Wintringham, speaking as an International

Brigader,

The important

thing, over all, is not our success ... but our example.
People learn from example more quickly than from lectures or other
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We have to show the Spanish militia what a real army

how it marches, how it defends, and how it attacks.^

Here was the first justification for the hucrnational Brigades: to
an example of inihtary skill and coniniitment, an intention the
volunteers were aware of even if they did not often mention it.' The
lessons of example would be brought home to the Iberian levies by
set

integrating their units into the International Brigades.

The brigades

were thus mixed from the start, though a British veteran has seen fit
to deny it^ It was not training that would make the International
Brigades into a model army. That took time, for both Sp>aniards and
foreigners, for too

much

time.

Rather the International Brigades

were to be recruited from men who already had military training and
who perhaps had served in the Great War. Spain, neutral in the Great
War, had no experience of conscription and so no mass training of
men between ages 20 and 30 during the 1914-1918 period.
Consequentlv, no cohort of 40-year-olds with such militarv experience was available, as in England, France, Germany, and Italy.
Already trained, foreign volunteers could fight while the new
Spanish army trained, a second and related justification for the
International Brigades. Not only were they to provide a military object lesson, but they were also to fight until the new army could take
over. In particular, this fighting meant the defense of endangered
Madrid when the InternaUonal Brigades were organized.
Last and significantlv, the International Brigaders offered another
kind of model, a third justilication that will be treated in tlie next
chapter. X'oluntcers would, as one of them said later, offer a model
of moral commitment to the cause that would inspire both the
Spanish and the world.
The more disparate the class and origins
of the men and the more plainly they were volunteers, the better this
third purpose would be served. The more determined and tenacious
the men proved themselves to be in batde and the more willingly they
obeyed die high command, the more they would show the Spanish
what had to be done. The watching world would learn the lesson
that fascism had to be and could be fought. However, the more varied and independent the volunteers, the less likely they could quickly
be formed into effective fighting units. Moreover, men most likely
to follow all orders blindly would not be those with military training
and experience. Veterans regard orders with a healthy skepticism,
especially veterans of the Great War, once described as the war of officers against men. A tension existed from the start in the justifications of the International Brigades, even (mistakenly) assuming the
mutual good Mdll of those involved.
'

''^
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The moral commitment
had

fested

its

that the International Brigaders mani-

due effect Those who observed them were struck by

the uniqueness of the event The safe, sane, sensible, sober New York
Times war correspondent, Herbert Matthews, exhibited unaccus-

tomed eloquence when he wrote:
There had been nothing like the International Cohimn in modern hissuppose that one would have to j^o back to the Crusades to find
ton
a group of men, from all over the known world, fighting purely and
simply for an ideal. Many men have given their lives and many more
will do so before the conflict ends
not for home or country or money
or because they were drafted and ordered to go, but because of the
deep conviction that this world will not be worth living in if Fascism
.

I

. . .

triumphs."

words of another observer, a publicist, "most of the volunpoor men who ... went partly for adventure, but chiefly
.," knowing "that if they were killed they would die imfor an idea
remembered."'^ Despite the library of books about the International
Brigaders, most of them are unremembered. That they were poor
and that they were animated by fundamental ideas are judgments
corroborated in the study of their social identities and motivations.
When it was all over, one veteran reportedly said that "something
which coidd never happen again in the history of the world had come
to an end."' A contemporary historian of the International Brigades
responds to this sentiment that the International Brigades were
imique bv noting that no comparable upsin ge occm red to aid solitary England after the fall of France to f ascism in 1940." Ancjther
In the

teers "were

.

.

'

—

—

historian has

gone

as far as to say, in passing, that the "ultimate re-

of the Spanish Republic was the International Brigades.^^ Of
course, many individuals did go to England to fight, among them
more exiles from Poland, the Netherlands, and France, along with
those who anticipated a wider war from the United States, and the
nations of the Commonwealth, while the Swiss and Swedes mobilized.
For the occupied coimtries like Denmark, the war seemed to be over.
sult"

In short, the analog)

The

is

limited.

International Brigaders were not the

onh

Nolimteers of the

epoch. Thousands of Swedes and some other f oreigners joined tlie
Fmns in the Winter War with the Soviet Union, about 12,000 in all.*®
Later, thousands of Spanish soldiers, veterans of their civil war, went

World War II, some 40,000 in all.*^
Other examples could be named, including the Irish and Portuguese
who took the part of the rebel Spanish nationalists during the civil
war. This unique feeling is, as will be shown, an outgrowth of that
third purpose, exemplary moral commitment
to fight in Russia as volunteers in
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Events must be taken in contexL For esEample, many Dutchmen
volunteered for the Waffen S.S. during the German occupation of
the Netherlands in World War 11.' ^ From this small country of the
Netherlands, which historically has always looked west to France and

Fngland, 40,000 volimteers came, more than all the foreigners in the
International Brigades, from 50 countries. Leo Palacio has argued
there can be no similarity between those who volunteered for the
International Brigades and those in occupied Europe y^o volunserved
teered for the Waffen S.S, but he acknowledges that some
in the International Brigades also later served in the Waffen S.S.^^

The difference Palacio cites is that the S.S. volunteers were well paid.
In sum, the International Brigades as organizations had three justifications:
(1)

model of military efficiency,
defend Madrid, and
to be a moral example of the cause of anti-£ascism.

to provide a

(2) to
(3)

In addition to the motivauons of the exiles, the displaced,

and the

others and whatever personal atonement by expiation particular individuals sought, these three were the purposes of the men as a whole,

How well the International Brigades achieved these
purposes requires analysis of what the volunteers did and what was
done to them. The military history of the campaigns in which the
International Brigades were involved can be found in many sources.
Such a history is not the purpose here. The aim is rather to summarize, explain, and reflect on the experiences of the foreign volunteers through impressions and other data.
as an institution.

2.

Military

Model

Starting with the firstjustification of the International Brigades, that

of providing a military model of excellence, many of the earliest spontaneous volunteers were experienced soldiers who understood and accepted martial discipline, like the Germans and Italians.
At the squad level of a dozen men or a centum of 100, there was no
den) ing that effective fighting units existed within the International
Brigades. Here, Spanish conscripts and militia could learn through
example.^ However, battalion and brigade levels of the International
Brigaders were doomed to failure by their very nature, as was the
hero of Greek tragedy. The very characteristics that made the
International Brigades unique also made it impossible to function
efficiently. Diversity of national languages, emphasis on volition, political differences, ignorance of Spain, all of these things and more
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made
and

operations nearly impossible under conditions of campaign
Nor were the International Brigades' relations with the

batde.

Spanish governmeni and army particularly cordial. In the excitement of being mistaken for Russian troops and cheered, the volunteers failefl to nolirc. judging from their accoimts, diat the
Republican goNcrnnu'nl did not warmlv welcome them. I he official
\vel( ome was iinai ial)l\' at the remote, autonomous base amp of the
International Brigades at Albacete wliere the speaker was Andre
Nfarty, a nominee from the French Ck>mmunist party. Richardson
has written that the Comintern wished to isolate the International
Brigades for its own purposes, which suited the uninterested
Republican government,^' First-hand accounts of volunteers show
no sign that they found their greeting a disappointment; nor were
Spanish conscripts in the International Brigades noticeably es^er to
(

I(

the

first

-"-

men tors.
German volunteers

learn from their

wei

t-

veteians of the C>reat War, as

wei e mau\ Italians, well and good, bee ause no signs are evident that

anyone ever received any training once posted to Albacete. Instead,
they were sutgected to speeches on the class struggle and repeatedly
told of the need for military training that was promised but not provided.^ All this talk about training has convinced some writers, including International Brigade veterans, that the International
Brigades were a well-trained and equipped force.^'* Though some
participants attest that volunteers for the International Brigades were
rejected,
training.
is

that

none wei e
1

rejected for not ah eady having

sa\ "ical" military

some volunteers were

had

real military

training becau.se occasionallv the

c

laim

rejected because "they were too old or

because they lacked military experience," as Hywel Francis has said
of the Welsh.^ This assertion is best digested slowly.
As shown earlier, many men motivated by the Spanish Civil War,
including the Welsh in Francis's study, subscribed to the one-fight
doctrine, one implication of which was that soldiering was no different from picketing or protesting. The plansibilit)' of the doctrine
t'sts on the violeiu nature of the.se activities in the 19'^()s and, more
imporianth, on ignorant e of war. Knowledge of war today, thanks to
the electronic media, and of violent strikes, apart from those in South
Africa, proves otherwise. Any Welsh rejects would have been those
without such union experience that was readily and falsely equated
to military experience in the enthusiasm of the moment If so, the
point remains: men with no military experience were accepted.
Francis himself in a later work quotes, without registering a demur,
a Welsh vohmteer who said, "If I can shoot rabbits, I can shoot fas"^^
cists.
Paul Preston, like Francis, disinclined to be critical of the
i
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International Brigades, admits that "most of them [the volunteers]
had no experience of warfare" when they arrived in Spain.
At Albacete they mainly waited. So removed were they from the
reality of war that a group of Poles allegedly agreed that a "man isn't
supposed to worry about his own skin in a war. "^^ Since few Americans
served in the Great War, they as much as any other nationality would
have needed training, but veterans make it clear that they received
none in Spain.^ Volunteers John Tisa and Lloyd Edmonds refer to
some lectures on matters military, not to training.** But as
Wintringham had said from the outset, lectures were useless. In the
terror of batde, no man saves himself or anyone else by remembering something from a chalk talk. In the confusion of combat, no officer sees the light thanks to lecture notes. Not only was training generally not provided, but it would have been unwelcome to some. An
'"^^

English sailor balked at the prospect of training, having

come

to kill

not to be made into a soldier.^' A man rebellious
enoi^h to volunteer for Spain was not likely to be a man to accept
meekly martial discipline. A fortunate batch of volunteers did receive some instruction on one occasion, limited to advancing over
open country. Missing was any practice with the use of cover, the formation of defensive position, or retreat. Of using and reading tracer
Fascists,

he

said,

rounds, they knew nothing.

The deadly

secrets of cross fire, enfi-

and traversing fire remained mysteries to the untrained
volunteers.^ As if it were a sport, one subsequent book speaks of the
International Brigaders being trained on the battiefield.^ No
lading

fire,

amount of experience with

ruthless, strike-breaking police could
have prepared a volunteer for what he found on the battiefield, and
it is poinUess to speak of it as battiefield training.
Aftera time at Albacete, sometimes weeks, men were taken in trucks
to battlefields where they would liold a rifle for the first time in their
lives, or so said Polish, Hungarian, and Anurican International
Brigaders.^^ On at least one occasion, these completely inexperienced men had one practice shot on the road to a battiefield, the
sum total of military training and experience of these ostensibly
model soldiers.^ Lack of training and comic opera disorganization
of the International Brigades, together with the spontaneous volunteers, permitted the rapid deployment of the International Brigades,
not any advance preparation, contrary to one propaganda claim

made at the

time.'' Later

still,

half the International Brigaders at the

unarmed as well as unOnce in battle, the international volunteers found that the
Fascists whom they had come to kill fought back.''*
The reaction of the International Brigades was surprise and anger
Ebro River went into

that offensive battle

trained.'"

Copyrighted material
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The Englishman Tom Wintringham,
promote the idea of the International
Brigades, declared his surprise that so many of the volunteers were
men who had never handled a gun before.*' Yet within the space of
23 pages, he goes on to boast of the International Brigades as a martial model or the Spanish militia.^' Men who had handled a gun and
knew its jjowers might well have been the ones least likelv to volunteer, a thought never admitted by the arehitecls and publieisis of the
Another publicist says first that the
International Brigades.
International Brigades were an amateur army and then two pages

as they were injured and killed.

who had done

so

much

to

f

later that the International Brigades taught the

Spanish militia to

fighL«
Mostly, the publicity material

produced for and about the

International Brigades falls silent on training.

The Vchinteerfor Liberty

omitted the subject in favor of devoting space to the several threats
posed bv the devil, Trotskv. A pamphlet produced in Canada boasts
of the ill-training of the volunteers. Writers implicitK praise the willingness to do battle so unprepared as a measure of laiih in the cause
and as a kind of indirect proof of the justice of the cause. On the
batdefields there was different counting and the feeling waned that
"war is fun," as one volunteer had said in the early days of his service.^

In general, the men of the International Brigades knew as little
about making war as they did about conjugating Spanish verbs.
Ignorance made them as incandescent and extraordinarv as a shooting star, possessed of neither origin nor destination. I hey were men
literally prepared to stand up to machine gun fire, once. Said an
English volunteer, "knowing nothing of war, nothing surprised me in
the way it was fought.**^ The International Brigaders did things no
trained soldiers would have done, as Wintringham wrote:

The Americans obeyed orders. They attacked at "all costs." Tliere are
not many units, in regular armies, that will renew an attack without
support or stiffening of any sort, when casualties have risen to more
than 50 per cent of those engaged. The Lincoln battalion did so.'*®
(Nationalist historian Ricardo

combat Spanish revenge

de

la

Cierva y de Hoces sees in this

for 1898.)^^ Enduring 50 percent casual-

ties, being given orders like "at all costs," attacking without support;
properly trained soldiers know these measures to be the terrible £sul-

ures they were.
battle, these

cult to

kill.

took aim.

1

Not so the International Brigaders. Once in pitched
men found the Fascists damnably diffi-

inexperienced

Esmond Rotnilly said of his first day against fire, "I never
never looked up to see what I was firing at. I never heard
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Dying, on the other
the order to open fire. I never saw the enemy.
hand, was easy.
That day for which Wintringham praised Americans for their obedience, 298 out of 400 fell, a good deal more than 50 percent. In the
assault upon Pingarron Hill alone on that day, 127 men died, men

who did not know how to recognize enemy fire, who did not know
how to use weapons still coated in packing grease.^-* These men were
ordered to attack by their connnander, American Robert Merriman,

who was the focus of propaganda because he was tall and good looking,

not because he was a capable officer.'^ In 1983, volunteer Peter

Wyden made him sound like a Hollywood hero,'^' while in

1985, vol-

unteerJohn Tlsa attributed to Merriman virtues of leadership. These
testimonials are belied by the casualties suffered by those inexperienced men unfortunate enough to be under Merriman 's command.
So impenetrable is myth that volunteer Tisa went on to assert that
Merriman's previous experience as a teaching assistant in economics at the University of California prepared him to deal scrupulously
with a multitude of details and military problems that forever challenge a batdefield commander from tutorial room to trench in one
mortal lesson.^ Merriman, said to be a model for Hemingway's
RobertJordan in For Whom the Bell TbllSt questioned his orders but ultimately he dared not refuse them." Those who glamorize him £ul
to associate the debacle at Jarama with his culpability.'''* More gener-

—

ally,

one searches

in vain

who

for instances of line officers in

the

men

by resisting foolish
orders often designed for propaganda effect rather than military advantage. Only with the Italians is there evidence that line officers
tried to resist the stupidity of staff officers.^^ Though at times the
Italian brigade probably had a msy ority of Communists, its command
was in the hands of virulently anti-Communist Socialists who made
up their own minds. The truculence of Italian Socialists led to an unremitting effort to oust them. Compliancewashardlysurprisingsince
political loyalty or propaganda value were the criteria for selection
and promotion of most officers.
In another famous case, propaganda value led to the promotion
International Brigades

protected their

of a black American to command white .Ajncricans in military service
first time.^^ Enlightened though that may have seemed, it

for the

could not compensate for his incompetence, which proved fatal for
the men in his command." When veteran William Herrick criticized
this officer's competence in an interview in 1986, he was vilified by
defenders of the faith.^ Furthermore, volunteer veteran Gerassi in
1986 bestowed a place in the pantheon of heroes to this black man.^
Contrary to cinema stereotypes, questioning superior orders is not
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uncommon

campa^;n and

line officers at brigade
at
and battalion level do not always submissively concur with the
schemes concocted by staff officers, nor do all officers in combat acall

in

battle.

cept without question the orders of a direct superior. Part of officer
training in anv

own

army

is

obedience, but another part

is

to voice one's

estimate of the situation for the information of superiors and to

protect one's men. Wbrld

War,

is

resisted,

their

War II, so often Hnked

to the

Spanish

Civil

replete with examples of officers of all ranks who questioned,

and refused superior orders

in the interest of protecting

men fix>m what these officers perceived to be useless sacrifice.

These examples, which can be drawn from the German and Soviet
armies as readily as from the American, British, French, Canadian,

and other armies, do not appear in the record of the

International

Brigades.

compliance and incompetence, only three months in batfirst 600 Englishmen dead.*'' New, untrained men
pressed into the ranks blundered into their deaths before their names
were known to others in their units.^ At Jarama, a veteran said later

With

tle

this

saw 400 of the

(without identifying his sources) that the International Brigades suffered casualties of 63.8 percent^ Three weeks at Jarama took 750

of 1,000 Germans to a better world.^ M^tringham estimated that
the International Brigades were suffering a loss of 15 percent a month
in dead, missing, and wounded unable to return to the line.*' There
were also plenty of desertions.*'*' Over a year, this ate of loss would
come to 180 percent, reduced for anv time that International
Brigades were out of the line on leave or in transit. This means that
in 12 months, all the men in the International Brigades in January
would be lost by the end ofJuly and by December eight out of ten of
the mid-^ear replacements would have suffered the same £site as well.
One writer, who acknowledged the high casualty rate at the time,
'

l

disingenuously attributed it to the

German and

Italian

weapons pos-

sessed by the rebels, not to the misconception, inexperience, or

malfeasance of the International Brigades.'"
Compare this rate of loss with that suffered bv Allied coiuiiries in
World W^ar II. As a percentage of troops who served overseas, the
Australian dead, wounded, and captured was 15.86 percent; the
American was 18.90 percent; the Canadian 20.42 percent; the British
21.57 percent;

and the New Zealanders 30.83 percent^ Of course,

each of these figures derives from a baseline that includes troops who
never saw combat, whereas the International Brigaders saw litde else.
Even allowing this difference and multiplying the Allied figures by
two, three, or four, the result still falls below the rate Wlntringham
mentions. Or to take an example from the Great War, consider the
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FrenchdebadeatthethirdbatdeofQiampagne in April 1917. About
1.2 million French troops took part in the assault, and 120,000 of
them were casualties, arate of 10 percent, again below Wintringham's
figure.*'^
Still iiioi

e aj)t

comparisons would be with

the International Brigades.

One

tiiose

who fought against

estimate for the Italian expedi-

tionary corps in the Spanish Civil War is 4.5 to 6 percent killed and
20 to 25 percent wounded.^^ Some of these troops were nearly as
poorly led, trained, and equipped as the International Br^;ades.
Another writer estimates that the Falangist and Carlist militia on the
Nationalist side suffered 6 percent killed and 31 percent wounded.
These troops were amateur zealots.^ Again, these rates in both cases
are below those dted by Wintringham.
This happens when untrained men play soldier, especially when
they are used as shock troops, the first into attacks and the last out
in retreat. While in existence the International Brigades were the
shock troops in every offensive save one, though they never accounted for more than about 3 percent of the Spanish army.'^^ In the
propaganda of the dme and to some historians, this use proves that
the International Brigades were recognized as the best troops in the
Republican army.^ A cynic might think that the Spanish generals
and politicians preferred to use foreigners as cannon fodder wherever possible, another taboo subject in the hagiography of the
International Brigades, though Mahlon Perkins, an American diplomat in Barcelona, reported in 1937 hearing the foreigners "referred
to as 'carne de canon' (cannon meat) ."''^ Comintern and Soviet generals and politicians found dead heroes a treasure beyond price in
the propaganda war. Live heroes could be an embarrassment, but
dead ones could not. The International Brigaders had no one to defend them from the greatest threat to soldiers* lives, their own leaders. In this respect, the Spanish Civil War continued the Great Wur,
the war between the men and the officers, rather than anticipating
World War II, the war between men and machines. If the number of
men who served in the Internadonal Brigades cannot be established,
saying how many of them of them died may also be impossible; however, many sources offer estimates that must suffice to set some limit
to the casualties (see Table 7). None of these estimates is unimpeachable and different estimates can be found for each case.'^
Table (8) shows that Castells provides f^ures for each of these nar
tionalities, different from the estimates of Table (6).''"

between seriously wounded soldiers and
wounded have been included
may account for some of the differences. If all wounds

Castells distinguishes

those who were not Thatonlyseriously
in Table (8)
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Table?
Estiniatt

of Casualties bv Selected Nationalities

s

Total
Nationality

% Killed

Gennanic*

40.0%
20.0%

Italians'

British'

Yugoslav'
i( ,tii''

KiUed

5,000

2.000

3,108
8,500

1,003

63.8%
20.0%

24.7%

Composite

Served

67.6%

11.8%
19.7%
"about hair
32.1%

French''

Amei

% Wounded

662

2,800

544
750
898

23,670

5,857

2,762
1,500

'Includes Aiutriaiu; Alfred Kantorowkz, ^aniscke Tagebuck (Beriin: Aufbau-Verlag, 1948),
15.

'Palmiro Togliatd, Lt Parti Qmmunisle luUien, trans. R. Paris (Paris: Maspero. 1961). 102.
'i-fiirf,/-r (If /. 'espagnt (Paris: Amicale des anciens volontaires francais en Espa^e rtpublicaine, 1957), 80.

*Neal

Wood,

Tito with

Qmmamsm and British Int^echuUs (London: GoUancz.

V. Dcdijer,

Tito

1959), 56.

Speak.s. II," Life, 12 (28 .^pril 1952), 67.

^Edwin Rolfe. The Lincoln BaUalion (New York:

Random House,

1939).

7.

are counted, the British rate is 57.3 percent; the Italian 82.8 percent,
and the Yugoslav 49.5 percent, result.s more in line with Table (7).
Overall, Castells asserts that 9,934 out of 59,380 died in Spain, or

He

also asserts that only 3 percent ol the internaescaped injury completelv.'" For his part, Delperrie
de Bayac estimates that 10,000 out ol 35,000 died, a total of 29.2 percent'^ Note a convergence in the number of the dead in these two
sources. No one, not even Castells, can guess how many volunteers

16.7 percent."^

tional volunteers

died of their wounds later, outside Spain where none had pensions
or veterans' hospitals and many had only French internment camps
or worse when the Germans occupied France. In these circum-

Table 8
Gastelk's Estimates of Casualties by Selected Nationalities

Nationality

Germanic
Italian

French
British

Yugoslav

American
Total

% Killed

% Wounded

Total Killed

22.0%
18.0%
17.3%
16.2%
34.7%
13.4%

26.4%
30.0%
30.6%
28.3%
26.3%
26.8%

5,831
5,108

5,400
3,504
1,512

3,874

25,229
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Stances, those who lived

through their baptism of fire quickly settled

on survival as their only goal.^
Like the universal soldier, the International Brigaders suffered
firom every other aspect of war in addition to the dying and the maim-

ing of battle

— hunger, stench. Wcv.

Though most of

the untrained

fihh, disease, fatigue,

men did not expect

tliis,

and so on.

Jason (iui ney

admits he was foietold, but the privilege of joining the just cause outweighed tiiese burdens, or so he thought when he was recruited.^'
Like the universal soldier, they suffered from the confusion and incompetence of command.^ Communication through the languages
of the International Brigades was very difficult^ In stafiF meetings,
chains of amateur translators conveyed the babel of life and death
information. Imagine the difficulties for these amateurs with technical terms from the lexicons of topography and military science.
The European Community deals with only nine official languages
but nearly one in five emplovees is a translator in the Brussels establishment ol just imder 20,000. Political pressures presinnably guarantee that a high standard is set for each language. By contrast, no
specific allowance was made for tianslation in the International
Brigades. Those most proficient in languages deemed important
wound up writing propaganda like Volunteerfor Liberty. Others with
rudimentary knowle<^ of languages served as translators.
Nor was deceit completely absent International units were ordered to undertake suicide attacks, Spurred on by the claim that other
units on their flanks had already gone over the top, and would be exposed to slaughter if the International Brigaders failed to support
them. At times, the call's receiver could see that flanking units had
not moved and were making no preparation to move. Standard operating procedure may have been to compel obedience to incredible orders tfarou|^ moral blackmail." When the offenwve is due and
the promised aerial, artiUery, and ground support does not come,
what does come is a call on the field telephone that is nothing but a
lie. Even the most naive learn something from this.

Moreover, the

NKVD

tirelessly

searched for Trotsky's followers in

the Internadonal Brigades, dutifully fabricating villains to appease

Men who had

survived combat did not always surMost accoimts are silent on the NKMD,
though some attribute these murders to the undoubted lunacy of
Andre Marty.^ However, Ludwig Renn, a German political commissar, and Carlo Penchienati, commander of the Garibaldi Brigade,
have acknowledged the NKVD murders.^^ Marty reportedly admitted^-even boasted of 500 executions.^ According to some calculations, 500 deaths would equal 10 percent of all the International
Stalin's paranoia.

vive pin ges in the

li

enches.'^

—
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Brigades' deaths in Spain.**^ Other veterans excuse these executions
by claiming that the International Brigades attracted many spies and
saboteurs.

The claim that the Internadonal Brigades were replete with spies
was curiously vindicated in a book ascribed to one Henri Dupre, entiUed La IJgion Tricolore, which appeared in German-occupied Paris
in late 1942.'*" The thesis emerges from this garbled book that a certain iiuml)er ol Frenchmen secrcth formed "I,a Legion Tricolore"
to iniilirate and sabotage the International Brigades. Dupre has written that "nion plan etail placer aux posies importants les moins qualifies et les incapables'' (My plan was to place in important posts those
Dupre could do this because he was
least qualified and incapable)
an authority in the French brigade for a time. Whatever Dupre did,
as distinct

from what

this

book claims he

did, the

International Brigade favored incompetence.

norm

in the

Nevertheless,

more

French Journalist who observed
the International Brigades first hand, treated Duprc's claim seriouslv."'- A wit might sav that service in the International Brigades was
than 40 years

later,

Leo

Palacio, a

the punisinneni hardest to bear for an\ spv.

More than one foreign volunteei saw Trotsky's hand in the revolt
of the anarchists in Barcelona against the Republican government in
May 1937. In 1989 an American volunteer reasoned that the anarchist uprising was suspect because they had held back their revolt
against the monarchy all those years.^' It is an argument unencumbered with any knowledge of Spanish history, which was at the dme
full of examples of anarchist revolts against central authority.^'*
In an\ event, Ttotskv excited the purges, not

deaths

in Ijattle

night.

I

enemy

spies.**'

during the day, there would be executions

After
in the

he commanders of the International Brigades did not

suf-

from the constraints of imposing discipline on a volunteer force
dedicated to liberty such as served under General Geoi^e
Washington, after whom one American formation was named.
The fighting of the International Brigades was as harrowing as
trench warfare in the Great War or the jungle warfare in World War
First and always, the men were confironted by the man-killing
II.
enemv, then the deadly blunders of one's own shot and shell falling
on friend not foe, then the rigors of nature snow, cold, nuid, sun,
heat, flies, hard earth, dust, and so on. Add to that each man's own
private tear, blisters, ulcers, infections, decay, and exhaustion. Little
food or water and no medicine were available. Next comes the incompetence of command, poorly informed, indecisive, divided, and
the like. This much would be true of any army. Now add the multiple langus^ barrier in staff and line command to compound infer

—
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competence with misunderstanding. Add deep political differences
within and between the Spanish and the foreigners. These differ-

ences introduce malfeasance to the picture. Add the machinations
of the NKVD. In these difficulties, the International Brigaders were
unlike other soldiers in what they endured. In addition, they did not
enjoy the moral support of their compatriots at home. German and
Italian Internadonal Brigaders were renegades to die good cidzens

of Germany and

good

Italy in 1937.

If

press occasionally that was

large. Yet they

the American volunteers received

all

they received from the public at

went on.

The International Brigaders did not comprise a model of military
organizadon unless this means an illustradon of every conceivable
mistake. Training was a subject of indifference with unscreened and
untrained recruits. Command was di\ided by language, and politics
took precedence over military matters in operadons and in promotions.

3.

Defenders of Madrid

Model army or

not,

no one can

gainsay the contribution of the

International Brigades to the cause of the Republic.

One purpose

of the International Brigades was to hold the line of defense imtil
the new Spanish Republican army could be created; this they did and

more.

Undoubtedly, the entry of the German

International

Brigaders into the batde at the University City in Madrid lifted

Republican morale. The Republic no longer perceived itself as alone
might of fascism. Until this entry in November 1936 the
war had been a Spanish war for all that mattered. Spontaneous volimteers were too few to hold attention and, more importandy, too
scattered to seem an important factor in themselves. The rebels had
accepted only limited assistance from Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy.
Everyone expected a fast finish to the war, as everyone contemplating a war always does. Many observers of both Republican and
Nationalist sympathies have since concluded that the war would have
ended before the dawn of 1937 had it remained Spanish.^ According
to these writers, the successful defense of Madrid prolonged the war,
and that defense was successful because of the German International
Brigaders.^^ The Nationalist strategy was to force the Republican government to capitulate by a quick occupation of Madrid without having to fight for it or to destroy it. Franco concentrated his attack on
Madrid on the Casa del Campo to avoid damaging the city of Madrid
in a street fight. With that strategy thwarted, a war of attrition followed since neither side possessed the strength for a knock-out blow.^**
^[ainst the

Copyrighted material
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those

German

exiles invested

plete university campus,

some took

a building on the then incomshelter behind stacks of thick

books of metaphysics, according to one survivor.^ Perhaj)s a tome
by Kant or Hegel stopped a dum-dum bullet otherwise bound for

some ardent Marxist's breast.
The defense ol Madrid bv
one

the hiternational Briirades has con-

and pernicious myths ol all,
most of the fighting on each side.'"" First
the Republic was saved from certain death at Madrid by the
International Brigades, and then Franco turned to the Germans and
Italians for assistance. Volunteer Arthur Landis 50 years later emphasized the great role played by the American volunteers.**'*
Historian Richardson invariably attributes the Republic's military
successes and survival was a success in the circumstances to the
staff work and line command provided by Soviet and Comintern officers, together with Soviet air and tank units and the International
Brigades.'"-' Venerated historian E. H. (>arr implicitly lays greatest
suess on Soviet tanks and planes.'"' George Orwell wrote Uiat "the
outcome of the Spanish War was setded in London, Paris, Berlin
at any rate not in Spain."*^ A skeptic might say that the intrusion of
these officers and the independence of the air, tanks, and internatribnted to

namely

of

the most persistent

that outsiders did

—

—

tional units made for confusion and disoif;anization. The patient
survived despite the medicine not because of it Only occasionally

does a Nationalist scMirce complain of over-emphasis on the role of
foreigners.'""' flsualK ii is just ignored.'"*' One Republican wr iter has
complained that "the International Ri igades figured in the pre.ss dispatches as though they were the sole saviours of Madrid."'"' The
Spanish were largely ignored.
Franco's rebel army, suffering no leSs from its own confusion and
disoi^ganization, had been exhausted and over-extended by
November 1936 in an audacious bid to take Madrid as much by bluff
as by storm. The resistance of the popular militia was fanatical if
inept. '"'^ One of the few commentators to credit the Spanish with the
defense of Madrid is David Mitchell.'"-' The arrival of 2,000 or so
Interuatiou.il Bi igaders lifted Republican morale greativ but did not
decide the dav, (ontrary to Richardson."" The grim logic of war
reigned. If there were heroes among the defenders of Madrid, there
were also heroes among the attackers of attacked Madrid.^"
Unprepared to assault Madrid, Franco gathered his strength and
tried to manoeuvre to theJarama River in February 1937, a campaign
that looms large in the mythology of the International Brigades. Here
again Madrid was saved, and here once £^;ain the International
Brigades were the saviors. Richardson concurs, yet as his own sub-
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sequent references show, at the Jarama River five of the nine
Republican brigadescalled international were wholly Spanish in composition."'*^ Moreover, another five Republican brigades of Spanish
troops were present."^ In sum, the battle was carried by ten Spanish

and four International Brigades on the Republican

4.

side.

Conchirion

Whether or not

the ( onventional estimate of the importanc e of the

International Brigades

and

is

regarded

skeptically, they did their share

of

Not being misled by the supposed glories of the
International Brigades should force attention on what is really extraordinary about them: the fact that these men chose to go to Spain
and to fight as well as they did once there, rather than the military
prowess Richardson and others attribute to them. This fiurt will not
be made to seem more important by alleging that they saved Madrid
or anything else. Accounts of orders of battle throughout the war
show that the International Brigades were always to the fore, and
their casualties show that the\ suffered commensurately. More impressi\e, cc)nsidering their di\ ersitv, lack of training, poor leadership,
and suffering, is the moral lact that the International Brigades remained intact, some until February 1939. Desertion, though a problem» was not wholesale; neither was mutiny nor the slow disintegrar
fighting

dying.

don that usually occurs in military units beaten white upon the anvil.
While the men of the Intemadonsd Brigades were certainly not model
soldiers, they fought In fighting, they contributed gppeatly to the defense of Madrid in 1936 and more at other times and places. The
significance of that contribution, compared to that of other units of
the Spanish armv, remains a matter best

lef t to

military historians. If

Madrid prolonged the war, then it made possible
more deaths of International Brigaders and Spaniards alike. In conclusion, the Internadonal Brigades were to def end the Republic while
a new army formed, and they did throughout their existence, even
their defense of

after the withdrawal.

Herbert Matthews, describing the last parade of the International
Brigades in Barcelona on 28 October 1938, said of the thin, drawn,
shabby, diseased

men:

Those men had learned to ^ht before they had learned to parade.
They were not clad in spic-andrspan uniforms; their gaib was nondescript; they had no arms, and they could not seem to keep in step or
and above all those who fought
in line. But every one who saw them
widi them knew that these were true soldiers."*

—
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This description

may

recall for

Sparwrn

American readers the lean and hag-

gard men in butternut rags at Appomattox court house in early April
of 1865. In Spain there was no magnanimous victor.
The sight of such men, reduced by enduring so much out of choice,
must have been a profound moment. Whatever may be thought of
the cause and the result, the nobility of their endurance, like King
Lear's, claims admiration as a tragedy for the inevitable outcome because of the composition of the International Brigades, and as bathos
because so much of the dying could have been prevented by basic
training. Wintringham states that these true soldiers proved that "raw
and inexperienced lads from Milwaukee could be very dangerous in
war" ^very dangerous to themselves."^ If the survivors, tempered in
trial by fire with mortal on-the-job training were true soldiers, what
of those who died needless deaths and those who were mutilated, all
out of ignorance? For the fallen and for those who bear its marks,
war never ends. Perhaps Matthews would agree that these men the
dead and the wounded are true soldiers.
A dictum in charity work is that those with the least give the most;
a person who has little is more likely to be generous than one who
has more. It has to do with social and psychological distance. The
analogy to the ordinary men who went to Spain seems clear: With
nothing to give, they gave themselves. In this they unconsciously
heeded the injunction of First Corinthians, Chapter 13, which says
that virtue does not lie in doing the good deed without hope of recompense but in doing the good and willing the good, as the
International Brigaders did. Either doing or willing without the other
is of no value. If these volunteers meet this double requirement, are
they the heroes Dr. Negn'n declared them to be? This question will
bring us in the next chapter to consideration of the third purpose of
the International Brigades, that of serving as a model of moral com-

—

—

—

mitment

to the cause.
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Political

Dying

Summoned to the eternalfield.
Edwin

1.

Rolfe

IVhoweretfae^

surrounding them, the volunteers became exWho were they? Why were they here? Many
of them had been asking these questions. These are qtiestions they
asked themselves, which liave also been asked in these pages. At the
end of the day, Edwin Rolfe wrote:

With

all

the public

it\'

tremely self-conscious.

Who were

these

young Americans? What impelled them

shores of a peaceful land to plunge into the horror of

to k-avc the

modern war?

To answer these questions fully, one would need the biography of each
American volunteer.^

The same question appeared in British veteran William Rust's
book, asking why the International Brigaders volunteered:
It

would be a

fi

uidul study to analyze the inouves of each volunteer

and the exact reasons which led him

at a given

moment to offer his

such a study would, without a shadow of doubt, furnish a
glorious ps^e in the history of humanity.*
services, for

For good or ill, examining and analyzing the biographies of 32,000

men would be impossible. Though knowing a great deal more than
we do about

the International Brigaders would be instructive, this
would most probably not change the general characterization of
their social identity or motivation. Even knowing all there was to
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know of their identity and motivadon, even knowing each of dieir biographies would not answer all the questions.

To know what happened and why does not delineate its meaning,
a question that cannot be setded on the evidence yet is too important to be ignored. It is too simple to conclude, as Communists su|>
porting the Republic and Nationalists opposing it have done, that
the men of the International Brigades were of a cloth, each an ideologue. Portraying them all as ardent Communists is like assuming
that all Union soldiers were abolitionists and that all Confederates
were proponents of davery in the American Civil War.
That thousands of men did go as volunteers, none of them having
any kind of duty (real or imagined), prompts Delperrie de Bayac to
call them heroes. ^ Perhaps it was a kind of heroism, like a knight setting off to find a dragon to slay. Don Q^ixote was a clown for slay^
ing dragons of the mind where others saw none; but the dragon of
fascism the International Brigaders saw was real enough. If the beast
was not yet resiflent in Spain, their aim was to keep it that wav. Where
they failed was in the perception of themselves as dragon-slayers.
2.

Right

is

Might

Testimonials to the justice of the cause for which the International
Brigades fought were issued with numbing regularity by the
International Brigades' publicists
justice of the

stance from

and the Comintern. Proof of the

cause was offered from

Upton

all

quarters. Consider this in-

Sinclair's roman-d-cLeflhdi traces the course of an

American volunteer: "Men do not fight machineguns with clubs and
reaping hooks, women do not defend barricades with kitchen knives,
unless there is a long history of suffering behind them."* Note the
thesis that fierce fighters are just fighters. That the ferocity might
only prove that Spaniards hated each other is not considered.
Antoine de Saint-Exupery saw the ferocity that moved Upton
Sinclair, but drew a different conclusion. He put it like this:

When

they [ordinary people] read in their provincial newsps4>er the
[a great financier], master of the world, they
transpose it into their own langus^e. They recognize in him the nurs-

story

of Basil Zaharoff

eryman, or the phai macist.
If we are told

of grreat scoundrels, we may come to think that even
who have a little more than we do, are also
scoundrels. Why else do they have more? So, Saint-Exupery conthose around us,

tinues:

When

they shoot the pharmacist, in a way they are shooung Basil
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The one who does not understand is the pharmacist'

There are always victims but there are seldom villains.
More interesting is the frequency with which the men themselves
avow the thesis that their cause will triumph because it is right, or put
differently; that right is might Not only did the noble end justify the
hideous means of war; the noble end itself would ensure the final victory. So noble was the cause that even avowed pacifists could take up
arms.*" But then selfet^ed pacifists have usually been ready to fight
the endless war-to-end-war, and some convinced themselves and others that this was Spain's meaning. Abhorring the slaughter of the
Cireat War, main had declared for pacifism only to emljrace "romantic
war-mongering," as George Orwell called it.' Orwell charged these
pacifist war-mongers with hypocrisy, as he himself has been charged
by French volunteer and novelist Claude Simon, who has objected to
the contrived character of important parts of Homage to Catalonia.^
All too often, both the men in the ranks and their officers assumed
that the correct ideological analysis of the material foundation of society led directly to victory in a kind of historical materialist version
of a Monopoly game. One Internadonal commander, a man known
as Victor Copic, was quoted as saying, "the Americans fought so well
because they understood the issues so well."^ Fighting well requires

the right interpretation, a just cause.
thesis

is

that fighting well

corollary

is

that a

is

A corollary to the right-is-might

possible only

wrong cause

is

a

if

one's cause

is

just; the

weak one.

This delusion pervades Stephen Spender's autobiographical Wofid

he convinced his homobecome a Ck>mmunist, after

Within WoHdt where Spender reports that
sexual boyfriend,

Jimmy Younger,

to

which Jimmy volunteered for the International Brigades.
Did
Jimmy think that volunteering for Spain would win him Spender's affecdon? Spender later visited Spain on a propaganda tour as a guest
of the Comintern, and came across his friend Jimmv. Once they were
alone, Jimmy begged Spender to get him out of Spain. Jimmv said
he would do "anything so long as he left Spain." Spender eports that
he talked Jimmy out of this idea. Is this a case of loving the cause
more than the friend? Later Jimmy dudfuUy sent Spender a note to
thank him for his advice. Jimmy's name does not appear again in
Spender's book; the &te of spear carriers like Jimmy is obscure.
Spender's £unous and rewarding recantation of communism in TTie
r

God that Failed oxmXs,

this episode.

Spender's autobiography later recounts an interview with a Bridsh
journalist who had first covered the war from the Nationalist side and
later

from the Republican

side,

comparing the two. Spender asked
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him "What's

The journalist

the difference between the two sides?"

was not enough for Spender
who insisted on more. Finally the journalist said, the Franco salute
was an open hand and the Republican salute a closed fist War's logic
is more powerf ul than am ideoloii^'.
It was connnon at the lime lor Republican projjaganda to emphasize atrocities alleged to have been committed bv Nationalists. I hese
allegations are routinely epeaied in books about the International
Brigades." What is omitted is any mention of the atrocities committed by Republicans, or the misdeeds committed by the
replied, "None." This very wise answer

i

International Brigaders.

This juncture may be the place to broach another subject even
more taboo than desertions from the International Brigades.
International Brigaders shot prisoners; and at least one commissar
with the International Brigades admits that American Internadonal

Brigaders shot prisoners. '~

towns shot prisoners,

by

demon

it is

If

volunteers from remote American

likely that

angry volunteers driven into exile

and more often. It has
been admitted that Spaniards serving with the International

also

fascism did, too,

on a

larger scale

Brigades shot prisoners.^'

The complete military innocence of so many of the International
Brigaders made it easy for them to believe the right-is-might thesis.
Sandor Voros reported that he had believed all the glowing reports
in the Daily Worker, the

Commimist newspaper

the successes of the Lincoln Battalion in battle

in
.

.

New
.

York City, of
he went to

until

cal.

A veteran of the Great War might have been moi e skeptiThere was a formula: "Marx + courage = success."' Jason Gurney

saw

this clearly in retrospect.

Spain.*'*

The importance

fascism was so overwhelming that

it

International said that they were "going

attached to anti-

defied expression.

up

to fight

and

One

die for the

only things in the world that are worth fighting and dying for," things
that are evidently too sacred for the naming since they are not specified.*' To know the justice of one's case was apparently thought sufficient to make untrained men into soldiers, and that they were untrained is beyond doubt.
One writer claimed that the International
Brigades formed one of the finest forces of troops the world had ever
seen. This was because "every one of them knew for what he was fighting,"

and

this

knowledge made him

''willing to

die for

sary."*^ It was not because of their splendid training or

it if

neces-

modem equip-

ment Another man

said after the debacle at Jarama: '^ot one [of
the fallen International Brigaders] would have regretted dying as he
did."-*^

That a propagandist would say this is one thing, that a soldier
it is a completely different matter.
If it is true that the

would say
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International Brigaders died without regrets, obeying

mad

orders,

unable to read tracer bullets, and blind to fields of fire, then they
would be among the few soldiers ever to have done so. After all, that
great hero Achilles regretted his warrior's death.-' If the fallen sparrows knew no regrets, then they were more than heroes and gods,
and this they were not. No one has a life w ithout regrets; and no one
has a death without regrets, as certain as anything can be on tliis side

of paradise.
Returning to the right-is-might thesis, if the enemy's cause is unjust he will not fight well. A letter attributed to a volunteer in a propaganda book in 1937 confidendy declared that the Italian troops allied to the Nationalists fought only for material gain and so fought
In contrast, the International Brigaders and the
Republicans fought for a just cause and consequently were courageous.^^ The proposition was reiterated nearly 50 years later by vol-

only reluctantly.

unteer Rosario Pistone

in 1986."^^

Lincolns in 1989 confirmed

Forgotten

is

A photographic

account of the

it.'^"*

the extraordinary Nationalist defense of the Alcazai

military academy on the hill in the center of the small city of Toledo
early in the war.^

The

irony

is,

as

George Orwell observed

at the

time, that

The photographs of groups of the defenders

home one of die most padietic

[of the Alcazar] bring

aspects of civil war.

groups of Government militiamen that

if they

They are so

like

were changed around

no one would know the difference.^

War

is the greatest equalizer.
In Gurney's formula of "Marx +
courage = victory," the cause makes the man. In this context, recall
the Poles who decided not to take cover in battle but to stand like
free men, waiting to slay the oppressors like rabbits.^' It is not clear
whether any of these upright men survived. Similarly, French volunteer David Diamant asked readers in 1979 to believe that the
slaughter of International Brigaders proved their coin age.-*^
Even shell shock was related to the just cause. One commissar,

Steve Nelson, said:

Where

soldiers don't have any real interest in the war thev're fighting,
shock can and must exist as a scientific fact. But in this army—
in our army ^it is different Our boys know yAaX they re fighting for.
They're here because they want to be here.*"
sliell

—

'

Nelson's statement is undoubtedly sincere, although these sentiments might have been cynically exploited by publicists. What is in
doubt is the veracity of the statement
These doubts become all the more important when one realizes
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that Nelson's shell shock diagnosis has

interested olMervers.

The

been accepted by other disJohn DoUard con-

social psychologist

ducted interviews with American veterans of Spain as the U.S. Army
prepared itself for the future World War II. When DoUard heard his
subjects repeating variants of Nelson's diagnosis, he accepted it without a word of ciualification or criticism. '" In his popular historv of
the ('anadian hallalion, written in 1969, V^ictor Hoai concurs with
Dollard that "without question, the volunteer whose identification
with what one might call 'war aims' remained stead£ist was more likely
to be a better soldier than the mercenary or adventurer," a judgment
delivered unencumbered by either evidence or argument^* Along
the line from adventurer to zealot lie many points, some of which are
more congenial to the International Brigades' sparrows than either
extreme.

model of moral comwatching world, starting with the
Spanish, they also foolishly imagined this commitment sufficed to
make them good soldiers. High ideals do not make a man into a warrior. International Brigaders grimly learned that the paid professionals of the rebel army knew much of war.^ The cause does not
make the soldier, as the soldier does not make the cause. The meaning and value of each is determined by its own calculus. Whatever
an individual may say before or after combat about moti\ ation, under
fire there is a different counting. To understand soldiers involves
looking at what they do as well as listening to what they sav that they
do, as Albert Einstein said of physicists. '^^ Consider again the passage
from Harold Smith quoted at the outset of these pages. He described
his own experience under fire at Brunete using the third person:
If

the International Brigades were to be a

mitmein

to the just cause for the

The unanswerable

had brought him across the sea to Spain
The slogans
were not on his lips
There was no conscious deciaon but he knew he would not turn
..
back. His decinon had been made before.'^
logic that

did not appear at this moment.

.

.

.

.

.

He

pressed on with his

mind a

blank, as most minds are in battle.

Aristode begins his discussion of the virtue courage with the ex-

ample of death

in batde being the most noble death. As the most
noble death, batde would offer the most perfect instance of courage.
Aristode's batde death would be noble in defense ofan existing polity,
not in pursuit of a dream polity. Many Republicans might have met
this criterion, but not many International Brigaders, considering the
catalogue of motivations presented earlier. The exiles fought for real
polities, but those from the new world did not. .\ristotle does not as-

sume

that

all figliting

for the defense of a polity

is just,

only that

it is
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be just Where the

polis itself is corrupt, fighting

would be

unjust; thus each side in the Spanish Civil War accused the other.

To

appreciate courage, for Aristotle, requires a further look beyond the
cause and the politv to what we value and what we fear.

The just
who watch
mote

to

cause

not the only place in which the warrior or those
The cause is loo abstract and re-

is

the warrior find value.

remain a source of value

to

hungry, nauseated, diseased, and

frightened men hour after hour, day after day, weekafterweek, month
after

month. Here, as so

often,

The consciousness of being in
this affects the civilian

George Orwell puts it best:

the right can bolster

population

get that a soldier anywhere near the front line
frightened, or cold, or above
cal origins of the war.)

all,

up morale, though

more than the troops. (People foris

usually too

hungry or

too tired to bother about the politi-

But the laws of nature are not suspended for a

more than for a "white" one. A louse is a louse and a
a bomb, even though the cause you are fighting for happens

"red" arm\ anv

bomb is

to be just.*

As the letters of soldiers always are, the leitei s of Australian volunteer Lloyd Edmonds brim with references to food, not justice.^
Motivation requires something concrete the others aroinul the soldier, the others who depend on him and on whom he depends. Jef
Last, a Dutchman, said,
is also a community of
military unit
friends ... for which I lived" and fought'^ lA^lliam Herrick's novel
Hermanos! implicidy developed this fraternity thesis. Another volunteer from Belgiimi, Nick Gillain, argued that the International
Brigaders fought as well as they did, because they loved their leader
at the time, (Colonel Putz, not because thev were quickened b\ the
abstract cause of proletarian tmity against dreaded fascism. Gillain
promoted no illusions about how well they fought.

—

Croyezvous que la hose eut ete possible avec un autre chef? Ce n'est
pas amour de "la palric proletarieiuie," de la "grande cause des miseraux," ni par ideal politique que les Internationaux ont repris de de(

Non,

c'est i cause de Putz, afin de ne pas le laisse seul que
sent repartis au combat^ (Do you believe that this was
possible with another leader? Itis not love of the 'proletarian cause,'
of the 'great cause of the impoveri.shed,' nor for a political ideal that

£ullance.

les volontaires

the Internationals have remained unflinching. No,
so as not to leave

it is

because ol Putz,

him alone that the volunteers rejoined combat.)

At the sword's edge, the leader inspired affection and courage in
men, as leaders are supposed to do and main sut ceed in doing,

his

no matter what the
ple, Gillain

cause.

1

hough

this obser\atioii

may seem

sim-

occupies an important place in the demonology of the
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defenders of the ^th of the International Brigades. This is the very

same Nick Gillain from Chapter Three where he described himselif
as an adventurer ^better sunny Spain than cloudy Brussels. His lack
of serious commitment to the cause made him suspect. Was he a
member of Duprc's La Legion Trirolore? Leo Palac io and Alexander
S/urek arc sure that he was. II so, Dupre missed an opportiniitv because (lillain was not placed in any important oliite. Palacio and
Szurek allege ttiat Gillain joined the Walfen SS during World War IL
They do so to discredit his testimony in general, yet on the facing

—

page Palacio, like Gillain, praises Colonel Putz, a veteran of the Great

War who died in Spain.^ Resdess and roodess men may seek action
more than a cause.
Saint-Exupery went to Spain during the civil war, he said, Tor an
answer to another question: How does it happen that men are sometimes willing to die?" The answer he discovered is more complex and
subtler than a just cause. The action of joining arms was the result
of a collision of events, some general and some personal. It was a decision that Saint-Exupery s interlocutors could not articulate.^"
At one of his own moments of truth, Steve Nelson knew all of this
and more, despite his dia^osis of shell shock. A day in the campaign
came when the American unit that Nelson commanded was bloodr
ied, exhausted, and dissipated, and yet there came another call to a
distant sector of the battlefield to secure the line again, suffering an-

other forced march so that on arrival more of their number could
suffer hideous wounds or die. Bearing these orders back to his exhausted and disj)iriied men, Nelson did not speak b\ all accounts, including his own, of the glory of the noble cause, nor did he dwell on

He did what every effective
spoke instead of the need to hold the line,

the demonic evils of the Fascist enemy.
officer has always done;

not for the cause, but to save themselves and their comrades who
He spoke to the men of themselves and of
other men like themselves. He did not order them to action or invoke the higher purpose. Rather, he strove to bring out the most that
these men had to give. Throughout his tenure. Nelson did not make
speeches but rather took care of his subordinates' needs and led them
by moral example as they were supposed to lead the Spanish.^' The
abstraction may recruit for war, but to make a person fight something
more is needed, particularly leadership and firatemiiy. Note that

would otherwise be lost

the U.S. Army thoroij^hty investigated combat motivation in
World War II the just cause did not rank highly.^^
The belief in the power of the cause has intellectual roots in the
teaching of Niccolo Machiavelli, that sagacious and experienced observer, who argued that mercenaries were not to be trusted because

when
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they fought for gain. Worse,
their lives.
litical

he thought, they would not readily risk

He preferred a dvic militia and dievoted much of his po-

career to the creadon of such a force.^

The mercenaries

Machiavelli despised were nothing but the professional soldiers of
his day,

men who had every desire

another day.

Machiavelli,

who

to live, if necessary, to fight again

repeatedly claimed to be a

realist,

been accepted by each new generation of
readers of The Prince, recommended an amateur militia whose members would throw their bodies on the sword rather than surrender
the homeland. The amateur volunteers ofthe Intemadonal IMgades
would have pleased Machiavelli in their zeal.

whose claim has

S.

largely

The Fraternity of Fear

Much more
to fight

War II reamong fellow combatants. Men seem

highly ranked than the cause in that World

search was the fraternity of fear

more

for

someone than

against the enemy. W^ile

one team

when
own evi-

of American army psychiatrists seemingly agreed with Nelson
they stressed the motivating power of clear war aims, their

dence returns time and again to show that "the soldier fights for his
buddies.**^ They also emphasized the importance of leadership by
example.^ Throughout this body of research, which can only be
mentioned here and nothing more, the most frequently volunteered
remark horn respondents is "I feel closer to him [a fellow fighter]
than to my own brother."'*^ Combat forms an intense blood brotherhood that few siblings can rival. VVTien one international volunteer
asked: "Why do we go on?" the answer within himself was this fraternity of

dependence.

who else but the
enemy really knows what it is like? Who else but the enemy endures
This fraternity can even extend to the enemy, for

the same conditions? In this vein, George Orwell described his experience as a sniper in the trenches outside Huesca:

A man presumably carrying a message to an officer, jumped out of the
trench and ran along the top of the parapet in hill view. He was halfdressed and was holding up his trousers with both hands as he ran ...
I did not shoot partly because of that detail about the trousers. I had

come here

to

shoot

at "Fascists";

trousers isn't a "Fascist,"

you don't feel

Laws of war

he

is

but a

man who

is

holding up his

a lellow-creature, similar to yourself, and

like shooting at

him.^

exist in the state of nature.

In Spain, Alvah Bessie confessed that he and his brother had not

been

as close as

he and

his

blood brothers were.^^

For the
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International Brigaders,
Last

summed up

and doubtless for many others

his fraternity as the "invisible threads"

as well, Jef
of comrade-

For him, these threads amounted to "socialism in action."
underlies Hywel Francis's description of the
Welsh volunteers as an "army of comrades,"^' suggesting the argument that the common expteriences of the working class produce an
ethics of mutuality.^^ But as William James argued long ago, following Georg Hegel, nothing is morally equivalent to war.^' Last and
Francis are wrong to think that these feelings of fear and firatemity
are the unique provenance of socialism in action. It is more a matter of being "socialism ©/"action"; action engenders society, which is
the product of the experience and not the ideology.
The International Brigaders had to learn the laws of nature in the
state of war
through their skins. The skin is vulnerable, and often
the lessons were fatal. Once the batde is joined, then war's logic supersedes the justice of the cause. There are ahvays two wars:^ that
watched by civilians and that experienced by soldiers. The civilian
perspective does not change, but with the experience of war, the soldiers' perspective does. War has its own dynamic, far more powerfid
than any set of beliefs an individual brings to it Once started, war is
virtually autonomous, and war invariably exceeds expectations.
Furthermore, in doing what has to be done, combatants do noble
and horrible acts beyond their own comprehension, acts that forever
ship.^^

The same sentiment

—

change the human world. Like the demon god it is, war feeds off itBoth its fear and fraternity are realities for adventurers, mercenaries, sparrows, and zealots alike. The mercenary may have litde
else in his life than what Gurney called "the military ethos."** Years
later one volunteer, Jackjones, said: "I've had experiences of all kinds,
but the happiest days of my life were spent in Spain. For the first time
I recognized the dignity, the goodness and the bravery of ordinary
people."^*' This experience in the nature of war knows no uniform.
self.

and much more importantly,
and frightened men who
grow together under the thunder and lighming of war, and so the
struggle goes on and on.*^ If the publicist promoted a fictitious, sham
firatemity among the nationalities gathered to the cause, as George
Inevitably, the

enemy has

a cause, too,

a share of exemplary leaders under fire

Orwell argued, the fraternity of fear within the small unit on the firing line was not any the less real.^ In World War II American war
correspondent Ernie Pyle described the experience of the foot soldier's war as "the camaraderie of miserv" as the circle of survivors
steadily decreases.''^ War is the universal means of production that
reduces each worker to both a cog and a commodity, always the same
in eternity's sunset.
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So many ironies are apparent. The rallying cry of the Spanish
taken up by many International Brigaders, was La
Pasionaria's famous declamation "No Pasaran!" (They won't pass!).
This phrase became a slogan because to an audience of the 1930s, it
resonated the French vow at Verdun in the dark days of the Great
Republic,

War "lis nc passeront pas!" (They shall not pass!). At the crucible of
Verdun, the materially superior German enemy was defeated; so too
the materially superior enemy would be defeated in Spain. These famous words at Verdun were attributed to General P6tain who, in a
few short years, would preside over the regime at A^chy that surrendered Spanish Republicans and International Brigaders to the
Gestapo.
Not only were the volunteers of the International Brigades wrong
to think that right made might, but they were also wrong to think, as
they seem to have done, that a soldier's com age is fearlessness. The
combination of the just cause and fearless courage could be nothing
but heroism. So opined a 21-year-old American voltuueei writing in
a propaganda work that "the deeds of heroism which we perform in
the name of Anti-Fascism amaze the soldiers who were in the last
war.
Walking unknowingly into interlocking machine gun fire, digging straight trench lines to invite enfilading fire, bunching together
to advance in an open field, not deigning to take cover would these
be cited as instances of fearless courage? They would amaze soldiers
who had survived the Great War.
Ignorance is not courage, and courage is not fearlessness.
Someone who feels no fear can exhibit no coin age. When that veteran spear carrier, Socrates, discussed courage with the generals
Laches and Nicias, they agreed that courage consists in knowing wliat
things are to be feared and fearing them as is their due.^^ Bravery
controls fear but does not eradicate it A man without fear is a fool.
A courageous individual acts despite fear. A fearless person takes
needless risks and, what is worse, imposes needless risks on others.
Death is a thing gready feared, but that fear may be controlled by a
greater fear of things other than death.®^ The pages of history are
replete with the examples of women and men who have siifftM ed
death rather than betray others; fear for others allowed control of
their own fear of death.
Soldiers react to fear itself, the fear of shame. For the sal^ of argument, marginality and ideology brought the foreign volunteers to
Spain, but making them warriors required the combination of fear
and fi:^temity. This social pressure and support of comrades glued
the International Brigaders together, not the cant and catechism of
the cause. As for the universal soldier, there were many days when

—
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each of the International Brigaders would have run away, as those
for the others, for the shame of
having their flight witnessed, and for the suffering imposed on others who depended on each bearing a part.^^ This socialism of action
made possible the courage of the volunteers, not the justice of the
cause. Tile men were noble whatever the cause. There is an analogy. Marcel Prousi argued that love reveals the lover, not the beloved,

who deserted did, had it not been

when we are in love with a woman we simply project into her a
our own soul, that the important tiling is therefore, not the
worth of the woman but the depth of the state; and that the emotions
which a young girl of no kind ofdistincdon arouses in us can enable us
to bring to the surface of our consciousness some of the most intimate
^
parts of our being, more personal, more remote, more essential
that

stale of

The beauty of love lies within the lover, not the beloved. The lover
no one else sees, least of all the

sees something in the beloved that

beloved.
Is the same not true of the International Brigaders?
Whatever the merits of the cause, this inner dimension remains. In
this sense, thev are "true soldiers," transcending their time and place.
With greatest icsjjcct, dissent rom Orwell's conclusion that the foreign volunteers ol the International Brigades "made good infantrv."®^
Suffice it to make them heroes, as Negrin said, heroes for their endurance, heroes for each other, heroes for pulling one another to
safety, but not heroes for killing Fascists.
Establishing themselves as true soldiers meets the third justification for the International Brigades. In being models of moral commitment to the inattentive Spaniards, the International Brigaders
I

f

proved their own moral worth to their compatriots back home and,
liarder still, prowd their moral worth to iheinsches. Randolfo
Pacciardi said tliai he went to Spain to prove to the people in Italy
that fascism could be fought.'*'' Perhaps he wanted to prove that
Italians, in particular, could and should fight fascism, a lesson worth
the teaching as well the learning and remembering. Pacciardi and
his comrades were not the first to enter (someone else's) war to prove
something to those at home. Sarpedon from far Lycia went to Troy
as ally to Hector to prove to the Lycians that he was a noble warrior,
worthy of their honor.^' Is this reasoning so very different from
Pacciardi's?

The

history of the Spanish Civil

War always ends in the same way;
The Spanish Republic was out-

the Republic, hke Troy, was defeated.

numbered in men, guns, and planes, as Paul Preston has lamented.^
Preston implies that the Nationalist strategy of seeking to gain and
use numerical advantage was perfidious. A more chivalrous ap-
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proach, Preston implies, would have seen an equal contest In reality, the rebels defeated the Republic by superior diplomatic and milr
itary strategies through wliich the\ gradually amassed their numerical superiorilN, as soldiers alwavs

Thomas Hobbes

put

it

in tiie

hope

petent leader needs brave followers.

How did
an incom-

their leaders will do.

seventeenth century?

Onh

Another of the mvths of the

War is that it all came easily for Franco.'" According to
this myth, virtually the entire army swung instantly to the rebels, the
rebel side had from the outset one united purpose, and the powerful allies immediately poured in men and material on request with
no questions Baked. Nothing could be further from the trudi, thoi^h
Spanish

such

Civil

'

details lie well

propoimded

beyond the purpKMCS at hand. These myths are

to enlarge the heroic nature of the Republic's resis-

tance, but that resistance aiul the part played by the International

Brigades needs no enlaigement.
In

1939 when

the

Repul)lic

International Brigaders, those

was toppled, some of the

who had not been

repatriated

last

under

League of Nations supervision, crossed into France with Republican
soldiers, national art treasures, and civilian refugees in a carnival of
flight The International Brigaders, seven thousand in one estimate,
were interned in barbed wire concentration camps, built to house
German prisoners-of-war in the Great War, many on the windswept
sand at Gurs.^" The schizophrenia of Gurs bespoke the times. On
the one hand, the vanquished were imprisoned behind barbed wnre
with little food, watei, or clothing, and no shelter or medicine.
Meanwhile, the casinos along the

cliffs

ing the tango and drinking martinis.''

were

full

of the wealthy, danc-

The floundering French

gov-

ernment did not know what to do with these unbidden guests so they
were kept there. They could not be trusted with weapons, and there
they remained when the war came. Conditions in the Republican
camps were bad enoi^h to drive some to suicide and for others to
die of disease.^ There they remained when France capitulated rather
than endure. After 1940, Vichy authorities allowed the Gestapo finee
rein in searching Gurs and through(^ut France for the enemies of the
Reich, anti-Fasc ists who had fled Spain.
At about tlic same time,
the Vichy regime of Petain also turned over to German authorities
thousands of other German and Austrian expatriates who had served
in the French Foreign Legion and fought the Germans in 1940 after
having been proudly paraded in Paris in 1939.
The former
Legionnaires were organized into suicide regiments to act as cannon
fodder for Erwin RommeFs Afrika Corps.
'-^

Mexico offered

to

receive

veterans finom

the International

Brigades; but the offer provoked domestic opposition,

and

in the

FaUmSpamm
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end, the Mexican government trimmed its sails. Significant segments
of Mexican opinion viewed the International Brigaders as Red
Soldiers,

and

the interest of accepting Spanish

in

Republican

refugees the offer.to International Brigaders was muted. In this way,

oiuc again,

tiic

International Brigaders served the interest of the

Spanish RepuliHc.
Spanish

l

who had acquired
found entry into Mexico possible,

iiose International Brigaders

citizenshij:),

howe\i'r.

thanks to the blind eye of oilicialdom.'^

4.

Conclusion

Summoning men to the eternal field,

to use Edwin Rolfe's image of
death for the International Brigaders, has never been difificult.
Strangers rush into burning buildings to pull strangers to safety.
Family, friend, and station each have and have always had their martyrs and heroes. Religion and philosophv have also had their saints
and martvrs. But surelv Michael VVal/ei s oliservation is right: the
most persistently successf ul claimant on human life, alter religion, is
polidcs.^^ Political dying is, of course, irrational and even incomprehensible to the psychological and ethical egoism ofThomas Hobbes's

now

legacy that

sets limits to so

much

philosophical thinking.

According to egoism, nothing surpasses the importance of the self
to the self; thus, no person can ever sacrifice herself or himself in the
interests of others. Stich seeming sacrifices are explained away, that
the person

who made

jjric e to be
was willinglv made, choice means no sacrifice, assuming
wrongly that people do only what they want, and
to do is to choose and to choose is to will,^^ The crew of a sinking
ship may decide to lighten the load by throwing the collected works
of Picasso (a supporter of Republican Spain) over the side, or a victim may commit a terrible crime in the hope of gaining the fi*eedom
of a child held hostage. Both are volitional acts in Aristotle's meaning, but neither is what the individual wants to do.'' Different degrees and different kinds of volition mean that in litde\^yson most
is,

exacted; or

il

—

days,

all of

Political

us

the sacrifice did not realize the

llie sacrifice

—

do things we would rather not do.

dying

is

as

common

as

it is

poorly understood and

all

the

more important for being ineffable. The ordinary citizen who becomes soldier, the foreigner who becomes soldier, is not the calculating egoist

beloved of philosophers, as economists once courted

the rational being. At a time when society places a premium on the
study of the experiences of ordinary persons, what more common
and profound experience visits the ordinary person than war? A sacrifice willingly made is no less a sacrifice, as a charity willingly given
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no less a charity. Convincing men to die for politics becomes easy

where

men convince themselves.

If the poles

tion of war to a soldier who fights are

of the moral justifica-

marked by defense of the com-

/a Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and the preservation of individincluding the soldiers, pace Hobbes, the International Brigades

munity, d
uals,

Perhaps the truth of the International Brigaders
touches not the reaches of political theory but rather the analogy to

eltide classification.

religion.

War mimics

religion in that only these tvvo social institu-

meaning on death. In the words
of Mauc Weber '^e warrior experiences a consecrated meaning of
death that is very nearly unique. The army standing in a field is the
community in microcosm, literally a community unto death."^
For one reason or another, the marginal men of the International
Brigades, being a part of no community, made their own communioletarian brotherhood of the International Brigades
ties, not in h c
as a single whole but in secondary groups with a common language
at the level of fighting units. The socialism of action engendered the
tions possess the capacity to bestow

t

opportunitv' to belong.

The

result for the sparrows

was too often the

undergroimd war of
the French resistance thatJean-Paul Sartre called "La Republique du
silence," could enjoy the ultimate freedom to choose meaning for
their own deaths and lives, an achievement that most of them
sought.^ Even if they had known the death and injury that awaited,
they would have gone. Great was their need for a place to go. Litde
wonder that these few months spent in Spain marked survivors for
the rest of their lives. At the sword's edge, a lifetime may be lived or
lost in a second. The International Brigaders show a fine moral example for all their deficiencies as a military model, exemplifying
moral qualities that made their real military coiUribulions possible
and also ensured a high human price for those contributions. Mavbe
fall,

but

at least they, like

the volimteers in the

this recognition moved Negrin to speak to tlie International Brigades
or drove La Pasionaria to the heights of her oratory when the
International Brigades disbanded, somehow compensating for the
official silence that greeted their arrival. Whether fools or heroes,
the International Brigaders were not knaves like the privileged Kim
Philbys of their generation who happily sacrificed others to their

cause.^^

Above

all,

what the

men

of the International Brigades did was po-

modern

sense of ruling and being ruled,
but in the more profound and ancient sense of creating something
out of nothing. In response to a morally incoherent world they created enduring political meaning. Hannah Arendt is the chief exponent of this deeper conception of politics in our time. AJew who es^
litical,

not in the limited,
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caped from Germany, she was briefly interned at Gurs while the
International Brigaden were there. Unlike them, she had connections and managed to make her way to the United States where in
the 195Qs she composed her great books. Though she had in mind
Greek heroes like Achilles and Sarpedon, her words may also interpret the deeds of the International Brigaders. In an essay on free-

dom she wrote that

"the essence of politics ...

is

not to rule over oth-

ers or to achieve instrumental objectives, but rather to join with others
in collective

deeds that win immoi

tal

remembrance." She continued:

A worldly reality, tangible in worcis whic h

c

an be heard,

in

deeds which

can be seen, and in events which are talked about, remembered, and
turned into stories before they are finally incorporated into the great
storybook of human history. Whatever occurs in this space of appearance is political by definition."^

men of the Internadonal Brigades succeeded beyond all measure. They spawned a literature, much of
which has the character of myth. Behind the famous few, nameless
men of the International Brigades became like the nameless men at
Troy wlio stood behind Achilles, Sarpedon, Hector, and the others,
that none was there at the order of a sovereign,
with this dif ference
that each had made up his own mind, and that each had to keep
choosing to stay there.
Consider a contrast
Before the battie of Agincourt in
Shakespeare's Henry V, the men in the ranks discuss the war. A common soldier, John Bates, explains to the disguised King Henry that
if the cause is wrong, "our obedience to the king wipes the crime out
of us." Other common soldiers arotmd the camp fire agree with this
Surely by this criterion the

—

The men ol the International
made up their own minds and
consciences. Their personal declarations oi war meant that they willingly entered a state of nature, which was a state of war far more terrible than Thomas Hobbes imagined. While in that state of war, they
created a community among themselves, a community based on their
common experience in Spain. That ommiunityendiured after Spain,
thesis of sole sovereign responsibility.

Brigades would not. because

tj»e%'

each

tojudge by the efforts of International Brigade veterans to keep alive

the

memory of their efforts.

In a national war. rituals

other

remove the

soldier

from the society and
(The absence of

rituals later restore survivors to the society.^-'

these rituals,

made

politicalK impossible by the extra-constitutional

nature of the Vietnam War, partly sUmulated anti-war sentiment and
later embittered

many veterans of that conflict) One

aspect

is

that

these rituals insulate individual soldiers fix>m the responsibility to

conader thejustice of the cause, as Henry's men said. The flags, uni-
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—

forms, parades, presentations, and the like
at the outset

and

later restore veterans.

^these answer any doubts

True

soldiers," like the

International Brigaders, learned the difference between soldier and

by living in filth, amid disease, and seeing friends destroyed.
Not until World War II did civilians learn this difference.
Near the beginning of that terrible Greek civil war described by
civilian

Thucydides, the Corcyraeans pleaded with the Athenians to take their
part against Corinth, in their plea, the Corcyraeans conceded that

they had

no claim on the Athenians,

that Athens

owed Corcyraea

nothing. But, they argued, the Corcyraean request provided Athens

do a noble act

with the opportimity to

and on the

—to enter the war voluntarily

side of the weaker. If Athens so acted, the Corcyraeans

claimed, the world would admire

its

nobility.

not what the men of the International Brigades did, taking
the perceived weaker side? The exercise of their individual soverIs this

eign choice distinguishes the

members of the

International Brigades,

not the justice of their cause. They created meaning for themselves,
where the act becomes an end in itself that needs no just cause for
explanation, though without belief in a just cause, the action would

never have been initiated. The Trojan War, hardly a just war for its
became noble in its conduct. The experience itself remains
in the end, not the cause, to compel those who write and read about
cause,

the International Brigades.
In his novel.

La Peste, Albert Camus causes Rambert, an Intemar

Rieux that his experiences
Spain taught him a lesson: "Maintenant je sais que I'homme est
capable de grandes actions. Mais s'il n'est pas capable d un grand
sentiment, il ne m'interesse pas" (Now I know that man is cajiable of
tional Brigade veteran, to declare to Dr.
in

great actions. But

if

he

not capable of great sensibility, he does not

is

Heroism no longer moves Rambert for it of ten brings
death and he prefers life. In Oran where the story takes place, the
interest me)

plague does not respect anyone's preferences. Niccold Machiavelli
taught that necessity requires action, which the foreign volunteers in
the International Brigades understood in their morally incoherent
world.

Much about war has been written in these pages for the subject is
worth exploring. An agnostic can see that the world is a better place,
a richer place, for cathedrals, as a pacifist can see the nobility in war
without advocating it. Republican general Vincente Rojo observed
that the Spanish Civil War has ended in deed but not in word.^ The
surviving International Brigaders have not come to terms with their
own experience but Vant recognition," according to one, "that what
was ... the right thing to do."^
we went to do in Spain
.

.

.
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—

Juan Negn'n s prophecy that a tribute would be paid to these men
by their own countries ^has not been fulfilled with a few desultory
exceptions, more a product of the Cold War than respect for the

—

International Brigaders, like the East Germany issue of a commemorative postage stamp in 1969 and tlie Polish erectit^n of a small mon-

lunent
at

I'.l

in their

Vdllc

<li'

honor

los ('.(lidos

Spain

In
(

itself

,

tlie

extraoichnai

\

monument

Tlu' \alk'\ of the Fallen), huilt to F'ranco's

spetificaiions, now ostensibly honors r///who tell in the Spanish Civil
War. Much of the back-breaking work at this site was done by
Republican prisoners of war, including Internadonals. But the
plaques above the two sacred crypts where the remains are kept, open
only to fiunily members, sdll dedare that those who lie there died for
their country and for God. Neither dedication would apply to the
International Brigaders. Judging from reports of visits to Spain by
International Brigade veterans. El Valle de Ins (laidos does not figure
in their itiiu-rai ies."^
A cotiti ast might he the ('athedral in
1). ('., where plaques ennobling Ulysses S. (iranl and
Lee are aiiixed lo facing walls. Or die National Park at
Civil War battlefields where opposing officers and men who died are
honored ade by side. In 1982, King Juan Carlos, in a gesture of reconciliation, dedicated another memorial in the city of Madrid, mak-

VVasliington,

Robert

E.

no reference to its foreig^ner saviors of 1936.
Veteran Laurie Lee recalls seeing index cards in boxes recording
the names of manv of the British volunteers when he visited William
Rust, af ter k'a\ ing Spain. I le latiM wrote that "tlu-re nuist ha\e bt-cn
moie than half were markt-d
five or six bundled of them. Manv
'killed in action' or 'missing', at such fronts as Brunete, Guadalajara,
the Ebro." Lee thought that

ing

—

here wcic the

iiaiiit's

—

of (lead lu iot's. piled into little

never to be inscribed later in
recognition, often ridiculed

oftitial flails ot

(

aixihoard boxes,

Renieinbrante. Without

.

Lee's observation remains jjertineiu todav.

If

the

end of the Cold

War means that the propaganda value of die International Brigaders
is now gone, the men in the ranks will be foigotten even faster.
Vae ^ctis.
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Hw

Chapter 9

To Endure

International Brigaders, among the few soldiers since the rise
of nation-states to go to war on their own initiative vdthout the aid
and comfort of their patrimony, suffered ignominy and alienation.
Unlike other returned soldiers, the International Brigaders received
no tribute from a grateful state or nation. Those who survived Spain

The

could

steel

themselves to

this neglect,

but for those

who

died, ne-

from the minds of others. The
International Brigaders themselves have honored their own dead by
remembering them and by inspiring others in this task.
Consequendy, one of the most striking features of books by the
International Brigaders, and those inspired by them, has been the
lists of names reproduced.* These lists record for posterity the names
of some of those who served, including the fidlen, but so many names
must have been lost.
Moreover, display between the covers of a book is not the public
monimient that an obelisk or a military cemetery is. Though even
today the search for war criminals rom World War II can be frontpage news, recognition of the International Brigades seems as unlikely as ever. Negrin's prophecy has not been fiilfilled and probably never will be, because the moral lesson that the International
Brigaders' war teaches has not been absorbed. Right is not might,
as Albert Camus noted, but nobility is endurance.'
Disbanded, the International Br^ades became immortal. They
glect threatened final extinction

f
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were individuab who transcended the confusion and complexity of
a morally incoherent world. Theirjourney to the cutting edge of the
political world created a myth. WTiile that myth is an important phein its own right, it also hides a more common but nonethemore profound realitv experienced hv the men in the ranks: that

nomenon
less

is not might, that the socialism ot action is all that remains. \'et,
according to the criteria of Haimah Arendt, the men in the ranks
were antique heroes for u ying to re-create the political world.

right

Perhaps in a small way they were

like the i&unous

men

praised in

Ecclesiasticus:

honored in their generations
and wtM f the gloiT of their times.
There be of them that have left a name behind them,
that dieir praises might be reported.
And some there be which have no memorial,
who are perished as though they had never been.
And are become as thoutfh tliev had never been bom
and their chilciren after them.
But these were merciful men
whose good works hath not been forgotten.
With their seed shall continually remain
All of these were

a

good inheritance.

And their cliildren
T lieii

And

are within the

seed

covenant

stantietli fast.

their children tor their sakes.

Their seed

shall

remain for ever.

And their glory shall not be blotted out
Their bodies are buried in peace,
their name liveth for evermore.

But
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IN
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SPANISH CIVIL

WAR
MICHAEL JACKSON
Ihe

International Brigades were

some 32,000

foreigners

who

fought

in the Spanish Civil War. Bfichael

Jackson peels away some myths that

have long obscured them. Some of
these concern facts such as, their

nmnbers, nations, classes, ages, and
Others examcommitment and motiva-

political affiliations.

ine their
j

tion for taking part in a

war

that did

not directly involve their native
lands.
I

The Brigaders were both
more complex and simpler than portrayed in propaganda, m3rth, in history because the

men

in the ranks

were far more varied than any ideological

account can accommodate

and simpler because theirs was the
universal experience of war.
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of

significance

International Brigades

lies

convictions

ideological
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that

them than in the
endurance they displayed once
recruited

there. Jackson's goal
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experiences
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